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ABSTRACT 
The thesis is concerned with the study of the evolution of 
mill buildings in Greece from the end of the nineteenth 
century using a typological approach. It is also a case-study 
in development and evaluation of the use of the typological 
method of analysis in application to a single building class. 
Mills, as rather ordinary utilitarian buildings, can only be 
subjected to conventional stylistic analysis with great dif- 
ficulty because their designers are unknown or, if known, in 
most cases do not adhere to any known architectural school 
of thought, and because most of the buildings are individually 
of no special stylistic or architectural intent. 
The description of a sample of 57 mills according to their 
formal language, constructional system and articulation of 
spaces shows the inadequacy of the conventional descriptive 
approach in handling the large number of cases and in 
making inductive generalizations concerning their relation- 
ships, origins and meanings. An analysis of the evolution of 
the uses of typology in architecture leads to a clarification 
of the conceptual framework of the typological approach. The 
meaning of type is defined and type is distinguished from 
class. 
A procedure is developed for the identification of the types 
of a set of buildings. The sample of the 57 mills is typolo- 
gically analysed and seven types are identified. The inter- 
pretation of the types is made using factors which are either 
extrinsic to design (socioeconomic conditions, the nature of 
-7- 
the production process, environmental conditions, legislation, 
technical and material means of construction), or intrinsic 
to them and related to architectural ideology. 
The case-study of the sample of mill buildings provides 
answers to a number of theoretical issues regarding the 
ontogeny of types and the potential of typological analysis 
as a descriptive tool in architecture. 
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FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
This thesis deals with the description and interpretation 
of the historical evolution of mills in Greece through 
a typological approach. An old notion of type in archi- 
tecture is used which is developed and enriched with ideas 
from other fields of enquiry. Thus, the aim of the research 
is twofold: to study the evolution of mills in Greece, and 
to develop and assess the typological method of analysis. 
The choice of mills was made for a number of reasons. The 
first was subjective and followed from my involvement in 
the Department of Architecture of the Aristotle University 
of Thessaloniki in the study of planning and designing 
factories between 1977 and 1981. 
The other reasons are related to the nature of mills as a 
set of buildings suitable for the application and assess- 
ment of typological analysis. Mills form a class of buildings 
which has not been subjected to historical description so 
far. They have a history of nearly a century, since 
textiles is one of the oldest branches of Greek industry, 
and thus constitute an appropriate case for historical 
analysis. Finally, factories in general and mills in particular 
are ordinary utilitarian buildings and would not be the object 
of a conventional stylistic analysis. 
The emphasis on methodology is the result of a 
.. 
number of 
considerations related to the ways in which historical 
analyses are usually conducted. Every historical study deals 
with: the nature of the descriptive material, the way of 
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organizing descriptive data and the process of description. 
Architectural history has been predominantly concerned 
with certain building classes: public buildings and houses 
especially those designed by architects. Furthermore, it 
generally deals with individual masterpieces which represent 
a small proportion of the built environment. J. P. Bonta, 
referring to the way historians describe modern architecture, 
points out that they usually use as examples small buildings 
such as villas, shops or pavillions which although they "... 
appear important from the points of view from which historians 
conduct their argument, they only represent an insignificant 
proportion of total architectural production"' . It is quite 
legitimate for historians to concentrate on great architects 
or seminal'buildings. However, when one is interested in 
describing and explaining the evolution of the architectural 
trends in a certain area in general or the evolution of the 
architecture of a particular class of buildings, he should 
embrace a representative sample of the entire built environ- 
ment irrespective of the designer and the-architectural 
importance of the buildings. This consideration reflects 
the view that the architecture of an epoch is illustrated 
not only in certain buildings but in the totality of the 
built environment; this is constituted of buildings which 
are marked, in the majority, by borrowed traits and which 
are very rarely masterpieces. 
It is a basic concern of this work to concentrate on a 
sample of buildings'which represents approximately' '55% 
of the whole set of mills in Greece. The choice has been 
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made on the basis of three non-architectural criteria 
which-are analysed in section 3.1. These are: the area 
where the mill is built, the size of the firm and the year 
of its establishment. 
Another important point is the way the descriptive material 
is organized in conventional historical analyses: buildings 
are analysed by styles, by schools or by architects. All 
these categories, which allow architectural historians to 
group the material they investigate, derive from the idea 
that the architecture of an epoch can be adequately described 
by a few masterpieces and is expressed through one style or 
a limited range of styles. By 'style' is meant a peculiar, 
pervasive and vigorous formal language governing a group of 
architectural works whose architects are regarded as 
responsible for the dynamics of style. These categories seem 
to be inadequate when one is dealing with ordinary buildings 
which are not masterpieces, their designer is usually unknown, 
if he is not famous, and their form does not seem to occupy 
a position within the framework of any stylistic system. 
Some historical studies regard buildings isolated from the 
environment and are innocent of the main drawings (site 
plan, plans, sections, elevations). Descriptions are mainly 
based on photographs taken from certain view points and at 
their worst are mere facadism. J. H. Bonta, arguing about the 
conflicting interpretations in architectural criticism and 
the differences between the expressive systems of historians 
and critics, points out that the photographs which appear in 
the books give a fragmented image of the building and are 
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selected to correspond to the position of the writer2. P. 
Frankl in his book 'Principles of Architectural History' 
3 
avoided the piecemeal approach by establishing four 
descriptive categories for the analysis of architecture. 
The most important of these is the one called 'visible 
form' which refers to the kinetic experience of the observer 
who moves around and through a building and obtains a single 
image of the whole building and not isolated fragments of it. 
It is a basic premise of the thesis to consider the buildings 
as whole entities and thus to use for the survey only those 
mills-whose complete-drawings and other imformation are 
available. 
If these criticisms of conventional historical approach, 
are accepted a search must'be made for another, more effective 
one, for the study of mill buildings. The thesis employs the 
typological method for the analysis of mills since it is 
much more comprehensive than conventional` approach' and 
also because it is appropriate for the nature of the 
descriptive material. Mills are not open to conventional 
analysis according to styles or architects because their 
designers are either unknown or have not acted within the 
framework of any known architectural school of thought. Thus, 
the research is based on a quite large amount of the existing 
mills (except those for which data is not available). The 
focus on buildings leads to a mass of data which necessitates 
a new method of analysis and interpretation. 
Although the notion of type has its origins in the architec- 
tural writings of the eighteenth century, the relevant 
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literature on typology lacks any systematic and integrated 
inquiry into the theory and application of the typological 
analysis. 
Additionally there is an ambiguity as regards the meaning 
of the notion of type which is often confused with the 
concept of class. Furthermore, architectural writings deal- 
ing only with typological analysis do not have any explicit 
basis in a coherent conception of type and often verge 
towards an approach which has more the character of 
classification than of typology. It is a central argument of 
the thesis that a distinction has to be made between type 
and class and therefore between typology and classification; 
this is very tenuous but it has important methodological 
implications. I shall argue, in due course, that the dif- 
ference between the two concepts underlines the opposition 
between an approach which treats buildings holistically and 
seeks to examine the ideas beneath the observable form, and 
an approach which fragments the buildings and is concerned 
particularly with their form. 
The concept of type in architecture as a descriptive tool 
has its origins in the taxonomic works of the biological 
sciences and those of archaeology. In both of these and 
mainly in the latter the notion of type, its use for 
description and the methodological issues involved have 
been debated in length. A number of views which have been 
elaborated in archaeology at the levels of both theory and 
practice are applicable and useful in the study of archi- 
tectural phenomena. It is a dominant aim in the thesis to 
develop a typological method of analysis which can be asses- 
-17- 
sed through ä particular case-study by extracting and using, 
within an architectural context, ideas worked out in 
archaeology and biology. Furthermore, it seeks to set out 
and subject to critical analysis a number of fundamental 
issues concerning the function. of types in architecture 
based upon the conclusions of the case-study. 
STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
In chapter 1 ('The socioei 
analysis of the evolution 
in Greece from the end of 
is given with an emphasis 
: onomic framework') an overall 
of the socioeconomic conditions 
nineteenth century until today 
on their impact on the development 
of industry and of textiles in particular. This is mainly 
an introductory chapter giving the general framework within 
which Greek mill buildings evolved. Additionally, it provides 
for the non-Greek reader a basis on which he can more easily 
locate and comprehend the particulars of the survey. 
In chapter 2 ('The nature of mills and immediate influences 
on their design') four factors which influence mill design 
are described: the production process and the machinery used, 
the environmental conditions in the factory - mainly those 
related to noise, ventilation and lighting -, the industrial 
statutory framework with an emphasis on workers'- health and 
safety regulations and finally the available building 
materials together with the conditions in the construction 
industry. The above factors are extrinsic to designers and 
industrial clients and constitute a picture-frame within 
which design takes place, and affects all mills in more or 
less the same way. The factors which are intrinsic to 
-18- 
designers and are determined by his experience and scientific 
knowledge acquired by his professional life and education 
are presented in Chapter 6 interwoven with the interpretation 
of the types of mills. 
Chapter 3 ('The Survey') deals with the description of the 
sample of 57 factories of the thesis. It opens with a brief 
presentation of the conditions under which the survey took 
place and also of the characteristics of the sample. At its 
centre is the description of mills in terms of their formal 
language, constructional system and articulation of spaces. 
The chapter closes with a brief criticism of the potentials 
and limitations of the description and opens up the discus- 
sion of the typological approach. 
In chapter 4 ('The theory and application of typological 
analysis') the focus shifts from the empirical to a theore- 
tical level of analysis. The aim here is the clarification 
of the conceptual framework of the typological approach. 
Thus, issues concerning the notion of type and its use as ä 
descriptive and prescriptive tool in architecture are dealt 
with. To this end, the historical and contextual transforma- 
tions of the notion of type in architectural. thought are 
set out, and brief reference is made to the way the concept 
has been developed and established as a methodological device 
in archaeology and biology. Both fields have affected the 
formation and use of types in architecture. The core theme 
of this chapter is the distinction between 'type' and 'class' 
and this provides the theoretical basis of the remaining 
chapters. 
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In chapter 5 ('The typology of mills') I have attempted to 
develop a procedure for typological analysis with-the help of 
the tools derived from chapter 4. Furthermore, I have identified 
and described the types of mills, and have arranged them 
according to their geographical and temporal occurrence. 
Whereas chapter 5 deals with the description of types, chapter 
6 ('The interpretation of mill types') is concerned with their 
explanation. It shifts description from the formalistic level 
(identification of types) to the interpretive one. It re-reads 
the types identified in chapter 5 with a critical eye and 
offers an explanation of their origins, meaning and relation- 
ships. For thispurpose it re-introduces material from 
chapters 1 and 2, and additionally explores the conditions 
in the architectural profession and education in Greece, and 
refers to their likely effects on mill design. 
Chapter 7 ('A discussion of theoretical issues involved in 
the typological approach') deals with some important issues 
concerning the use of types as descriptive tools in archi- 
tecture, and discusses them in the light of the conclusions 
of the case-study. Thus, the results of the typological 
analysis are used in the discussion of issues such as: the 
relationship between building class and form type, the 
potential and justification of the use of types in historical 
description, the conditions of the emergence, evolution, 
coexistence, succession and death of types and the 'biolo- 
gical fallacy' associated with the notion of type in archi- 
tecture. 
Finally, in a separate section the general conclusions of 
-zo- 
thesis are summarized. They refer mainly to the descriptive 
strength and the limitations of typological approach. Also, 
they concentrate on what the use of a typological analysis 
has led to in application to mills. 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE GENERAL BACKGROUND 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter contains a description of the overall socio- 
economic framework within which Greek mill buildings evolved. 
The aim is to present briefly the particular aspects of the social 
and economic life in Greece, which had an impact on the 
development of the manufacturing industry in general and on 
textiles in particular. 
The chapter focuses upon matters related to the economic 
history of Greece, and especially on the evolution of industry 
with emphasis on the textile sector. The analysis extends 
from the industrial revolution to the present. Considering that 
the industrial revolution was a sequence of qualitative trans- 
formations which at certain periods took place at all levels 
of the socioeconomic life of many countries, and created the 
necessary conditions for their transition to the capitalist 
mode of production, it can be said that in Greece these trans- 
formations started to occur in the last decades of the nine- 
teenth century and were accomplished by the end of the second 
decade of the twentieth century. However, the dominance of 
the capitalist mode of production in Greece did not follow 
the same pattern as-thatýof the industrialized countries of 
Western Europe and the United States of America. The 
particularities of this process are analysed briefly in this 
chapter. 
The chapter contains three sections. These cover the socio- 
economic factors which influenced industrialization and the 
structure of Greek industry (section 1.1), the basic economic 
-23- 
and technical characteristics of the manufacturing industry 
(section 1.2), and finally the particular traits and 
conditions of the textile sector (section 1.3). 
F-ý 
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1.1. THE SOCIOECOrOMIC CONDITIONS 
The slow and contradictory development of capitalism in 
Greece has been conditioned by certain historical circum- 
stances and domestic particularities. The process of 
industrialization-took place within an already existing 
economic. framework. determined by the advanced level of 
industrial development of the Western part of Europe and 
the United States. 
After the completion of the Greek war of independence from 
the Ottoman Empire (1830), Greece developed mainly as an 
agrarian and mercantile society with low capital per head 
and nearly non-existent industry. The political-and economic 
dependence of the state on the West influenced the economic 
choices made by Greek governments at the national level. 
Before 1880 a number of factors had a restraining influence 
on the development of industry. These factors can-be sum- 
marized as follows: the dominant merchant and finance capital 
(eitler indigenous, foreign or of diaspora origin) avoided 
the sphere of production, there was an unstable political 
situation, there was the lack of skilled labour, the in- 
ternal market was relatively small and still in its formative 
years, there was an absence of efficient land transport, and 
finally the state practiced a non-protectionist policy which 
stemmed from French liberal economic thought! 
During the forty years around the turnof the century (1880- 
1920) a number of fundamental changes occured which created 
the necessary preconditions for the growth of industrial 
-25- 
capitalism after 1920. These transformations were related 
to the disturbance of the Balkan status quo and the chang- 
ing nature of Western capitalism around the end of the nine- 
teenth century? 
Specifically, Greece with its Balkan neighbours acquired 
the major part of Macedonia, Southern Epirus and a number 
of Aegean islands through a collective military action 
against the Ottoman Empire. This war took place between 
1912 and 1913. Asa result Greece increased its territory 
by almost 68% and its. population_, by. about 78% (Table 1). 
Table 1 
Year Land Population 
1880 50,21-1 km2 1,695,160 




1914 119,050 km2 4,867,378** 
Annexation of Thessaly II Thessaly 
**Annexation of Macedonia, ® Macedonia, Epirus 
Epirus and Crete and Crete 
Source: G. HARITAKIS, op. cit., p. 37 
In parallel a number of changes happened in the Western 
economy. The western part of the continent witnessed rapid 
industrialization and by the middle of the nineteenth 
-26- 
century started to compete with the industrially advanced 
Britain. A highly competitive climate developed and the 
capital which had accumulated in these countries felt the 
pressing need for expansion beyond national boundaries. 
The Balkan area provided an attractive area for investment. 
Under those conditions, Greece witnessed a kind of inter- 
ference which can be characterized as 'structural'as opposed 
to the (manipulative' 
4 
which was the favourite form of 
influence of the Great Powers over Greece before the 1880's. 
Foreign capital inflows to Greece were in the form of govern- 
ment loans and railway investments. The expansion of the 
railways resulted in the creation, for the first time, of a 
unified and relatively large internal market. 
In the course of the years between 1880 and 1922 the Greek 
State took a number of major measures with the aim of west- 
ernizing Greece, and started to control the economy by 
intervention. As regards the secondary sector, the repeated 
devaluation of the national currency (1880-1895), the intro- 
duction of protective tarrifs on imported products, and the 
influx of foreign and diaspora capital led to some industrial 
growth. 
The beginning of the 20's was marked by a 
which had fundamental consequences for the 
of Greece. The defeat of the Greek army in 
Turks (1922)- defined the final territorial 
Greece and resulted in a massive influx of 
from Asia Minor to their home country. -The 
number of incidents 
future development 
Asia Minor by the 
boundaries of 
Greek refugees. 
number of refugees 
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was very large (1,500,000) in comparison with the population 
of Greece (5,000,000) at that period and came to play an 
important role in the economic life of the country. They 
made available an exceptionally large quantity of very 
cheap, and not entirely unskilled labour; 65% of them were 
small industrialists5 who had brought with them not 
only experience and skills but some of their savings 
as well. The majority of refugees settled in the big urban 
centres of Piraeus, Patras and Thessaloniki and became engaged 
mainly in the textile sector. 
During the inter-War period Greece witnessed another massive 
inflow of foreign capital 
6 in the form of aid for the 
refugees from the League of Nations, and of government loans 
for public works, productive purposes and aid to Banks. At 
the same period the domestic capital started to be invested 
in the secondary sector. 
All these circumstances combined in the first Imajor step 
forward of the industrial sector in Greece despite the fact 
that until the beginning of the 60's the contribution of 
industry to the production of national' income was less 
important than the agricultural sector (the relationship 
was 10-12% as against 46-48%). 
X.. From the beginning of the 
120 
onwards industry started to 
function as a dynamic sector of the Greek economy. The word 
'dynamic' is used in the sense of N. Mouzelis where it does 
not imply v... any high rates of growth, as rather the fact 
that from this time on, the systematic transfer of resources 
from the simple commodity mode of production (prevalent in 
-28- 
agriculture and handicraft industry) to the 'modern' capital- 
ist industrial sector became a salient feature of the Greek 
social formation"7. 
This picture of increasing prosperity was according to the 
historian Svoronos "superficial and it only served but aý 
minority, since it was based mainly on foreign capital which 
was imported massively in the form of loans and controlled 
i8 the economy of the country. 
This development was restrained by the world economic crisis 
of 1929-31 and later was abruptly stopped by the Second World 
War. The political events that followed the end of World War 
Two, the tragic end of the civil war. (1946-1949), and the 
new conditions in the international scene, determined the 
economic and social life of Greece. 
The main task of the post-civil war Greek governments was 
to achieve the reconstruction of the country and its future 
development in parallel with their political survival. To 
achieve these aims, during the immediate years after, the 
War, they relied on foreign patrons, such as. Britain and 
mainly on the United States, of America . The 'Truman 
Doctrine' and its economic expression in the 'Marshal Plan' 
was the framework within which the Greek government was - 
called on to find the future economic development of Greece. 
As regards the policy of the post War development there-. were 
two major trends9. The first promoted, the model of a free 
market economy dominated by the principles of laissez faire, 
where priority should be, given to agriculture and. manufactur- 
ing industries which were. not capital intensive, whereas the 
second proclaimed the model of active state intervention 
with its main priority being the development of heavy industry. 
-29- 
In the end it was the first that prevailed and from then on 
the country's economy was based on the desicive role of 
foreign capital. 
After the War the Greek state gradually started to intervene 
in the economy to strengthen the market forces. That inter- 
vention was manifested in a number of measures which provided 
protection to small enterprises and did not operate as a 
deliberate device to foster industrialization and economic 
growth. Government intervention took the form of 'expediences 
licences, incentives of fiscal character, geographic 
decentralization and attraction of foreign capital. 
The first systematic legal measure taken to attract private 
foreign investment was the Legislative Decree 2687/195310. 
This statutory arrangement resulted in the rapid inflow of 
foreign capital into the Greek economy. It was the first 
time that foreign entrepreneurs showed significant interest 
in investing in manufacturing industry and were directed 
towards important branches where Greek capital was unwilling 
or unable to go. Greek private capital at the beginning of 
the 50's was orientated towards tourism, shipping, the con- 
struction industry and the traditional sector of textiles, 
food etc. The reasons for their preferences were related 
to the general state policy and to some characteristics of 
the indigenous entrepreneurship such as the desire for quick 
and easy profit, absence of risktaking, the family basis of 
the organization of firms. etc 11. 
By the early years of the 60's the financial contribution 
of the industrial sector in GNP exceeded for the first time 
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that of the agricultural sector. The source of this advance- 
ment was more exogenous rather than endogenous since it 
was based mostly on foreign capital. Thus, Greece followed 
a different path for its industrialization from that of 
" the West, and did,, not "eradicate the major features of ii12 
underdevelopment which had characterised the 1922-60 period . 
There is a vast bibliography on the post-60's development 
of the Greek economy written from various points of view. 
However, the majority of these publications conclude, that 
the Greek economic development and industrialization exhibits 
the major characteristics of dependence. These are ex- 
emplified as: industrialization based on the external market, 
on foreign capital, on technology which is not indigenous, 
and on the lack of a comprehensive industrial base (low 13 
value added and absence of dynamic 'key' sectors in the 
economy) . 
During the last twenty years the foreign capital that entered 
the Greek economy was invested in 'key' sectors such as 
in industries of metal manufacturing and of chemical and 
petroleum products which were mainly orientated towards the 
external market. At the same time the traditional branches 
remained mainly under Greek control and were orientated to 
the internal market. For instance, the foreign control in the 
industrial sector in 1972 was 29.8% whereas in textiles 
it was only 4.3% (the smallestý. after printing), and in 
petroleum products 95.0%. A shift occurred- after the 
crisis of the beginning of the 70's which was the result 
of the international economic crisis and the political 
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situation of Greece. The exports of key sectors diminished, 
the foreign capital inflows decreased and started being 
orientated towards the production of consumer goods for the 
internal market. In parallel, traditional branches turned 
towards the external markets. 
In the year 1974, when the fall of the junta occured, a new 
period of state intervention opened not only in the economy 
but also in other levels of social life. However, after the 
crisis of 1973 a gradual devaluation of the position of the 
country and a return to old traditional structures occured 
in the international division of labour. 
1.2. THE BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 
This section describes briefly the evolution of the basic 
economic and technical characteristics of Greek manufactur. - 
ing industry from the end of nineteenth century to the present. 
More analytically, it explores the major changes which oc- 
cured in the number and size of manufacturing units, the 
average annual employment, the degree of mechanization in 
producing units, the locational pattern and the synthesis 
of the Gross National Product (GNP). 
The industrial sector occupied a strikingly limited position 
in the Greek economy from the turn of the century to the 
20's both in output, in employment and in capital investment. 
The number of factories established during the period 1867- 
1920 is extremely low as illustrated in table 2. The majority 
of these were small family businesses and were*not''based on 
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Table 2: NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS, THEIR MACHINESANDINSTALLED 
MECHANICAL POWER, 1867,1875,. 1889,1900,1917,1920 
Year Number of 
Establish- 
ments Installed Mechanical 
establishments using Power (H. P. ) 
machines 
1867 168 22 296 
1875 199 95 1,967 
1889 -- 145 5,568 
1900 421 -- 
191'*7 2,213 1,870 7,000 
1920 13,335 7,887 110,673 
Source: A combination of information from'S. LOVERDOS, 'The 
National Wealth', (in Greek), Athens 1902, p. p. 3-45, 
and NATIONAL STATISTICAL SERVICE OF GREECE, 'The 
Statistical Yearbook of Greece', Year 1930, p. 12. 
wage labour but were closer to an artisan type of economic 
activity. Nevertheless, there was a limited number of 
corporations in comparison to the total number of firms. Ac- 
cording to X. Zolotas 12 corporations existed in-1896'which 
by 1904 had increased to 20, to 50 in 1918, and to--130 in 
192414. The rapid centralization of Greek capital after 
1918 was conditioned by the fact that a law assisting the 
establishment of corporations was passed in 1912. However, 
the basic characteristic of Greek industry was the extra- 
ordinarily small size of the industrial plants. 
The rapid increase of the number of factories after 1910 
shows the first signs of industrial progress. This was noted 
as early as 1923 by R. F. H. Duke. He wrote in his report, 
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"Greece is not primarily an industrial country and her manu- 
factures have not reached a high pitch of development. 
There are signs that industry is developing and some of the 
prominent Greek businessmen who have hitherto been engaged 
purely in mercantile operations are investing capital in 
industrial companies and creating groups for the establish- 
ment of new and modernization of old factories"15. 
Thus from 1920 to 1938, despite the international crisis of 1929- 
1930 which affected the Greek economy, the value of industrial 
production increased from 1,077 (in million 'stabilized' 
drachmas) to 13,552, the number of factories from 13,335 to 
44,868, the employed labour force from 124,013 to 184,544 
and the total horse power from 72,841 to 99,54216. This 
progress was abruptly stopped by World War Two. 
The second half of the 40's decade was mainly a period of 
reconstruction. After 1950 the number of manufacturing 
establishments started to increase gradually, as can be seen 
in table 3, apart from a drop of 0,8% which occured during 
Table 3: NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS AND NUMBER OF PERSONS 
ENGAGED THEREIN, IN 1951,58,63,69,73,78 




1951 81,417 269,169 
1958 109,236 413,639 
1963 122,332 471,564 
1969 1 24 , 651 501 , 565 
1973 1 21 , 357 604,042 
1978 128,988 671 , 496 
Sources: Extracted from NATIONAL STATISTICAL SERVICE OF 
GREECE 'The Statistical Yearbook of Greece', of, 
1968,1974,1981 and 'The Statistical Summary of 
Greece', 1954 
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the period 1969-1973. In contrast the average annual employ- 
ment for the same period increased by 28,1% implying a 
dramatic change in the average size of the firms. 
However, one of the major characteristics of the post-War 
development of the manufacturing sector is the extremely 
large number of small scale units in terms of employed 
persons. Table 4 shows the extraordinary fragmentation of 
Greek industry, where around 93% of the firms employ less than 
9 persons. The mild increase in the size of firms during the 




A. 1930 Census 
up to 5 
6- 25 
25 and over 
B. 1958 Census 
up to 5 
6- 20 
21 and over 
C. 1963 Census 
up to 9 
10 - 29 
30 and over 
D. 1973 Census 
up to 9 
10 - 29 
30 and over 
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E. 1978 Census 
up to 9 93 44.5 
10 - 29 4.6 15.1 
30 and over 2.4 40.4 
Sources: Extracted from NATIONAL STATISTICAL SERVICE OF 
GREECE, 'The Statistical Yearbook of Greece', 1968, ' 
1976,1978,1982, 'The Census of Industrial, Handi- 
craft and Commercial Establishments', 1958 
last five decades was accompanied by capital centralization in 
a few firms. This can be clearly assumed as well, by the fact that 
94 per cent of corporations in 1959 and 97 per cent in 1980 
held only 46.5 per cent and 37 per cent of total assets 
respectively, whereas only 6 per cent of corporations owened 
53.5 per cent of total assets in 1958, and only 3 per cent 
of corporations in 1980 owned 63 per cent of the total assets. 
An important change occured after 1950 concerning the 
contribution of the major sectors of the economy to the 
formation of the Gross Domestic Product. Table 5 shows the 
increasing dynamism of the industrial sector, especially 
after 1960. 
Table 5: CONTRIBUTION OF THE MAJOR ECONOMIC SECTORS TO THE 
FORMATION OF G. D. P. 
In constant prices of 1958 













Commerce, Services etc. 47.1 51.0 51.0 
. 
48.. 4 47.6 
Total: 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Source: S. BABANASIS, K. SOULAS, `Greece in the Periphery of 
the Developed Countries', (in Greek), Ed. Themelio, 
Athens, 1976, p. 43. 
The process of concentration of industrial production and 
labour force in a limited number of manufacturing firms is 
accompanied by an increase in their fixed assets. A large 
part of the fixed assets is orientated towards the purchase 
of new machinery or improment of the old. However the 
majority of firms, and particularly the small, have antiquated 
equipment with consequences on their competitive ability 
within the Greek market and the international one as well. 
The lack of mechanization in Greek producing units is il- 
lustrated in table 6 which shows the change in the percentage 
of units with installed mechanical power during the last two 
decades, and also the installed capacity per establishment. 
Table 6: ESTABLISHMENTS POSSESSING MECHANICAL POWER AND 
INSTALLED CAPACITY PER ESTABLISHMENT, YEARS 1958, 
1963,1973,1978 
Year Number of Establish- Establish- HP/ 
Establish- ments with ments with Establish- 
ments motors motors (% of ment 
the total number 
1958 109,236 33,972 31.1% 22.8 
1963 122,332 50,450 41% 22.93 
1973 121,357 84,237 69.4% 44.75 
1978 128,988 86,697 67,2% 52.13 
Sources: Extracted from NATIONAL STATISTICAL SERVICE OF GRIDCE 
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'The Statistical Yearbook of Greece, 1968,1982 and G. 
XJJI'SOL RIS, 'The Morphology of Greek Industry' Centre 
of Economic Research, Athens, 1963, p. 54, and T. TASSOPOULOS, 
'Greek Industry', (in Greek), ed. Timfi, Athens 1978, p. 95 
The kind of motive power which is used in factories has 
changed gradually from water and steam to petrol and 
electricity. 
The first factories at the end of the nineteenth century 
relied on water or steam power. According to Demathas7in 
1876 there were 150 steam powered factories and 700 water 
powered ones, within the boundaries of Greece of that period. 
However this information is rather inadequate and due to 
the lack of statistical data we can hardly argue about the 
degree of use of water and steam power in the shaft drive 
systems. It was only after the second decade-of the century 
that electric motors started to replace water and steam 
gear. 
In the already industrialized countries in Europe and the 
United States this shift had already occured by the middle 
of the 1880's after M. Faraday's discovery of the principle 
of the electric motor in 1821 and Crompton's development of 
electric power for industrial use in the-1870's18. 
In Greece, in 1929, the newly established firms used petrol 
power (60%), electric power (30%) and steam power (10%) 
19 
. 
According to a report of the Ministry of National Economy, 
published in the magazine'Erga', there appears to have been 
a considerable shift to electric power after 1930 when all 
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the large factories in the area of Athens converted to 
electric power which was provided. by a recently established 
factory in Piraeus 20. From then on the use of electricity 
in industry increased rapidly as can be seen in table 7. 
Table 7: TOTAL ELECTRIC H. P. AS % OF THE TOTAL INSTALLED 
MECHANICAL POWER 
1920 1930, 1958 1963 1969 1973 1978 
Electric H. P. 
as % of the total 10% 28.1% 6&. 7% 84.3% 93.6% 97.1% 97.3% 
installed m. p. 
Sources: Extracted from G. COUTSOUMARIS, op. cit., p. 57 and 
NATIONAL STATISTICAL SERVICE OF GREECE, 'The Census of 
Industrial, Handicraft and Commercial Establishments', 
1920,1930,1958,1963,1969,1973,1978 
As regards the locational pattern of Greek industry a major 
shift occured from its relatively even geographical dis- 
tribution at the beginning of the century, to its rather 
disproportionate concentration in the region of Athens after 
the War. 
After the turn of the century the Greek territory appeared 
to have a balanced industrial development with Athens grow- 
ing gradually in population and a number of urban centres 
such as Thessaloniki, Patras, Volos, Larisa, Corfu, Hera- 
klion, Hania etc. (fig. 1) which constituted nuclei of 
economic and social life. 
The rapid industrialization after the 20's was accompanied by 
a heavy concentration of industry in the Athens metropolitan 
-59- 
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Fib. Z Location of rhzjor urban centres in Greece 
area. In parallel, the other urban centres withered (fig. 2) 
in relative terms. The locational pattern of the Greek 
manufacturing industry, which was consolidated after the 
War, was consistent with the operating economic forces. As 
G. Coutsoumaris stressed in 1964 "the concentration of 
manufacturing firms in the greater Athens area is nothing 
but the natural outcome of past conditions and'expecta- 
tions which have led the individual firms to search for 
the 'optimum' location of their plants. The minor exceptions 
can be attributed to non-economic considerations"21. 
The Greek post-War governments embarked upon a policy of 
promoting the establishment of industrial firms in regions 
away from Athens22. In the period 1948-62 a number of 
statutory measures were passed with the^aim of supporting 
regional industry. After 1962 these measures, mainly fiscal 
in character, were increased and reinforced with the paral- 
lel establishment of industrial zones in various parts of 
the country. Finally, after 1974, the Measures for industrial 
decentralization were incorporated within a general attempt 
to encourage regional development. However, the policy of 
reinforcing industrial reallocation did not have the expected 
results since the system of incentives which was prescribed 
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Source: Extraced from NATIONAL STATISTICAL SERVICE OF 
GREECE, 'Census of Industrial and Commercial 
Establishments', 1920,1930 and 'The Statistical 
Yearbook of Greece', 1969,1980 
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Although during the last decade a number of urban centres - 
Thessaloniki, Volos, Patras - have shown increasing dynamism 
and many new and large firms have been established in the 
frontier regions of Thraki and Dodekanisa, since they were 
favoured by a number of laws passed after 1976, the general 
picture of the country shows the dominant role of Athens in 
terms of industrial concentration. 
1.3. THE MORPHOLOGY AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEXTILE 
SECTOR 
One of the major characteristics of textiles is the variety 
of raw materials, and the extraordinary wide range of 
products. The raw materials are the traditional ones of 
cotton, wool, silk, jute and flax, and also the synthetic 
fibres which have been developed mainly after the Second 
World War. The basic categories of products are: yarns, 
fabrics, household textiles (sheets, towels, napkins, 
blankets, table-cloths), furnishing textiles, carpets and 
textile products for industrial use (canvas, nets, paddings, 
belts etc). 
The focus of this work is on manufacturing industries whose 
products are yarns or/and fabrics made from cotton, wool 
and man-made fibres. The reasons for this particular choice 
are related to the fact that the most important branches 
of Greek textiles are spinning and weaving of cotton, 
wool and synthetics. The economic features of this section 
are true on the whole of all Greek textiles23. 
The contribution of the textile sector to the basic indices 
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of manufacturing industry (Average Annual Employment, con- 
tribution to the formation of Gross National Product, Value 
of Industrial Production, and Surplus Value) was and is 
very important, since it always ranked third or second 
among the other sectors of manufacturing after foodstuffs 
and clothing. Furthermore the production index of the sector 
was always very close to the general industrial production 
index and after the mid 70's it exceeded it. However. the 
general situation changed from 1980 onwards when the 
production index started to fall due to changes 
in the 
international market which affected Greek textiles after 
the entry of Greece in the E. E. C. 
The textile industry from the end of the nineteenth century 
showed a dynamism which later on grew in importance with the 
influx of refugees from Asia Minor. As E. G. Mears described 
in his book 'Greece Today. The Aftermath of the Refugee 
Impact', "the large number of refugees who were willing to 
work cheaply in order to live has promoted the prosperity 
of textile mills already established. Manufacturers of cotton 
and wool yarn and fabrics, of jute cloth for sacking, and 
of silk thread and cloth took advantage of the new labour 
supply to build up their lines of business. One small silk 
factory which was located outside Athens, -close to the 
refugee settlement, Ionia, has grown from the very small 
establishment it was a few years ago to a large factory 
covering several thousand square yards and employing 2,400 
people. "24. However, the majority of refugees was orientated 
towards the rug production sector (fig. 3,4) which between 
1923 and 1929 increased rapidly in terms of number of 
factories, employment and value of production. 
The growing importance of textiles after 1920 with respect 








employment is illustrated in table 8. One can see an annual 
compound rate of growth between 1920 and 1978 in the number 
of firms of 3.5% and in employment of 3.4%. 
Table 8: NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS AND AVERAGE ANNUAL 
EMPLOYMENT 
1920 1930 1951 1958 1963 1969 1973 1978 
Number of 
Establish. 704 1,018 2,291 3,570 4,465 5,109 5,076 5,049 
Average 
annual 10,961 22,298 64,205 53,346 55,916 54,961 68,419 78,377 
eloyment 
Sources: Extracted from NATIONAL STATISTICAL SERVICE 
OF GREECE, 'The Statistical Yearbook of Greece',? 
1930,1937,1965,1970,1974,1981 and 'The Statistical 
Summary of- Greece', 1954. 
The diminution of the number of firms during the last ten 
years was accompanied by increasing trends in concentration 
since 19% of the firms employ 80% of the workers. At the same 
time the majority of large firms renewed their antiquated 
machines and techniques. The characteristic of the sector 
until the beginningof the 70's wasthe use of old methods and 
machinery. H. S. Ellis et at in their study on 'Industrial 
Capital in Greek Development', pointed out that "in 
textiles expansion of output was hampered by old machinery; 
in 1958, only half of the equipment was characterized as 
modern"27, and in another chapter they claimed, referring 
to the mid 60's, that "complaints of antiquated equipment 
- not aenerally throughout the industry but particularly 
in smaller firms - are to be found, for example in cotton 
and wool textiles"28. 
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From the beginning of the 70's onwards most of the firms 
- both old and new - introduced modern methods. of production 
based on imported modern machines. This fact is not mirrored 
in all branches of the textile sector but mostly in the cot- 
ton spinning and weaving industries. 
Table 9 illustrates the gradual introduction of mechanical 
power and electricity from 1920'to 1978. 
Table 9: ESTABLISHMENTS POSSESSING MECHANICAL POWER, 
INSTALLED CAPACITY PER ESTABLISHMENT AND TOTAL 
ELECTRIC H. P. 
1920 1930 1958 1 963 1973 1978 
Establishments 
with power as % 
of Total Number 
20.0 34.3 65.5 67.8 75.7 80.0 
of Establishments 
Installed Capacity 
per Establishment 13.9 22.9 29.6 38.8 65.5 123.2 
in HP 
Total Electric HP 
as % of Total 
5.0 31.8 76.5 95.7 97.1 97.3 
Installed Mech. Power 
Sources: Extracted from NATIONAL STATISTICAL SERVICE OF 
GREECE, `The Census of Industrial, Handicraft and 
Commercial Establishments', 1920,1930,1958,1963, 
1973,1979. 
The geographical allocation of textile firms shows some 
differences from the allocation of the total of industrial 
activity. Textiles, as all light consumer goods industries, 
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tend to be more evenly distributed among the various regions 
of the country. According to G. Kafkalas29 textiles have a 
very low degree of regional concentration, as can also be 





















Fig. S. The percentage distribution of textile miLLs in major regions of Greece, 1920,1930, 1963,1973 
Source: Extracted from NATIOP; AL STATISTICAL SERVICE OF 
GREECE, 'Census of Industrial and Commercial Establish- 
ments', 1920,1930 and 'The Statistical Yearbook of 
Greece', 1969,1980. 
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There were five main textile industrial centres which 
flourished during the first years-of industrialization 
and until the War (fig. 6). In Greek Macedonia, the two 
adjacent cities of Naoussa and Edessa and the city of 
Thessaloniki were important centres. Textiles developed in 
Edessa and Naoussa because of the waterfalls of the area, 
which provided the necessary power for machines. An ad- 
ditional reason was the existence of a skilled labour 
force due to the traditional employment of the people 
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Fig. 6. Textile inductri. al areas i^. Greece 
Thessaloniki was the other important commercial 
centre and harbour of the Southern Balkan area. At the 
beginning of the century the most dynamic sector in the 
economy of the city was the tobacco industry. After the 
massive inflow of Greek refugees from Asia minor, which 
followed the defeat of the Greek army in 1922, Thessaloniki 
was one of the centres which attracted large parts of this 
new population. Active industrialists with adequate capital 
established dynamic'textile industries in the town, or 
bought old firms which belonged to Turks. 
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The third industrial centre was represented by the adjacent 
cities of Piraeus and Athens, and the town of Lavrio in the 
region of Attica . After 1912 Piraeus became the most 
important port of entry between Europe and the Middle East, 
and developed rapidly to become the biggest industrial city 
of Greece. At the same period the western suburbs of Athens 
attracted the majority of the incoming refugees who were to 
constitute the major part of the labour force of new firms 
in this area. The small town of Lavrio, an important 
centre of the mining industry from ancient times, became 
a substantial textile centre after 1922. 
The fourth centre was the city of Patras, the second most 
important Greek harbour. Finally the island of Syros was 
another big industrial centre, the oldest of all, with 
activities - mainly shipbuilding - extending back to the 
early nineteenth century. 
For nearly two decades, after the-Second World War, the 
only notable industrial textile area was'that of Athens 
and Piraeus. Later on, after the beginning of the 60's, 
a decentralization occured of textile activity to other 
urban centres due to measures that were taken to stimulate 
the revitalization of depressed areas of the country suf- 
fering from emigration problems. 
The analysis which has been given of the characteristics of 
textile manufacturing does not correspond to all the particular 
features of every branch of the sector. -For instance woolen 
mills are small in size in terms of employment, output and 
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mechanized equipment; 60% of the firms use machines which 
are more than 10 years old 30. Concerning their geographical. 
allocation there is a concentration of more than 50% in the 
area of Athens not only due to the existence of a large 
market, better infrastructure, available labour force and 
existence of auxiliary facilities (dying , finishing firms 
etc), but also due to the fact that the raw material - wool - 
always was and still is imported from abroad. 
On the contrary1cotton mills, which represent nearly 50% of 
the production of the sector, are more developed than 
woolen mills and are highly competitive in the international 
market. The majority consists of middle and large scale 
units which have recently up-dated their equipment. 
Their raw material - cotton - comes exclusively from the 
internal market. Although during the first decades of the 
century most of the cotton was imported, in 1954 only 5% 
of the industrially used cotton came from abroad and the 
other 95% was produced in Greece31. The regional dis- 
tribution of cotton mills is the most well balanced of all 
branches. Only 34% of cotton factories are concentrated in 
the area of Athens and the rest are evenly distributed in 
the industrial centres of Greece. 
The silk manufacturing industry witnessed rapid development 
with the inflow of refugees at the beginning of the 20's. 
Its dynamism was curbed after the War with the production 
of synthetic silk, nylon etc. Today there are only a few 
silk mills (10 in 1975-and 12 in 1980)32 with low average 
annual employment and low production index. 
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The production of synthetic and man-made fibres was 
introduced. in Greece at the end of the 70's. The manu= 
facturing units are very few and are located in the region 
of Athens. In contrast, there are many modern mills 
which use synthetic and man-made yarns, imported from 
abroad, for the production of fabrics and household textiles. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE NATURE OF MILLS AND IMMEDIATE INFLUENCES ON THEIR DESIGN 
:ý 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes four factors which had and still 
have a specific effect on mill design: the production 
process, the environmental conditions in the factory, the 
statutory framework of industry and the availability of 
building materials. , 
These factors are not the only ones which influence mill 
design, but they are the only ones which are extrinsic to 
designers and to industrial clients. Thus, they have an 
objective character, they are not a simple picture-frame 
within which mill design takes place, but play a determin- 
ing role in design. Furthermore, they are not related to 
specific buildings, but on the contrary refer to all 
textile buildings. 
The chapter sets out diachronically a general. analysis of 
every factor with parallel references to Greek reality. 
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2.1. BASIC STAGES OF THE PRODUCTION PROCESS - THE MACHINERY 
The textile industry uses a variety of raw materials (fibres) 
with different physical properties and origins1. The most 
important distinction of fibres is between natural and 
man-made. Natural fibre is any flexible substance (of animal, 
vegetable or mineral origin) having such as silk, wool, cot- 
ton, flax, jute, asbestos etc. a thread-like form. Man-made 
fibres are divided into two categories: synthetic fibres and 
artificial fibres. In synthetic fibres the fibre-forming 
material is derived from petrochemicals or coal chemicals. 
Basic classes of synthetic fibres are polyamides (the most 
important of this class are the nylons), polyesters, poly- 
vinyl derivatives, polyurethane and polypropylenes. In 
artificial fibres the fibre-forming materials are of natural 
origin, like viscose rayon (artificial silk) which is made 
from cellulose obtained from cotton linters or wood pulp. 
In other words artificial fibres have natural origin but, 
are not found as the natural fibres in the natural state. 
Man-made fibres are produced in continuous lenghts- 
filaments - like natural silk. In contrast, the majority of 
natural fibres exists in nature in short staples (wherefrom 
their definition as staple fibres). 
The distinction between filaments and staple fibres, is 
important since their process into yarn is based on dif- 
ferent fundamental principles. Often man-made fibres are 
cut up into short lengths in order to be processed on 
ordinary cotton or woollen spinning machinery. This usually 
happens in Greek textile firms which produce a variety of 
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yarns made of wool', cotton and synthetic fibres in the same 
factory. 
Thus, this section refers mainly to the production process 
11 
of spinning staple fibres and weaving the produced -yarns. 
Differences in staple fibres have influenced the design 
of spinning machines. However, the fundamental principles 
of yarn processing are the same for all staple fibres2. 
The weaving process is more or less the same since it is 
not affected by the different physical properties of the 
various types of yarns. 
According to B. C. Goswami et al "irrespective of differences 
in machinery used for different fibres, there are some 
operations which are fundamental"3: 
1. opening, cleaning, and ni°ing 
2. sliver formation 
3. attenuation of the sliver 
4. twist insertion to prevent fibre slip- 
page in_. rovings and yarn 
5. packaging of the yarn 
In the weaving process4the operations are: 




5. packaging of the fabric 
A vertically integrated firm includes nearly all these 
stages and sometimes also the dying process either of yarn or 
fabric. The first three processes, i. e. opening, cleaning 
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and mixing are fundamental. The raw material is received 
pressed packed and contains impurities which differ ac- 
cording to the origin of the fibres (animal, vegetable or 
mineral). In addition, the fibres need to be blended 
because the raw material must have, at the beginning of 
the process, uniformity concerning the appearance and the 
appropriate tensile properties. The mixed and cleaned 
fibres are opened by the combined action of revolving 
beaters and air currents. The first three stages are in- 
separable and they take place on the same machine (fig. 7). 
Sliver formation takes place on a. carding machine (fig. 8). 
This machine is designed"to make the fibres parallel to 
each other. Apart from this function it removes very short 
and thin fibres and completes the extraction of remaining 
impurities. Thus, bunches of fibres are entered into gill 
boxes so that the fibres fall into a line, as far as pos- 
sible. The continuity of the feed is maintained and after 
the gilling operation they come out as a continuous sliver 
(fig. 9). When the production of a high quality yarn is 
desired the sliver is processed on a combing machine (fig. 
10 and fig. 11). The fibres, up to a selected length, are 
removed from the sliver in combing machines. The result is 
a fine yarn. 
Sliver usually has more fibres in cross section than those 
required. Therefore sliver attenuation is necessary and 
this is achieved through the drafting rollers (fig. 12). 
Simultaneously the parallelization of fibres is attained. 
The attenuated sliver has lost some of its cohesion and 
-S6- 
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additional strength needs to be imparted before it enters 
the spinning process. This is accomplished by twisting it 
slightly through roving machines .. Finally, the transformation 
of the sliverto yarn is traditionally achieved by twisting 
it in spinning machines (fig. 13) at high speeds. The spin- 
ning process is always followed by the winding of the yarn on 
to a bobbin, tube or cone so as to be ready for the process 
of weaving. 
There are two basic stages before weaving: the warp 
preparation and the weft preparation. The preparation of 
the warp is more complicated than that for the weft. Warp 
yarns having been wound on suitable cones, bobbins, spools 
etc. are subsequently placed in a creel (fig. 14) gathered 
in a rope and wound on to the warpers' beam (fig. 15) which 
has the same width as the fabric to be made. Warping yarns 
require a sizing treatment to acquire sufficient strength 
to withstand the stresses to which they are subjected in 
the loom. 
Weft preparation varies according to the weaving process 
depending on the use of conventional or unconventional 
looms. In conventional looms weft threads are attached to 
a shuttle which carries them transversely through the warp 
threads. In unconventional looms the shuttle is eliminated 
and replaced by rapier, water jet, air jet, ripple or 
wave shedding 
s. 
With the finishing operation the process of fabric making 
is completed. The packing which follows varies according to 
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the commercial orders involved. Apart from these fundamental 
functions which are directly related to the production, 
there are some auxiliary operations concerning the quality 
control of the product at all stages of its production. 
Although the fundamental principles of spinning processes 
are common to textile industries irrespective of the raw 
material, there are some differences in the processing 
system and machinery in cotton, wool, and synthetic fibre 
spinning industries. These differences can have a potential 
impact on the articulation of spaces in the factory and 
an influence on the required environmental conditions. 
For instance, the production of man-made fibres, which 
involves the use of many toxic and flammable substances, 
requires separate. storage and fibre processing facilities 
from the main workshop which are not necessary in the cot- 
ton and wool industries. However, in only one building of 
the survey (A. 52)7 , which produces synthetic yarns, is the 
production and storage of fibres separated, and the connection 
with the yarn processing plant is achieved with an automated 
pipeline feed system. 
In the wool industry the stage of raw material cleaning 
needs special machines and space since it is rather 
complicated due to the fact that the contained impurities 
in the wool (grease, suint, sand, dirt and vegetable matter) 
are not easily disposed of. However, in all Greek wool 
industries this phase is eliminated because the wool was 
always and still is imported ready cleaned. Furthermore, the 
two different processing systems in the wool industry - the 
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woollen and worsted8 - have an influence on the design of 
the machinery and- the environmental conditions - especial- 
ly on humidity and temperature - but do not seem to have 
any effect on the building. 
If the particularities of processing cotton, wool or man- 
made fibres have not substantially influenced mill design 
and construction, the technical developments of the textile 
machinery certainly have. The term 'technical developments' 
does not refer to improvements of individual machines derived 
from the need to increase the output and diminish hazards 
and workers' accidents, but is related to fundamental changes 
occurring in the system of machinery as a whole. For instance, 
the replacement of the traditional system of motive and 
transmission machinery by individual motorized drives was a 
revolutionary change and opened a new era of planning 
flexibility. 
The first mills in Greece used steam engines or turbines 
(fig. 16) actuated by water power which was carried from 
neighbouring waterfalls with a series of pipes. 
According to the owner of the firm, SIGARAS, C., WOOL 
INDUSTRIES , water power was used to create steam by 
beating mineral oil in closed tanks wherein there was no 
oxygen. The temperature of the oil was raised to 200°-300°C 
and created steam which drove a steam engine. Waterpower to 
rotate a waterwheel was used only in the SPINNING AND WEAVING 
MILLS OF EDESSA (A. 4), in 'a similar way with the primitive textile 
factories (fig. 17) of the industrial revolution in Europe, which 
derived from the old watermills for grinding corn (fig. 18). 
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Fig. 16. An cld turbine which i; not in : use 
in 'Var-qa:, essos, Greg. & Co , Vcoussa 
Spinning ! 1iZZs' (A. 3 ), (2oussa). 
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The power was transmitted through long overhead shafting 
to hundreds of individual machines, Apart from the shafting, 
transmission machinery included pulleys and belts by which 
other machines were driven. Until the inter-War period few 
of the old textile mills in Greece used this system of 
dependence of individual, machines on a common source of 
power usually placed in a separate space. In figs 19,20 
and 21, a few of these machines are illustrated. These 
belonged to three firms of the survey. 
f 
At the beginning of the 20'. s steam engines and water 
turbines started being replaced by diesel engines in the 
shaft drive system and later on by electric motors. The 
gradual displacement of the old motive engines between 
1926 and 1928 is illustrated in table 10. The 'table 
refers to the manufacturing' sector as a whole. However, 
Table 10: IMPORTATION OF MOTIVE ENGINES IN GREEK INDUSTRY, 
1926,27,28 
1926 1927 1928 
MOTIVE ENGI14E N of Total FP 
N of Total 
N of Total HP 
units units units 
Diesel engines HP 329 17,440 630 19,106 834 26,532 
Petrol 11 HP 6 87 5 10 5 36 
Steam HP 4 476 1 - 2 183 
Gas operated HP 2 87 3 140 1 13 
Turbines HP 5 1,049 2 1,442 11 1,582 
Electric en1nes HP 569 3,785 940 5,509 1,021 7,849 
Electric generator K 79 5,117 117 4,763 15 6,956 
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Source: N. SIDERIS, The Importation of Motive Machines for 
Greek Industry during 1926,1927,1928 , (in Greek), 
in ERGA, Magazine of Industry, Transport and 
Constructions, N° 92,30 Mar 1929, p. 576 
considering that textiles were one of the most important 
branches of Greek industry during those years, with a high 
degree of mechanization, we can assume that the table il- 
lustrates, with a good approximation, the situation of the 
textile sector. 
The rapid introduction of diesel engines and large electric 
motors as power sources for the shaft drive system is shown 
clearly in a number of advertisements published in 'Erga', 
Magazine of Industry, Transport and Constructions, and 
later after 1932 in the official magazine of the Technical 
Chamber of Greece11 the 'Technica Chronica'. 'The plenitude 
of the advertisements refers to imported textile machinery 
from Belgium, Britain, Holland, Germany, Denmark and Italy 
(fig. 22). 
Later on by the mid 30's small electric motors attached to 
individual machines replaced the line shafting and belt 
drives (fig 23 and fig 24). Every machine could be placed 
in any position and could operate at various speeds 
independently of the others. The first small electric 
motors were advertised in 'Technica Chronica' on the 15th 
of January 1936 (fig. 25), but their extensive use started 
in the post-War years. It has to be considered that the 
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ning of the century with the establishment of the first 
power station 12 which produced electricity for the lighting 
of the city of Athens. Nevertheless, the industrial use of 
electricity took place later and as is illustrated in table 
11 and 12, showed a dramatic increase in the decade 1925- 
1935. The implications of this technical development were 
important not only for factory design and construction but 
also for environmental conditions on the shopfloor, which 
are analysed in the next section. 
TABLE 11. NUMBER OF INDUSTRIAL TABLE 12. THREE MONTHLY CON- 
CLIENTS USING SUMPTION OF 
ELECTRICITY: 1925-35 ELECTRICITY IN 
INDUSTRY: 1925-35 
-- --- -- -- - 
31 'T01193311934 
Source: Report on the use of electricity in Athens for a 
decade (in Greek), TECHNICA CHRONICA, 1'Jul. 1936 
pp. 601 and 602 
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2.2. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS: THEIR POTENTIAL EFFECT ON 
DESIGN 
The environmental conditions in textile plants, as in all 
working premises, should provide safe and healthy conditions 
for employees, and for the quality of products. Safety 
problems are associated with hazards caused by unguarded 
and uncovered moving parts of machines, by handling heavy 
loads, by electricity and by fire and explosives13 . Measures 
to prevent these affect matters such as the workshop layout, 
the design of machines and equipment, and the planning of 
work. However, these preventive measures do not have a 
substantial influence on factory design apart from those 
associated with fire prevention and especially those 
related to compartmentation and structural prevention, 
which affect the articulation of spaces and the building 
materials. 
Health problems are mainly caused by high noise levels, the 
effects of dust from raw materials (cotton, wool, flax etc) 
on the respiratory tract, and the high temperatures combined 
with high levels of humidity-required by the processes. 
Textile machines are very noisy particularly automatic shuttle 
looms. The excessive noise to which the workers are exposed 
for many hours per day has a detrimental effect on their 
general health, on their hearing and on their working 
performance. Measures to control noise do not have any 
substantial effect on the design of building. However, noise 
as a factor of disturbance to the surrounding area may 
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condition the location of the factory on the site, the choice 
of the site itself, and the choice of building materials. 
The effects of dust are varied depending on the type of raw 
material. The industrial diseases found in the textile 
industry are byssinosis, mill fever, weaver's cough, 
anthrax, shuttle kissing14 and mule spinner's cancer. Ac- 
cording to the Textile Committee of the International Labour 
Organization "there are three principal methods of control- 
ling exposure to textile dusts ... the first is to eliminate 
at source, or to reduce, the biologically active component 
in the dust; the second is to reduce airborne concentrations 
in workrooms of the dust which contains the agent(s), and 
the third is by means of respirators'15. In addition to all 
these which are aspects of environmental control there 
should be regular medical surveillance. All of these measures, 
however important, affect the design of the factory only to 
the extent that they make necessary a good ventilation system 
whether natural or artificial. 
Natural ventilation is based on the combined effects of wind 
and temperature difference between the internal and external 
air of the building. It is affected by the general roof 
outline of the factory and the position, type and size of 
side windows. In contrast, mechanical ventilation does not 
influence the form of the roof since it requires only enough 
space under the roof for ventilation ducts. At the'beginning 
of the twentieth century in Europe many companies were 
concerned with carefully studying heating and ventilating 
problems. Treatises on design and construction of factories16 
provided various types of roofing systems, monitors, 
ventilators and box skylights with an analysis of their 
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advantages and disadvantages. However, dependence on natural 
ventilation gradually diminished and was displaced by 
mechanica117 and air conditioning systems. 
The environmental conditions required for the quality of 
products - high temperature combined with high levels of 
humidity - should be carefully considered to create, at the 
same time, climatic comfort for the workers. The various 
stages of processing require different levels of temperature 
and humidity. The optimum thermal conditions called for in 
spinning and weaving process, vary according to the type 
of fibres being used as can be seen in table 13. 




Scouring 27 - 30 
Carding 20 - 24 55 - 70 
Gilling 20 - 21 60 
Combing 21 - 24 70 - 85 
Twisting 20 - 21 60 - 70 
Spinning 20 - 23 50 - 70 
Weaving 20 - 22 60 
COTTON 
Opening 22 - 23 50 
Carding 21 - 24 45 - 55 
Combing 22 - 27 55 - 65 
Twisting 22 60 
Spinning 22 - 24 70 - 75 
Bobbing 24 55 
Weaving 18 - 20 60 - 80 
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Source: M. BOURDERIOUX, 'Les Ambiances de Travail dans 1' 
Industrie Textile', Caisse Regionale D'Assurance 
Maladie du Nord de la France, 11 Boulevard Vauban, 
Lille, 16 Oct., 1975, p. 7 
The practical difficulties of achieving and maintaining 
control of different levels of temperature and humidity 
resulted in the introduction of automatic control of 
humidity, temperature and air movement. It was mainly in 
the post-War years that the introduction of individual 
motor drivers substantially increased the heat in work- 
rooms and made difficult the achievement of the necessary 
standards. Natural ventilation combined with a heating 
system were not enough to provide a comfortable environment 
for the workers and satisfactory conditions for the processes. 
An important aspect of environmental conditions, which 
contributes to a great extent to the feeling of comfort 
of the employees, is lighting. Furthermore, lighting is, 
according to J. Drury, "a major interface between 
architectural and service design with an impact upon the 
basic building concept and probably affecting the choice 
of factory structure, roof design and building orientation"18. 
The minimum and maximum illumination requirements are not 
the same for various stages of textile processing. In ad- 
dition they have changed substantially during the last 
four decades as appears from the comparison of table 14 
with table 15. 
The proper standards of illumination can be achieved with 
natural daylight, artificial, or combination of both. Though 
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Table 14: RECOMMENDED IL- TABLE 15: RECOMMENDED IL- 
LUMINATION LUMINATION 
REQUIREMENTS IN REQUIREMENTS IN 
LUX (in 1951) LUX (in 1975) 
COTTON 
carding 30 - 60 
gilling 30 - 60 
spinning 50 - 100 
weaving 50 - 100 
bobbins 50 - 100 
WOOL-SYNTHE TIC FIBRES 
scouring 30 - 60 
carding 30 - 60 
combing 30 - 60 












Source: L. GRIVEAUD, op. Source: M. BOURDERIOUX, op. 
cit., p. p. 485-86 cit., p. 14 
the essentials of good lighting have always been the same 
during the last eighty years19, the means to achieve the 
current standards of visual efficiency have changed a great deal. 
Natural lighting was preferred to artificial, until the 
Second World War, on the basis of health and economy. The 
first multi-storey buildings of the industrial revolution 
received exclusively daylight from side windows. From the 
end of the nineteenth century the increased area of production 
halls, and the flexibility required by the process favoured 
the single-storey deep building. The standards of lighting 
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could not be achieved with only side windows. As E. G. 
Souster pointed out in 1919, referring to all kinds of 
industrial activities, "in modern factories where lateral 
lighting is employed a large part of the walls are devoted 
to windows, but it is evident that there is a limit to the 
width of the room beyond which the illumination falls below 
what is adequate*20. Lighting from side walls varies ac- 
cording to the size and height of the windows. A rough 
calculation shows that a shopfloor can be sufficiently il- 
luminated from side windows if its width is no more than 
four times the height of the windows21. Consequently, sky- 
lighting industrial buildings with longitudinal and trans- 
verse monitors, box skylights or saw tooth roof windows 
were preferred. In textiles side windows caused problems 
of glare to workers. As the worker was inspecting a 
number of machines which were placed at right angles to 
the side walls and in parallel order, he had to orientate 
himself alternatively towards and away from the windows. 
His continous movement from excessively bright areas to 
less bright ones produced an inability to see accurately 
and mental fatigue with a diminishing of his working 
performance and health. Lighting from the roof reduces the 
risk of glare but may create problems of leakage, heat 
loss and solar gain especially in warm climates. In Europe 
the use of saw tooth roof constructions was already a 
reality in the 1860's (fig. 26,27). 
The idea of windowless air conditioned factories, advocated 
after World War Two in the United States is, according to 
many Europeans24, an expensive luxury which can also 
create psychological problems for workers. However, it is 
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generally agreed that in cases where the production process 
needs a constant high quality of conditions, the windowless 
building should be preferred. 
Textile manufacturing falls into this category. The strict 
environmental requirements and dependence upon windows for 
natural lighting create problems which are mutually anta- 
gonistic. According to the report of the Textiles Committee 
of the International Labout Organization "this fact favours 
the windowless factory provided all the associated environ- 
mental requirements can be satisf iedi255imilarly O. Grube 
claims that "north lighting formerly widely used, has few 
advantages, save in special industries such as textiles and 
and consequently has been practically abandoned"26. 
Only with difficulty can one claim that there are 
satisfactory environmental conditions in Greek factories in 
general and textile ones in particular, except in very few 
cases. 
When industry was at its first high peak of development 
at the end of the 20's, the conditions in factories were 
extremely poor. Eliot Grinnell Mears gave an idea of the 
appalling conditions in his book 'Greece Today'. He wrote: 
"Poor light and ventilation in factories, inadequate 
sanitary provisions, long hours, night work for women and 
children and wages lagging behind the rising living costs. 
On account of the housing shortage, the conditions in most 
of the factories are pitiable"27. In the same period G. 
Lefkaditis wrote an article on lighting in factories in 
the magazine. 'Erga' and claimed that, "Although in our 
country up to the present time no systematic statistical 
research and measurements have been carried out in an at- 
tempt to examine the lighting conditions in our factories, 
all those who come into contact with factories are in a 
position to get to know the very unpleasant real situation 
... few of our factories make profitable use of the natural light ... the great majority (of buildings) and especially 
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the old ones, depict us as extremely backward not only in 
following the newer technical developments in lighting 
equipment but also in the application of the elementary 
rules of good lighting"28. 
Even today the situation is more or less the same. The 
International Labour Office in the recent Blanchard 
Report29, describes the working conditions in factories 
as unacceptable. This situation is due to the lack of 
relevant comprehensive legislation - as will be shown in 
the next section - and to the difficulty State bodies 
have in excercising sufficient control. As a consequence, 
the involvement of the State is insubstantial. Also 
there are no statutory research bodies in Greece working 
specifically on occupational health and safety problems. 
Any research which has been undertaken so far has been 
done occasionally by individuals or bodies such as the 
Technical Chamber of Greece30, various Ministries and 
University departments. The majority of reports refer to 
the industrial sector as a whole and are more prescriptive 
than descriptive of the existing situation. 
Therefore, it can be hardly claimed that in Greece environ- 
mental conditions have exerted any influence on the design 
of factories. However, in some modern textile factories 
priority was given to achieving a strictly controlled 
environment for the production process, and the environ- 
mental requirements determined the decisions concerning the 
basic building concept and its structure. 
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2.3. LEGISLATION FOR BUILDING CONTROL: ITS INFLUENCE ON DESIGN 
Statutory measures that have affected the design of factories 
are very few. There is a vast legislation concerning . 
industrial development and planning which is related to 
industrial firms as economic units rather than to their 
industrial premises. This section describes the most important 
of the statutory measures that might have had an influence 
on mill design. 
The beginning of the century witnessed the first atter. pts of the 
Greek State to abandon its passive role, and to intervene in 
various sections of the economy. In the course of those 
years the labour movement, despite being only at a rudimentary 
stage - there were very few labour unions -, forced the 
government to pass laws concerning the eight-hour day and 
health and safety conditions in workplaces. Between 1911 and 
1934 a number of related Laws, Royal Decrees and Presidential 
Decrees31 were prescribed. ' 
The most important of these, which was in effect until recent- 
ly ( 10/85) was the Presidential Decree 13/22-Mar 1934. This 
provided a number of requirements concerning issues such as 
the construction of floors, passages, exits, staircases, 
lighting, natural and artificial ventilation, air pollution, 
fire precautions, dangerous machines and equipment, washing 
facilities, cloakrooms, lavatory provision, first aid boxes, 
ambulance rooms and catering facilities. The main 
characteristic of the Decree was that for some issues it was 
very detailed and specific and for others very general and 
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insufficient. For instance, in the article referring to 
staircases, details were given of the size of the rises and 
treads, whereas the chapter for lighting was general and 
vague as the following quotation shows: "In every factory, 
workshop, shop or other establishment. as well as in their 
passages and staircases there should be as long as this is 
possible adequate daylight, so that work can take place 
easily and the vision of the worker is protected. The 
lighting of the shopfloor should be strong and arranged 
in such a way so that every moving part of the machine is 
adequately lighted ... The side windows of the saw tooth 
roofs and the other systems of lighting from the roof of 
the shopfloor should be spaced between the columns and 
well spread out, as much as possible, so that adequate 
lighting will be achieved in the very distant areas of the 
shopfloor under the usual daily conditions"32. 
This barely sufficient Decree was full of general expressions 
and continuously referred to some vague 'Hygiene Principles' 
without prescribing the minimum or maximum required levels 
of noise, illumination, temperature and humidity. It was open 
to a wide range of interpretations and left its application 
to the good will of the employers. As it was combined with 
an inadequate inspection system, it proved in practice to 
be quite ineffective. 
The Decree had some implications for design although they' 
were limited and superficial. The article which referred to 
natural ventilation made compulsory the provision of a 
certain amount of air per worker (at least 8m3) and had an 
impact on the volume of the building. Furthermore, the 
sanitary regulations imposed similar changes since they 
introduced a number of spaces which were rarely provided 
before such as toilets, cloakrooms, refectories and rest 
rooms. Details were also given about the number of toilets, 
basins and their spatial organization. 
r 
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In the same period another Decree33 was prescribed which 
did have a fundamental effect on the design of factories. 
It referred to the required licenses that an industrial firm 
had to have been granted in order to develop its industrial 
premises. There were three kinds of licenses 'the establish- 
ment license', 'the operation license', and 'the construction 
license', and these were all obtained from the Ministry of 
Transport. This Decree can be considered as the first measure 
taken by the State to control industrial development and to 
ensure the viability and efficiency of newly established 
plants. The most important requirement of that Decree was the 
submission of complete architectural drawings and structural 
analysis, as one of the necessary preconditions for the ap- 
proval of the application. Although the drawings were to 
be signed by the land owner, the employment of licensed 
engineers was necessary since the requirements of the 
drawings were advanced and needed detailed elaboration. 
This particular statutory measure marked the beginning of 
the compulsory involvement in the design of factories, of 
architects and engineers whose skills were moulded through 
a university system of education. Before that industrial 
buildings had been put up by traditional builders supervised 
by a master-mason. There is no particular written evidence 
that before the prescription of this Royal Decree master- 
masons provided complete drawings for the erection of 
buildings apart from rough sketches to assist their workmen 
in their progress. 
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The same Decree imposed conditions concerning the buildings, 
the steam engines, the transmission machinery, drainage, 
ventilation, natural and artificial lighting, and electrical 
installations. P. rescriptions had a summary character and were 
far from adequate enough to develop a healthy and safe 
environment; furthermore, they were not influential on 
factory design. 
From the mid 30's until the beginning of the 70's very 
few statutory measures were taken mainly concerning particular 
sectors such as the steel, tanning and printing industries 
and also those whose products contained lead, benzol and 
other toxic substances. This situation had resulted from two 
factors. On the one hand, governments were always reluctant 
in prescribing laws and controls since they were 
susceptible to pressures from industrialists. On the other 
hand, the labour movement was largely orientated towards 
general aims such as the increase of wages and trade union 
freedoms 34 . 
After 1976 a number of decrees were passed introducing is- 
sues related to health and safety at work. These are on fire 
prevention (P. D. 460/1976, D. 38901/1976, D. 380202/1976, L. 
616/1977, D. 17483/1978 and D. 17484/1978), on air and noise 
pollution (D. 11942/518/1980), on waste disposal, and on 
thermal insulation of buildings. 
Fire prevention legislation is an important element in design 
and usually has an influence on the articulation of spaces, 
the structural system, and the choice of building materials. 
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Relevant Greek statutory measures, on the contrary, have a 
rather insubstantial impact on factory design since. the 
decrees on fire prevention refer mainly to the fire- 
fighting equipment rather than to compartmentation, 
structural protection, venting and methods of preventing 
fire spread. In 1981 a detailed addition to Law 616/1977 
determined, in a complete and detailed way, the necessary 
fire measures for large halls covering such issues as fire 
prevention, detection and alarms, fire control systems, 
structural protection and compartmentation. But they are 
compulsory only in theatres, cinemas, restaurants, exhibition 
halls, courts and other public spaces, and nothing is 
mentioned about factories. 
Finally, the legislation on air and noise pollution as well as 
on waste disposal and thermal insulation, though general and 
inadequate, have a potential influence on the choice of the 
site, the location of the building, its kind of openings, 
the choice of materials for constructions and the elaboration 
of its details. 
Very recently a new law (L 1568/18.1Q85) passed out under the 
general spirit of improving occupational health and safety. 
The Law sets up a number of bodies both at the National 
and Local level as well as at the level of the plant. Their 
task is generally accident prevention and industrial hygiene. 
Furthermore, it introduces a number of regulations which are 
largely general and open to wide interpretations. These are 
related to the conditions on the working premises, the 
prevention of hazards from the machines and the workers! 
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protection from chemical and biological factors. The Law is 
very general and can only be regarded as a basis on which 
other laws more specific and detailed should be developed 
related to each branch of industry. Thus, it is very difficult 
to forsee the influence of this Law as it is, on factory 
designing in general and textiles in particular. 
2.4. BUILDING MATERIALS 
When the first factories were erected in Greece at the end 
of the nineteenth century, they were, made using traditional 
methods and materials. All building construction was of 
simple load bearing stone or brick walls with timber or iron 
inner columns and beams. Floors were wooden as were the 
roofs which were covered with clay tiles. Timber and iron 
columns were often imported from abroad as can be seen in a 
Commercial Bulletin of 190835 referring to prices of 
building materials that could be found in the market of 
Athens and Piraeus, and also in advertisements by commercial 
firms for steel and cast-iron columns imported from 
3s Europe 
Reinforced concrete was employed by Greek engineers from the 
very beginning of the century. The first cement factory was 
established in 1902 in Elefsina - nowadays the biggest centre 
of heavy industry in Greece - with 70-80 workers and 
production at 6,000 tons per year37. The first seminal 
experiment in reinforced concrete was a four storey hotel 
(fig. 28 and fig. 29) of 952 square meters in the centre of 
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Athens opposite the old parliament building. According to 
the engineer I. Angelopoulos4° who advocated the idea of 
reinforced concrete and supervised the construction, the 
structural analysis had been made in France by the Hen- 
nebique company. 
In one of his articles written in'Archimidis', Angelopoulos 
referred to some of his previous works'- warehouse, water- 
tower, bridges - where he had successfully used reinforced 
concrete, and he supported the idea that the new building 
material had its own beauty that should be exposed41 
From that period onwards reinforced concrete rapidly became 
the main material for load-bearing skeleton frames. A number 
of articles written by civil engineers presented the various 
methods of structural design of reinforced concrete 42 . 
Furthermore, structural design in concrete was introduced as 
a course for civil engineers in the Technical University of 
Athens in 1916. 
Reinforced concrete soon displaced wood and iron as load 
bearing elements of buildings. The production of cement 
developed rapidly and today Greece is one of the largest 
cement producers of Europe. This rapid development occurýed 
mainly after the beginning of the 50's when an extraordinary 
boom took place in the construction industry. 
The principal impetus in construction activity has been the 
post-War effort to reconstruct the devastated areas of the 
country. However, the boom that followed was the result of 
a number of coexisting physical, economic, demographic, 
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sociological, psychological and political factors44. The 
most important were the internal emigration from the country- 
side to Athens, the trend of Greeks to invest in sites and 
buildings due to the minimal risk involved and the in- 
stability of their savings, the small import content of 
house construction since most of the building materials 
were produced within the country, and finally and most 
importantly the government policy which encouraged the 
construction industry in order to solve the problem of 
increasing unemployment. 
/ 
After the middle 60's and the second construction boom, a 
number of new building materials were introduced in the 
construction industry. The majority of the materials were 
produced in Greece, but often such as some wood products, 
steel, artificial materials and a few paints were imported. 
The introduction of a variety of foreign materials in the 
Greek market caused problems in the absence of appropriate 
a techniques and methods of. construction5. 
The architect S. Kontaratos referred to this dis- 
proportionate development of materials and techniques 
early in 1974 when he pointed out that "... in countries 
like ours where the mechanization and the systematic 
organization of labour have not as yet been developed 
adequately, the transfer of modern technology and building 
materials -creates particular difficulties in building 
construction, as it comes into conflict with old techniques 
and customs which still exist to a great extent. The result 
is often a substantial loss in quality of the modern as 
well as the traditional elements of construction"46. 
At the end of the 60's the idea of introducing pre- 
fabrication in Greece was advocated by the majority of 
engineers despite the fact that some of the characteristics 
16- 
of the construction industry in Greece did not lean in this 
direction. These features were the small size of con- 
struction. works and the surplus of labour which was mainly 
unskilled47. In 1969 a special course on prefabrication was 
introduced in the Civil Engineering department of the 
48 
Technical University of Athens. Though the outlook for a 
solution to these problems was promising, prefabrication 
was not used to any great extent in the Greek construction 
industry. This is mirrored in the fact that only three 
buildings (A. 43, A. 49 and A. 50) out of the fifty seven of 
the survey of the thesis are made of prefabricated reinforced 
concrete elements. 
Finally, during the last decade a reintroduction of steel 
as a building material has taken place. It is mainly used 
in columns and roof trusses for large spans in factories, 





This chapter discusses the survey component of the thesis 
and is mainly descriptive in character. In other words, it is 
mainly concerned with 'how the mill buildings are' rather 
than with 'why they are like that' and deals with their 
historical origin and evolution. 
The focus is more on buildings than on architects or archi- 
tectural stylistic movements. This distinguishes the ap- 
proach of the thesis (as has been discussed in the general 
introduction) from the traditional outlook on historical 
issues in architecture since most historical studies have 
focused on architects or styles and deal with certain 
building classes (mainly houses and public buildings) and a 
selected number of masterpieces, which are only a small 
proportion of the total built environment. 
The survey is based on a sample of 57 factories thith have been 
chosen to be representative of the entire stock. A necessary 
prerequisite for the inclusion of a building in the sample 
is the existence of a complete set of its drawings (site 
plan, plans, sections, elevations). 
The conditions under which the survey has taken place are 
described in the first section (3.1) of the chapter together 
with the characteristics of the sample and the criteria of 
its formation. The second section (3.2), the backbone of 
the chapter, describes the evolution of mills from the end 
of the nineteenth century to the present, in terms of their 
formal language, constructional system and articulation of space. 
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The formal language deals with the formal elements of 
buildings and the way they are-assembled to express the 
designer's conceptual idea and fulfill functional require- 
ments. More analytically, it refers to the kinds of 
spatial volume or volumes, their geometrical or topological 
organization, the form of the roof, the size and kind of 
openings, illumination, colours, textures, and external 
decorative elements. The structural system is related to 
the kind and form of the construction and building materials. 
The articulation of spaces deals with the way interior 
spaces are linked together; it corresponds to certain spatial 
relations determined more by the production process than 
by social purposes and patterns. 
The chapter closes with a section (3.3) which seeks to 
criticize the descriptive analysis. Apart from the positive 
characteristics of the analysis, it reveals the problem 
which is created by the large number of descriptive data 
and the fragmented approach this form of analysis necessari- 
ly introduces. Furthermore this concluding section introduces 
the intention of examining the utility of a typological 
approach for the comprehensive analysis of the case study 
material. 
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3.1. CONDITIONS OF THE FIELD WORK - CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
SAMPLE 
The survey in general and the formation of the sample in 
particular are conditioned by the fact that the necessary 
material has not been published. There are three main 
sources from which the information for the survey is drawn. 
The first is 'The Financial Directory of Greek Companies' 
which includes the names of PLC and LTD firms, the year of 
their establishment, their address, their location, the number 
of their employees, and some of the financial data included 
in their balance sheets of 1980 and 1981. The second and 
most important source of information is the records of the 
Department of Industry. Every firm in Greece is required by 
law to obtain planning permission from the Department of 
Industry in order to build a new building, to expand or 
renew its existing industrial premises. For this purpose, it 
has to submit a complete set of drawings of its buildings, 
apart from the elevations, indicating the position of 
machines, their type and their installed mechanical power. 
The absence of elevations has obliged me to visit all the 
buildings of the sample. These visits constitute the third 
and fundamental source of my information since they have provided 
me with important additional knowledge concerning the 
buildings, the way they operate, their atmosphere and the 
surrounding area. 
The formation of the sample is influenced by the fact that 
the only known source of information for the drawings of 
the buildings was the Department of Industry. Thus, the 
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sample includes buildings belonging to PLC and LTD firms 
which. have machines with more than 500 Hp, since only these 
are included in the records of the Department of Industry. 
These firms represent 39% of the total of the sector in 
terms of absolute numbers, 90% in terms of the total horse 
power of their machines and 59% in terms of employment. 
Fig. 30 shows the relationship between the numbers of firms 
(F) and buildings (B) in the textile industries in general 
and in spinning and weaving industries in particular, and 
gives the figures for the sample. 
Nur-ilee of firms and FB -F B 
buildings belonging to qys 653 186 230 
textile sector 
Nwriber of firms and 1FBFB 
buildings belonging to 1167 2 1173 96 
spinning and w raving 
industries 
Number of firms and 
buildings belcnging to 
te. rtiZe sector with horse 
power of their machines 
above 500 Hp 
Number of firms and F buildings belonging to q5 53 
spinning and weaving 
industries with horee 
power of their machines Sample 
above 500 Ap 
Fig. 30 
The sample has been chosen using three major criteria. The first 
is the year of the construction of the building which in 
most cases coincides more or less with the year of establish- 
ment of the firm. The second is the location of the-building 
within the country. The third is the size of the firm in 
terms of the number of employees, the horse power of its 
machinesand its total assets. 
Some inherent difficulties have affected the final choice of 
the buildings of the sample. These are related to the inac- 
cessible location of some of the factories and to the 
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suspicious attitude of some of the owners of the firms who 
have refused to give permission to visit their premises. 
Finally, information is used concerning buildings which are not 
included in the sample. This information is not complete, 
since it is based only on photographs of their facades. 
Nevertheless, it provides useful additional evidence. 
The following four tables (Table 16,17,18 and 19) and two 
figures (fig. 31 and 32) aim to provide the comparative 
features between the buildings belonging to the spinning 
and weaving industries with machine power above 500 Hp and 
those belonging to the sample, according to the above three 
criteria. 
TABLE 16 
of en o 
umber S nineteenth-1940 
1940 - 1960 1960 - 1980 
of buildings century 
TOTAL 27 20 49 
SAMPLE 21 8 28 
TABLE 17 
r employees -100 100-200 200-300 300-400 400+ 
f buildings 
TOTAL 19 25 23 12 18 
SAMPLE 5 14 17 8 10 
TABLE 18 
horse 
Lrber r .4 500-2.000 . 000-4.0004.000-6.000 6.000+ 
of buildings I 
TOTAL 51 31 10 4 
SAMPLE 24 18 4 3 
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TABLE 19 
total assets 100.000 - 400.000 - 800.000 - 000+ 200 1 'Number tarsi 400.000 800.000 1.200.000 . . 
pof buildings 
TOTAL i5 lb 7 14 
SAMPLE 19 8 5' 12 
Source: Extracted from ICAP, 'Financial Directory of Greek 
Companies', Athens, 1982, and personal communication 
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F'ig. 32. Distribut or of the buildings of the 
sample in Greece 
Finally, four buildings are included in the sample (A. 2, A. 
3, A. 7, A. 16) which are not in use now, but used to belong 
to three firms which flourished before World War One. 
3.2. THE DESCRIPTION OF THE EVOLUTION OF MILLS 
Formal Language 
The architecture of mills in Greece has undergone many changes 
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since the first factory was established in Piraeus by RETSINAS 
firm (A. 1) in 18722 until today. The early mills, at the end of the 
nineteenth century, are either very simple, usually single- 
storey buildings characterized by their gabled roofs (fig. 
33-39 and A2, A3, A4), or complexes with combinations of gabled 
and saw tooth roofs (fig. 40,41 and A. 11 The external unembel- 
lished surface of the buildings, usually plastered with white 
stucco, is interrupted only by the strict sequence of 
rectangular or arched windows. 
Around the turn of the century the formal language of mills 
gradually becanes more elaborate and is enriched with regional 
characteristics which in some cases, as in the island of Syros, 
are- very particular and specific5 . Typical characteristics 
of the mills of Syros are the sequence of gable roofs (A. 5, 
A. 8and fig. 42) with pedimental treatment on the facade, the 
round or arched window in the centre of the pediment and the 
bipartite or tripartite articulation of the facades (fig. 
42-45 and A. 5, A. 8). The amalgamation of classical elements 
(pediment, tripartite articulation) with traditional 
features (openings, the emphasized outlines of buildings, 
the treatment of walling) is the distinctive characteristic 
of the mills of the island. This fusion is- derived from 
the twofold architecture - traditional and neoclassical - 
of the capital of the island. 
The architecture of Ano Syros - the upper and oldest part of 
the settlement lying at the top of the hill (fig. 46)-is 
distinguished by its traditional architecture. The houses, 
r, 
like small cubic volumes with flat roofs and small openings, 
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Fig. St. '. K. and A. Drakopoulos, Wea'-'n ! i', (A. 
2). One of the rare early examples distinguished for its rich formal language 
(variety of openings, classical pediment 
treatment of the main facade, details, 
motives) in comparison to the simple and 
plain Zanquage of the other mills of the 
country. It was originally named 'S. 
Vezanis & Selas' mill, 1882, (Athens) 
.1 ilk- 
Fic. 3?. A in Fuc.,. _. 
It has net hen in use ýcn , many years 
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Fig. 36. 'P. --nd ... _. r, -.. -. 
2). The neocZassicaZ office uiZding cor. - 
structed in front of the main facade of 
the mill and the other two villas, at the 
background constructed at the beginning 
of 20's, make the complex the only one 
remaining in Greece today which combined 
production, administrative and residential 
activities. It has not been in use from 
1956, (Athens) 
Fig. 34. View fr-, m the J: )at; ^°1 ä of 'S, 7: ': ir, _.. 
Weaving Mills of £dessa', (A. 4), ho '. eo n 
184 and 1912, (Edo. -. -a) 
Fig. 33. ý=cw -rom ti'. e road o 'Spirni ng and 
Weaving Mills of £dessa' (A. 4)ß between 
1884 and 1912, (£dessa) 
ýs '7011 as 
crop, between 12O? and ? 316 (-iraeus) 
ci. 37. '_ _ -ti:; 
' t: % (A. 3). rü 
It L^. 
fl ': 'I. _Tr: ý 30' ,, ýZ, 1t86, 
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F . 41. 
'Retsina Bros, Scinnina ? 6'eazing Co' 
mill (A.? ), 1872, ire:..; ) 
rzy. ", '.,! equtnoe of m1ZZ3 in Errnoupolis, (Sy- 
ros), 
i:. ^ o=w conati ýc* _; r of ; ate ground J 
i. oo 
and the : r. 'ndows icb have been blocked 
in can 7ardly be seen, 1887, (S? ros) 
ý, 2J. 7".. (. 
-1i. 
2 ). 
jrQTii the co rtyZr-J, 
(Syros) 
F 7.: 6. 
step down the hill to make a perfect defensive system. The 
rapid growth of the village into an industrial and mercantile 
centre during the nineteenth century brings about the 
development of the lower part of the settlement - the so 
called Ermoupolis. This part stretches along the seashore 
and is distinguished by its neoclassical architecture. The 
mills which are part of this recently developed city have 
been affected more by neoclassical elements than by the 
traditional features of the old town. However, the pediment 
as part of the formal vocabulary is not very common in the 
buildings of the town. Thus, the gabled roof of the mills, 
as:. a manifestation of the need to cover large spans, gives 
the buildings a character similar to that of the traditional 
houses of Simi (fig. 47), which is another Aegean island 
having a consistently neoclassical architecture. A recent 
addition to the SYROS SPINNING MILLS (A. 21) tries to main- 
tain the same principles using a modern vocabulary (fig-48, 
49). 
The patterns of windows which have been used in the mills of the 
island are illustrated in fig. 50. Window C is not typical 
either of the traditional or the neoclassical architecture 
of the island. This distinctive pattern appears only in the 
building of AEGEON (A. 5, fig. 45) and in one neoclassical 
house of Athens (fig. 51), which is included in a photo- 
graphic collection of approximately 190 buildings, published 
in the book 'The Neoclassical Buildings of Athens and 
Piraeus'. The two buildings not only share the same kind of 
windows but also appear to be quite identical (compare fig. 
45 and 51). 
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The mills in the area of Edessa and Naoussa are distinguished 
by two main characteristics: the influence of European 
industrial architecture of the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries on the formal language of the main production hall 
and the particular emphasis on the administration quarters of 
the mill. The multi-storey rectangular blocks with the pitched 
or saw tooth roof (fig. 52,53) and the single or double- 
storey buildings with northern light roofs (fig. 54,55), which 
have been the favourite industrial architecture of the industrial- 
ized countries at the end of nineteenth and the beginning of 
the twentieth century, are shown in the architecture of the 
mills of the area. Multi-storey buildings have been considered 
appropriate for large textile firms, whereas single storey 
buildings have been preferred by small firms. (fig. 56-60). 
These two trends make up the formal language of the mills of 
Edessa and Naoussa, apart from one of the oldest mills of 
the area (IFEN, A. 6) which is still in use and is distinguish- 
ed by its traditional Macedonian architecture. 
The simple geometrical facades of the mills are interrupted 
by the orderly sequence of windows, which are basically of 
the same pattern (fig. 61): the vertically or horizontally 
rectangular shape with or without arches. There is usually 
an architrave of stone or'brick which emphasizes the shape 
of the window. A false keystone or brick is built in the 
centre of the arch showing a faithful imitation of classical 
precedent. 
The architectural character of the administration quarters 
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Fig. `2.7ieW oT a factcry from the advert-zing 
ZeafZot of the ccrrran-i (3ibliotheque. 
hlunicioa: e de Lille) 
53. Tort of the front 2levacion oJ' a ý-ýý -- 
r presented in a treatise on ,n ZZ 
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Fib^. 54. On. e of ýý. ckard. . l^. r<ý 
in 1906. It Las the rt rLar. t cii 
i itrodooto' the Sj? g1a storey, roof 
into autcmobile factory 
!c si:; n 
11 
N. is tor2: qýiýýý) . 
12 
N. 'iIl:; '(A. 10). '. of the %ui. _ýcr for opinn: 2ng, before 1920, (Naous, sa) 
,.,. 7.. 
c. 
_ . 1-.. ,.. 
JV_CI. S'Lnn L7_%7 & 
of vho buildL'. a uýe; 1 
for weaving. The sow tooth roof is not 
visible because it covers urZy the 
central span and is hidden 
behind a high 
nora-: et running along the top of the 
building, before ? 920, (P. 'aoussa) 
rig- 56. 
' etlans ýJaoussa Spinning 
G Weaving MiZ7_s' 
(A. 52). The old building ý? %hich h., ss been 
demolished, 1922, (raoussa) 
? tig. BG. 'Sereco wool Incuszr^? ', i930 's, (Edessa) 
Fig. of ýýrüous 
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59. '. "]acussa 'pinning . 4ii s' (A. 31, c. a. 1928, (Naoussa) 
varies from mill to mill but in every case special care has 
been taken to emphasize its position in relation to the main 
production hall. In the IFEN mill the offices, which are 
attached to the shopfloor as a second storey, share common 
features with the typical facades of the houses of the area 
(fig. 62,63,64). A solid load bearing wall of the ground 
floor is combined with a light construction on the first 
floor with the vertically rectangular sashed windows. The 
corners of the building are dressed with wooden strips which 
outline the spatial volume and emphasize its boundary lines. 
A slightly projected hipped roof is covered with tiles. 
A neoclassical treatment of the offices is the main feature 
of the other two examples (A. 10 and A. 14). The administration 
area of PELLA OLYMPOS (fig. 65) has common characteristics 
with the neoclassical houses of Naoussa (fig. 66 ) of the 
early 30's. The cubic volume surmounted with a hipped roof 
is covered with red roof tiles. The slightly projected eaves 
are emphasized by a decorative zone which runs along the 
upper part of the building. The corners are accentuated 
with quasi-corinthian pilasters which are treated architec- 
turally but not structurally as corner columns. The windows 
are grouped vertically in pairs with a zone of different 
colour which runs down the facades. The result is that this 
simple small building has many similarities not only with 
the few bourgeois neoclassical houses of the town but also 
with the neoclassical buildings 'of Athens (fig. 67). 
A classical pattern is used to emphasize the main entrance 
to the offices in NAOUSSA SPINNING MILLS (fig. 68,69, A. 9). 
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Fig. 62. 
y : 'i 
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Fig. 69. 'Naoussa Spinning Mi Zs' (A. 9), 1928, 
(Naoussa) 
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The unpedimented Tuscan porticois-superimposea on the main 
facade. This simplified portico with the architrave reduced 
to the minimum and its delicate balusters tries to comply 
with the industrial character of the building which is a 
long, high and unadorned block. The external columns 
project slightly and like the architraves of the windows 
relieve the otherwise plain facade. Stylistic gestures are 
avoided for the whole building. It may be argued that 
the portico-the only decorative element-affirms the 
intention to combine classical Greek precedent with European 
modern. This way of emphasizing the entrance has been favoured 
also in the design of schools of the town (fig. 70,71) 
in the 30's and even later in the 50's. 
The delicate building used by the administration of the firm 
SEFECO (fig. 72, A. 11) was. originally a hospital con- 
structed in 1918 by the French. Despite the similarities 
with the local traditional architecture, it has several 
characteristics which are not local. For instance, the shape 
of building volume - especially the relationship between 
the attic and the ground floor (broader base than first 
floor) - the form and ratios of the portico and the form of 
the windows are not features of the traditional buildings 
of the area. The plans were imported from France. Since it 
was built the building has been changed. The attic original- 
ly had a hipped roof, the main window above the portico 
was round, and the windows were rectangular with arches. 
Most of these features are preserved nearly unchanged in 
another hospital (fig. 73) of the same period constructed 
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Wý' `t3. , n, 
' (A. 1i). VCIJ. 
103 ý "s, 
_ 
]es-a) 
in the town of Githio, in southern Greece. 
The formal language used in the mills of Athens, Thessaloniki, 
Patra"and Lavrio during the inter-War period has great variety. 
The majority of buildings display influences from the 
Modern movement which was popular then in Greek archi- 
tectural circles. Three buildings of the sample out of 
eleven, (fig. 76,77,78) constructed during this period, have 
similarities with the buildings of Edessa and Naoussa and 
especially with those of the firm SEFECO (fig. 74,75). The 
complex of TSITSIS AND SONS MILLS (fig. 79) constructed 
in Thessaloniki in 1921 reminds one a lot of PELLA OLYMPOS 
mills (A. 10) in Naoussa from where the owners came. 
Two other cases (A. 17, A. 20) do not exhibit any particular 
architectural character at all. Their structural cell 
fulfills only functional requirements. Stylistic gestures 
have been avoided. Their overall volumes, interrupted by 
patches of linear windows, give the impression of an ac- 
cidental accumulation of spaces (fig. 80,81,82,83). In. 
contrast to the production buildings stands the small and 
simple office building of LAVRION SPINNING MILLS (fig. 84) 
at the corner of the site. This building like the office 
building of RETSINA (fig. 85) is like the typical popular 
house of the beginning of the century of Lavrio and Piraeus. 
The rest of the mills in Athens and Thessaloniki apparently 
show clear influences of the Greek Modern Architecture15 
developed in the period between the Wars along with the 
European Modern movement. The most important collective 
expression of the Greek modern movement in architecture 
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Fig. 84. 'i, avrion Spinning Y'1ZZs' (-4.20). V,. ew 
of the adni'z tro. ion cuiZcino, 1939, 
(&zvrio) 
Fi3.83. 'Lavt-ion 2ý-'ru' will 
(L,: vrio) 
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Srgrini:. ý; r. avf ; ('(A. 18), 
1931, (Atrera) 193l, (Athens) 
Fig. 82. 'Lavwt: on S^innir, a_ , j. ZCI. 
the back : "G? lt of t;! (, 
193,5, (Lavrio ) 
1). View of the off, -res" Sui1cin from 
the road, 18? 2, 
Rik 
is the programme of the construction of school buildings 
in the ' 30's all over the country (fig. 86). The same 
principles seem to have underlain the design of both mills 
and schools using a similar architectural language. The 
need for economic, easy and rapid construction in both cases 
is expressed and fulfilled with the design of simple 
rectangular volumes traversed only by almost continuous 
windows. Even in cases where the mill is a complex of single 
storey roof lighted buildings and flat roofed multistorey 
buildings, the modern treatment is apparent (fig. 87- 
95). A typical characteristic of all these examples is that 
the administration area, the warehouse and the worker' 
spaces can hardly be distinguished since the formal cell is 
like a neutral cover for every function, sometimes complex 
and unarticulated. This fact differentiates the architecture 
of mills from the architecture of school buildings of the 
same period despite their superficial formal similarities. 
The echo of the Renaissance in Greek architecture of the 
early years of the century finds expression in one unique 
building; the ATTICA SPINNING MILLS (A. 14 and fig. 96). 
The symmetrical articulation of the volume, the tripartite 
articulation of the facades, the corner towers terminating 
the long facade surmounted by curved hip-roofs, and 
the central impressive projection of the volume covered 
with a domed roof are an ambitious adaptation of Renais- 
sance principles to an industrial building. It is very 
likely that the designer is influenced by Ernest Tsiler, 
a German architect, who lived and worked in Athens for 
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many public and private buildings. E. Tsiler's 
drawings for 
. the Hall of 
Justice of Athens (fig. 97,98) have formal 
elements in common with the mill. The Renaissance archi- 
tectural principles are interwoven with modern ideas about 
industrial building design (fig. 99,100), to produce a building 
renaissance in overall character but industrial in detail. 
The present owners of the firm preserved the old building 
and expanded their activities to a modern addition (fig. 101- 
103). They seem to be interested in the symbolic connotation 
of the old building since they believe that the close 
interplay of the modern addition with the impressive older 
building expresses better than anything else the continuous 
prosperity of the company covering a life of sixty years? 
Another impressive building is the early mill of FOUSTANOS 
(fig. 104,105) in Piraeus constructed after the turn of the 
century. Another notable building of the same period is 
that of CARELLAS MILLS (fig. 106), which is somewhat similar 
to P. Behrens' early constructions (fig. 107). 
After World War Two, variety and regional characteristics 
are replaced by uniformity, order and clarity. The formal 
vocabulary during the 40's and 50's is mainly based on the 
modern repertoire enriched in some cases by classical 
elements which are usually superimposed on the facades to 
mark the main entrance of the building. 
When modern ideas are the only generative forces in 
the design, the buildings are simple, rectangular and with 
sharp outlines. Their external surfaces are smooth without 
-115-- 
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Fig. 103. 'Attica Spinning Mills' (A. 14). The back cart of the old mill is 
not visible because of the nee construction. On the left is the 
old warehouse ;. pith the saw tooth roof, 1930's, (Athcno) 
P1 
b'ig. 1Q4. '_ýýct«<ýcs, : 1. ', 1000 ', fpl,? 2czc.; ) Fig. 100. 'Fuustýýnos, A. ', 1300",, (Pic(,, Lis) 
gig. (Athens)20 Fig. 10 7. Aý,; factor's. ,.,? o , rnm lhý.. ' ýrscrtc. ý, , 
Arch. P. Berens, 13i3, Ber? iri2ý 
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projections or differentiation of materials, interrupted 
only by the long linear windows (fig. 108-111). The voluminous 
impression of these buildings is avoided in case of SACALIDES 
(fig. 110,111) since the vertical projection of the columns 
of the facades and the network treatment of the main facade 
of the spinning shopfloor creates an interesting variety of 
forms which do not betray the actual size of the building. 
A feature that seems to appear again in this period is the 
unpedimented portico, either ionic or quasi-Tuscan which 
was employed to emphasize the entrance of an undoubtly 
modern building (fig. 112,113). The reoccurrence of this 
feature shows the desire of the owners of the firm to 
accentuate the existence of a fusion between the modern- 
European thought and the classical Greek principles. These 
are the necessary premises for the creation of a building 
impresive both to workers and to customers; a fact which 
is expected to have consequent effects on the quality of 
the product, the reputation of the firm and the sales turn- 
over. In some cases this aim is limited only to the creation 
of a barely acceptable facade with a well-designed entrance 
(fig. 114), whereas the rest and especially the back part 
of the building shows signs of dereliction (fig. 116). 
In certain cases classical elements are fused with and 
governed by modern principles. The administration building 
of LANARAS-KIRTSIS MILLS (fig. 117) seems to belong to this 
category. The heavy and stable impression of the building 
discloses an image of immobilized movement. It has a 
plastic rectangular L-shaped volume which has attained its 
-118-- 
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final form by pressure deformation. The external wall is 
interrupted only by simple incisive fenestration pattern 
which is repeated in every level: small, rectangular windows 
in a severe sequence withsquare-sectioned mullions and deep 
reveals. 
A similar formalvocabulary is used in the only Hill con- 
structed after the War on the island of syros (A. 27, fig. 118) which 
seems to have abandoned completely the formal language of 
the early industrial buildings of the island of the first 
period. 
MOUZAKIS mill which is next to LANARAS-KIRTSIS (fig. 119, 
120) reflects quasi-neoclassical influences. It recalls the 
image of the office building of OLYMPOS-PELLA (A. 10) especial- 
ly because of the fenestration pattern. The building gives 
the impression of a flat-topped rectangular volume due to 
the parapet of the roof which hides the pitched roof behind. 
The symmetrical articulation of the facade is interrupted by 
the off-centred entrance which has been recently renovated 
in the 'kitch' way of the current popular taste expressed 
in many entrances of cheap residential buildings in Greek 
towns. 
In the other building of the MOUZAKIS firm (fig. 121), which 
is located on another site, the neoclassical features are 
attached to the plain facade of an otherwise unarticulated 
complex. The sequence of quasi-Doric columns on the red 
background are alien to the formal language of the building 
and are like scenery superimposed on a cool, unembellished 
facade. 
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Fig. 121. 'hlouzakis -'I. D. 
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Fig. 118. 'Piraiki Patraiki 
Cotton Mari *aotarýrg' Fi. g. 113. Gý,: eral vie 
of ti; ouzaýis . D., 
'LcnTres-:: vtsis ti; ills' 
50's, (gros) or. tl: e 
Left and 
(A. 27), beg. of on the right, (Athens) 
Two other buildings (A. 24, A. 25) constructed during the 50's 
have undergone so many changes that any single architectural 
character can hardly be distinguished. Their main facades 
reveal some signs of early Modernism (fig. 122,124). 
The60's witnesses the emergence of the large windowless 
building. We can distinguish two basic categories of 
buildings concerning the treatment of the framing system 
as a part of the formal vocabulary. In the first, to which 
the majority of mills belong, the columns and beams are 
exposed on the facade. Thus, their formal composition is 
based on the contrast between load bearing frame and infill 
elements. This is achieved with their different colouring 
and the construction of the outer walls slightly inside 
the external columns of the frame (fig. 126 -- 135) . The 
offices usually are designed in a similar way. When they 
are incorporated within the factory enclosure on a mezzanine 
floor, their position is emphasized on the facade by their 
windows. When the administration building is attached to 
the production hall it is formally harmonized with the 
overall aesthetic of the factory volume (fig. 136-139). In 
most of the cases the office buildings are monotonous, 
oblong, rectangular volumes. 
An exceptional and inconspicuous building is the offices of 
the firm SOURNOPOULOS (fig. 140,141) which despite the 
fact that it employs the same formal principles of the 
manufacturing block, _ avoids the monotonous impression. 
The curved balconies, the glass curtain wall of the entrance 





'Athina Spinning (A. 24). View 
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40's, (At%zrs) 




Ftiy. 123. 'Athina Spinning Weaving' (A. 24). View 
of the side part of the building, 
1940's, (Athens) 
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g.: 26. '. Vaoussa Spinning affil s' ," , '0 2 (A. t0). 
The factory is outlined in the back- 
ground behind the lower building 
which includes offices and auxiliary 
facilities, beg. of 60's, (Naoussa) 
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Fig. 138. 'Plaoussa Soin. ni; 7- Zs' No , (A. 31) . 
Offic. 2 z: Zding. 
JTlze 'r^riýc sty. ' is 
sheathed with the curtain z; aZZcon- 
structioz?, beg. of 6^ "s, 'iaoussa) 
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the o-fice huiläi: rg, c. a. 1372, ('hes- 
saloniki) 
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canopy and the interesting interplay of colours - light grey, 
white, red and deep blue - give the whole a delicate 
character. 
The second category includes those buildings whose framing 
system are on the inside and the structure is not revealed 
on the facades or at least '. ' is disclosed only partially. 
In the latter case the upper beam of the structure with 
the roof parapet are exposed on the elevation and constitute 
a linear horizontal. element which terminates the volume 
(fig. 142). The columns are either embodied in the wall's 
construction or concealed behind a continuous surface of 
corrugated panels, prefabricated concrete slabs or curtain 
walls (fig. 143 ). The offices are always included in the 
factory volume as a mezzanine floor usually above the 
entrance to the building. Their position is differentiated 
from the rest of the ancillary facilities due to the large 
glass surfaces. 
A notable example of this category is the new premises of 
VETLANS NAOUSSA (fig. 144,145). The sequence of the gable 
roofs is: used as a compositional element of the 
facades probably to follow a similar pattern to that of 
the only remaining part of the old factory. The deep grey 
colour is used to emphasize the bounding lines of the 
spatial volume, the gable roofs and the openings. In ad- 
dition, concrete grey louvres are used as to provide solar 
protection, when they are constructed horizontally, or as 
decorative elements, when they are placed vertically to 
emphasize the dispatch areas. 
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Fig. 144. ",, etlons Naoussa Spinning e, idr: aýing 
tiMi lls' (A. 52), end, of 60 "s, (. 'Jaoussa) 
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Fig. 145. "latlar. s , Jacusý; a . pinýr,: nU 
8 Ginaýng 
Mills' iA. 52). View from the courti- 
yard, end. of 60 
"s, (Naoussa) 
Fig. 142. 
View of a part of the main facade 
showing the glass waZZ of t; ie offices 
and the entrance between the air-con- 
"ditionin'7 term nal units, c. a. 1966, 
(Th csai. ^'ir. i, 
Fin. 143. 'Aega, ̂ r Pdi-ZZ3' (3.12), beil. of 70 s, 
(NaJp72o) 
The complex would be consistent in its general formal 
principles without its office building (fig. 146). The 
architect was asked by the owners of the firm, which is one 
of the oldest of the area, to design a building identical 
to a traditional Macedonian house. The designer tried to 
reconcile the present needs of the administration with the 
required traditional form. However, the result does not 
have the delicacy of the houses of the area. After the first 
impression of the facades some details betray inconsistency: 
-the non load bearing wooden columns of the portico with 
their pseudo wooden capitals reveal their decorative function, 
the structural frame system appears as massive, the con- 
struction and details of the eaves are heavy. 
There are only two mills where the framing system is not 
exposed on the elevation (A. 46, A. 47). The production hall 
is a closed box with smooth surfaces which contrast to the 
formal composition of the zone of the ancillary facilities 
and the offices. These are formulated as a complex of small 
rectangular volumes with ribbon windows linearly extended 
in front of the production hall (fig. 147,148). 
Finally, in one case, the characteristics of-the two 
categories are combined (A. 45). The structural frame is not 
exposed in one of the facades, whereas it is revealed in 
the other. The complex is a combination of two rectangular 
volumes - one closed and one transparent - tightly 
articulated with the concrete horizontal ducts of the air 
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A common feature of all the buildings with an internal 
framing system is the use of the cubic volumes of the 
terminal air-conditioning units as fundamental parts of 
their formal vocabulary. These impressive, vertically 
projected concrete cubes without openings appear in a 
sequence in the main facade, they interrupt the linearity 
of the volume and relieve the image of an otherwise mono- 
tonous, plain, oblong building. 
Constructional System 
The framing systems of the first mills are combinations of 
wooden trusses or saw tooth roofs with wooden or steel 
columns. The buildings are usually single-storey with single 
span trusses resting on side walls or columns in the walls, 
and one or more lines of internal columns. The variety of 
systems which are used in single and double-storey buildings 
is illustrated in fig. 149. 
A slightly different wooden roof-hipped instead of gabled- 
covers the multi-storey building of NAOUSSA SPINNING MILLS 
(A. 9 and fig 150) and the mill of PROTOPAPAS (fig. 151 ) in 
Piraeus. The external walls are made of stone and are 
covered mainly with white stucco. In the double-storey 
mills of IFEN (A. 6), BARBETAS (A. 8) and AEGEON (A. 5) the 
bearing walls of the ground floor remain, unplastered 
(fig. 156,162,165). This particular manipulation of 
materials is the result of the intention to apply tradition- 
al methods of construction and forms of the areas. 
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Fig. 154-155. The old building of 'Varvaressos'(A. 32) in Naoussa in the background of the tradition- 
cl photograpr. 27 The building has been demolished but the only remaining part of 
it is illustrated in the second photograph showing the gabled roof, 1920's, (Naoussa) 
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Fig. 156. 'Ifen A. hladjiantcniou & Co' (A. 6). VCew 
of the facttorzj whose windows ore h coked 
in. The offices are or. the first Boor, 
c. a. 1900, (Naoussa) 
Fig. 15?. View of the interior space of the rranu- 
facturing crew or 'Ifen'. Typical. wood 
construction of tiie traditionü ;, acedo- 
nian houses, c. a. 1900, (Naoussa) 
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Fig. 153. 'Spinning & Weaving Mills of Edessa' (A. 4). View of the 3rinning Senart, 'nent from the 
rcac, . _'84 and 
1912, (Edessa) 
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After about 1925 concrete replaces wood in industrial 
building construction. The new material is fireproof and 
allows larger spans than wood trusses to be constructed. 
Furthermore, it makes possible the wider use of northrt--_ 
light roofs (fig. 166) which are considered appropriate to 
obtain the required lighting standards in single-storey 
buildings. However, seldom in cases (A. 1, A. 7, A. 21, and 
fig. 77,169,173) before 1920 there are wooden saw tooth 
roof constructions with wooden or round iron columns. 
From all the examples of the sample only one (A. 10) is a 
multi-storey building with a northern light roof. Most of 
the plants combine single-storey buildings with saw tooth 
roofs, with multi-storey buildings with flat roofs. The 
partitioned walls are usually made of brick'or rarely, of 
stone covered with white stucco. 
After the War, the complete domination of concrete as the 
material used for skeleton frame constructions takes place. 
The roofing system remaines unchanged until the end of the 
50's; most of the single storey shopfloors have a saw tooth 
roof (fig. 179,180,181) and thus lighting from the roof 
with natural light. Multi-storey buildings have the con- 
ventional skeleton system: concrete slabs with dropped beams 
and flat roof (fig. 177). The presence of the internal 
columns is still acting as a limiting factor to the ar- 
rangement of the machines. 
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Fia. 166. Zm) tooth roofing system with vortical teeth (a, c, d) or incliined (b) 
Examples of Pre-War Saw Tooth Roofs 
Saw toot%h roof firth iron Fig. 170. 'Syros Seinniny Mi'Is' (A. 21). W'oodan 
colwrrns, 2910, (Athens) saw tooth construction, 1890"s, (Syros) 
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At the end of the'50's the AEGEON MILLS (A. 28) at Lavrio, 
introduces a new constructional system covering spans 
from 12 to 14 metres: the concrete waffle slab and later 
prestressed reinforced concrete construction (fig. 183B). 
This system is the result of the pressing need to achieve 
a flexible shopfloor for the arrangement of the long 
machines, and also a building isolated from the external 
environment, without openings, necessary for the desired 
controlled internal environment. Probably it is the first 
building in Greece in which micro-climatic conditions are 
taken into consideration when it is designed. The external 
walls of the buildings, as well as the partitions, are 
made of brick and are plastered with white or grey stucco. 
The rapid industrial growth after 1960 is accompanied by 
the development of a variety of framing systems. Multi- 
storey buildings use the conventional reinforced concrete 
frame with horizontal slabs and dropped beams, either 
prestressed or not. Single-storey buildings use, systems 
from a great variety of options that are illustrated in 
fig. 183 as well as prefabricated concrete slabs, beams and 
columns (A. 43, A. 50, A. 51). 
The gradual shift from conventional constructional systems 
to concrete slabs with inverted beams and finally to steel 
or prefabricated framing systems is the result of two 
factors. The first is the need to cover large spans and 
produce flexible, column free manufacturing areas, and 
the second is the introduction of an air-conditioning. Air- 
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horizontal ducts at the ceiling under the roof of the 
building, and the return air ducts under the floor leading 
to the terminal air units. Fig. 184 shows three types of 
framing systems in relation to the air-conditioning duct 
distribution. Conventional construction (fig. 184A) has 
the disadvantage that the horizontal ducts are outside the 
building on the roof due to the dropped beams which reduce 
the inner free height of the building. 
Partitioned walls are constructed only in the office area 
and the ancillary- facilities' zones, and are made of 
brick or prefabricated panels. External walls are of brick 
plastered with stucco and painted white or grey. Occasional- 
ly corrugated panels or prefabricated concrete slabs are 
also used. 
Articulation of spaces 
The early mills in the area of Naoussa and Edessa combine 
weaving and spinning activities. The distinction between the 
two is expressed in spatial requirements by the existence 
of two separate buildings, either on the same site (A. 6, A. 
10) or in different sites (A. 4). The-only exception is the 
firm SEFECO (A. 11) which probably for reasons relating to 
its small size shelters weaving and spinning activities 
within the same factory enclosure. The production process 
follows a linear route in a single-storey building or a 
continuous line in a multi-storey plant (fig. 185). 
The shape of plans is rectangular and the width varies 
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Fig. 164. 
Fig. : 85. DiaorY rrnatic presentation of the two kinds of process 
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mainly by the length of machinery and the nature of the 
layout. There is not any written evidence about the ar- 
rangement of machinery in the early mills. According to the 
description of an industrialist 
29 there were two layouts 
for spinning mills which are also analysed -in the old cata- 
logue of 'Brooks & Doxey Ltd, Makers of Textile Machinery' 
30 
In the first system the production line runs across the 
mill, whereas in the second along it, as is illustrated 
in the two similar plans of fig. 186 . 
In both cases the full length of ring spinning frames was 
put across the room due to the way power was transmitted, 
and to the illumination from side windows. The position of 
the engine room in all early mills is hard to determine 
exactly since most of the rooms have been demolished with 
the introduction of electric power. It can be assumed that it 
was either at the end or in the middle of the building. The 
only example in the sample where the exact position of the 
engine room is marked, is the SPINNING AND WEAVING MILLS OF 
EDESSA (A. 4). 
In many cases the administration is located in a separate 
small building. When the offices are adjacent to the shop- 
floor they appear either as an addition of a second floor 
to the single-storey building or as a part. of the second 
floor of a two-storey building covering the area which is 
facing the road and is close to the entrance of the site 
(fig. 187). Accommodation of the raw material and the 
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are always adjacent to the space of production within the 
main volume. The general characteristic of the mills of Edessa 
and Naoussa as regards the articulation of their spaces is 
simplicity, clarity and topological organization. In the 
mills of the city of Thessaloniki this characteristic is 
absent. The sites are parts of the urban network within high 
density residential areas and they are small in relation to 
the spatial requirements. 
Possibilities for expansion are limited and the articulation 
of spaces is complicated. After successive expansions they 
appear as complex organisms with an internal logic that is 
not apparent, and time is needed to perceive and understand it. 
The complexes (A. 7, A. 16) combine single-storey with multi- 
storey buildings and the administration area can hardly be 
distinguished. 
A similar situation appears in one mill in Athens (A. 18). 
It is one of the rare cases where the building almost covers 
the site, and the complexity of the articulation of spaces 
is emphasized by the irregular form of the site. 
In the areas of Athens, Piraeus, Patra and Lavrio, when 
weaving and spinning activities are combined, they usually 
take place in different buildings with the exception of 
MINAIDIS-FOTIADIS (A. 15). Where there are not any site 
limitations the buildings are single-storey. The production 
line usually follows an irregular route, and common 
characteristics can be noticed only with difficulty. The 
administration in single-storey mills is either in a 
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separate building from the production hall (fig-188A) or 
is part of it and adjacent on its narrow side (fig. 188B). 
In multi-storey factories administration is always within 
the main factory enclosure on the first floor (fig. 188C). 
Mills in the island of Syros exhibit similar plan 
characteristics to those from the area of Athens. Irregular- 
ities of the site has as a consequence irregularities in 
buildings which are not always visible from the outside, 
since the facades imply a simpler structure than that exist- 
ing in reality. The provision of facilities for workers are 
not, apart from toilets, considered in the design of mills 
before the War. Facilities that now exist are mainly later 
additions. 
After the Second World War a tendency develops towards the 
division of spinning and weaving activities, and this trend 
become marked after the mid'60"s with the rapid development 
of the sector, and is due to economic reasons and market 
strategies. 
Until the 60's buildings belonging to prosperous firms, and 
" when they are constructed outside the big cities have a clear 
spatial layout resulting from the continuous production 
line. Their orderly articulation of spaces can be shown 
easily in the following diagrams (fig. 189). The width of 
shopfloors varies from 20 to 35 m with the exception of 
PIRAIKI-PATRAIKI'S firm (A. 22) - the largest firm of the 
sector - which was 50 m. The other mills are combinations 
of single and multi-storey buildings which are either 
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separated or incorporated in a complex form. The production 
line is intermittent and unfolds on different storeys. The 
administration accommodation is not an independent building 
but it is attached in front of the shopfloor or enclosed 
within it (fig. 190). 
ýýýýýýý 
Fij. 1 
Facilities for workers are still limited to toilets and 
lockers, and other amenities are completely absent. This 
can be explained by the fact that the owners are not legally 
bound to provide these facilities. They seem to be more 
interested in issues concerning production and auxiliary 
facilities - i. e. laboratories, repair shops, mechanical 
workshops etc - than in their workers who are considered 
as an insignificant part of the production process. 
After the mid 60"s the size of mills increases and these 
later constructions are oblong, single-storey buildings 
with width varing between 50 and 92 m. However, five mills 
out of 57 of the sample are multi-storey; they belong to 
old firms which have reconstructed their premises on the 
old sites which are relatively small and within the urban 
network. The only mill which is constructed for functional 
reasons as a two storey building is VERLAN (A. 57). 
The idea which generated this form is very simple: the 
fabric is woven by the looms on the first floor, then it 
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comes down very slowly to the ground floor through openings 
in the floor and it is wound around the beams which are 
arranged on the ground floor. This method has two advantages: 
the production of a long continuous fabric, and the quality 
control of many fabrics simultaneously as they come down 
slowly from the ceiling. 
The characteristics of the mills built after the 60's are: 
the linear uninterrupted production layout, the use of 
air-conditioning and the provision of more facilities for 
workers. These are wet services, lockers and catering 
facilities; other amenities are rarely provided. The fol- 
lowing figure (fig. 191) illustrates diagrammatically the 
simrale layout of single-storey buildings. 
Large firms prefer clear zoning of spaces, a linear 
production line which runs along the building, and the con- 
sequent oblong form of their building volume (A1,2, B1, C1,2, 
D). Smaller firms tend to apply more complex articulation of 
buildings due to the size and shape of their sites. In 
multi-storey mills a more or less linear process is followed 
which is distributed to various levels. The offices and 
facilities for workers are always incorporated in the 
factory enclosure usually on the first floor. 
3.3. CONVENTIONAL APPROACH AND TYPOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
The descriptive analysis of mills in Greece which has been 
conducted so far, exhibits a number of particular 
characteristics. It refers to the phenomenal level, and thus 
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it is related to the external, formal and observable features 
of buildings. Although the main endeavour of the analysis 
is to consider buildings as a whole and not to restrict 
itself to a kind of facadism, it necessarily employed an ap- 
proach of fragmenting the buildings into three constituent 
aspects: formal language, structural system and articulation 
of spaces. These subdivisions depart from the three 
categories established by Vitruvius: venustas, firmitas and 
utilitas, and are related to the designers' conceptual tools 
(elevations, sections and plans) for considering and com- 
municating the three-dimensionality of buildings. 
Furthermore, the analysis has focused on nearly every 
building of the sample and discussed its individual features. 
It is founded on individual dispositions, information and 
relationships, and consequently it is not free from the 
detailed complexity of the actuality which is exaggerated 
by the fact that the number of buildings under study is 
large. 
The problem that arises is both quantitative and qualitative. 
The quantitative aspect is related to the large number of 
buildings which constitute an unmanageable amount of 
descriptive data. The qualitative aspect is that knowledge 
of architectural phenomena cannot only be derived from 
knowledge about individual buildings; it refers to the 
method of describing and interpreting. Interpretation in 
architecture presupposes, apart from description, comparison 
-a connection of the events, and also the disclosing of 
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their causes and meanings. Thus, interpretation involves 
interrelation. As. H. Bonta claims "interpreting an edifice 
amounts to classifying it - recognizing a set of 
characteristics of the building which can also appear in 
other works of architecture and which thus determine the 
class' 32 
Every building is either a replication or a variant of 
something made before and very rarely can be a revolutionary 
invention. The consequent similarities of buildings can be 
attributed to their common functional or genetic origin. It 
is obvious that buildings which are designed to fulfill the 
same functional objectives possess a large number of 
characteristics in common. In this case the buildings are 
considered to derive from the same functional origin. Common 
traits can be observed in buildings whose designers are 
influenced one from the other or rely on the same body of 
principles, rules or canons. These buildings can be regarded 
to have the same genetic origin. 
Historical analysis, which seeks to describe and explain 
buildings, should relate them to their particular antecedents, 
and should start from individual cases and work outwards 
to their common features and overall characteristics. 
Considering the view of Max Weber - related to the historical 
analysis of social phenomena - that the only means of 
analysing and mastering complexity is the discovery of the 
laws of the events, it is assumed that it is important to 
disclose the common underlying principles of buildings as 
they are expressed through their common formal similarities. 
Architectural history has employed, so. far, various methods 
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of discovering formal sequences and bracketing historical 
phenomena by basing ±them upon styles, schools, architects-creators, 
types etc. 
This workseeks to assess the typological method by examining 
its relevance and utility for the description of mills. The 
reasons for this are; first, the objective fact that 
industrial buildings in general and mills in particular 
have not been subjected to conventional stylistic analysis 
-or to analysis according to schools or architects, since the 
majority are ordinary buildings designed primarily in 
response to strictly functional requirements and their 
designers are usually unknown. The second reason is more 
subjective and is based on the view{hat-he stylistic approach 
is less comprehensive and more formalistic than the typo- 
logical, and therefore is less productive of useful infor- 
oration and understanding. 
The typological analysis of the evolution of buildings 
focuses upon the formal elements and their underlying 
ideas which are common to a group of them and are 
constant for a certain period. This network of constant 
attributes which is free from the 'circumstantial features 
and details of individual cases, is the formal expression 
of a particular design problem derived from human needs, 
and occurs within cultural, social and historical contexts. 
However, the typological approach is complementary to the 
'full-description'33approach, since the former discloses 
the beginning and the end of the threads which connect 
architectural events, whereas the latter focuses upon 
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individual buildings. 
An important feature of the typological approach is that it 
allows cross-regional and inter -temporal analysis. A 
conventional descriptive process would follow a more or 
less linear path in time starting from the earliest 
buildings to modern, moving from region to region. Typolo- 
gical description focuses upon the sequential grouping of 
buildings on the basis of their common aspects and ideas 
without taking into account, at least in the first place, 
issues of regional and temporal coexistence. Thus, typology 
is not determined by external factors (historical time and 
geographical environment), but by the buildings themselves. 
The typological analysis segments history on the basis of 
the object of architecture - the building - and is not 
guided by the conventional divisions of history conditioned 
by socioeconomic happenings. It is mainly concerned with the 
origins of the form of the buildings, their life span, their 
propagation, change, obsolescence and succession in a given 
historical and social context. The next chapter provides a 
systematic background for the discussion of issues involved 




THEORY AND APPLICATION OF TYPOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter has a predominantly theoretical orientation 
since it deals with issues concerning the nature and 
characteristics of the notion of type, and also with the 
use of: typology as a descriptive and prescriptive tool in 
architecture. Its purpose is to arrive at firm conclusions 
regarding the application of typological analysis to the 
case study of the thesis. 
The first section of the chapter (4.1) contains a discussion 
of the philosophical issues involved in the typological 
approach concerning the nature and value of types by focus- 
ing on the distinction between typology and classification. 
This has important methodological implications. 
The second section (4.2) analyses a number of views developed 
in architecture in an effort to explicate the meaning of 
type, and it displays a number of issues regarding the nature 
of types, which will be evaluated and criticized in due 
course (chapter 7) after the typological analysis of mills. 
The section sets out the historical and contextual trans- 
formations of the notion of type in architectural thought 
from Vitruvius to the recent ideas of the neorationalists. 
Architectural thought encompasses four distinct areas: 
history, theory, criticism and design. The concept of type 
has been used in these domains, whether explicitly or not, 
as a topic for study, as a taxonomic tool for description 
and explanation of artefacts and as an operative instrument 
in design. The views which are presented cover all these 
areas and are analysed in chronological order. The ap- 
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plications of typology to architectural analysis are 
described separately at the end. 
The third section (4.3) illustrates the meaning of the 
notion of type and the fundamental distinction between typo- 
logy and classification by referring to views developed 
in the biological sciences and archaeology. These particular 
areas have been chosen, because they are the main sources which 
have influenced the formation and use of the notion of type 
in architecture. Archaeology is picked out for the ad- 
ditional reason that as a discipline it shares sale features 
with architecture. 
The fourth section (4.4) deals with the potentiality of 
a practical application of typology to historical analysis 
in architecture and mainly with the process of identifying 
types in a given sample of buildings. 
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4.1. THE NOTION OF TYPE AND THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
TYPOLOGY AND CLASSIFICATION 
The notion of typology has played an important role in the 
development of a number of disciplines: biology, mathematics, 
history, sociology, anthropology, linguistics, archaeology 
and architecture. In every case typology is considered either 
as a topic of study or as a methodological device and an 
explanatory tool. 
The word typology in its literal original meaning from the 
Greek iunoXoyCa (typologia) means the study or science of 
types, or study based on types. The root of the word type is 
derived from the Greek iünos (typos)l which means imprint, 
impression, character, figure, and the Latin word typus, 
which means image. 
The present meaning of the term is closer to the Latin typus 
and is, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, "that 
by which something is symbolized or figured; anything having 
a symbolical signification", or "a figure or picture of 
something, a representation; an image or imitation"2, or as 
well "the general form, structure or character distinguishing 
a particular kind, group or class of beings or objects ... 
after which something is made"3. However, the concept of 
typology is often confused with the notion of classification. 
Both terms represent key methods in apparently diverse fields 
of enquiry. Though both originated from the same need, they 
are different. Their difference lies on the principles and 
criteria selected to determine the final groupings. These 
principles depend, to some degree, upon the scientific domain 
involved. 
The purpose of typology and classification in various 
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disciplines is to enable the scientist to make inductive 
generalizations concerning the material he is investigating 
when it appears to be various and complex. In other words, 
both methods imply a procedure which extends beyond 
individual situations and seeks to abstract and generalize. 
The logic of classification and typology lies in human 
cognition and the way man perceives the external world and 
tries to bring order to what he observes. Both are methods 
of organization employed to apprehend the world. 
In all disciplines, despite their differences, classification 
means any act of arranging, sorting and designating perceptual 
or non-perceptual objects in groups based on their similarities 
and differences, according to certain selected criteria which 
refer either to their morphological or to their structural 
characteristics. Typology is more specific and refers to a 
division of an assemblage of objects into groups based on 
similarities that they possess as manifestations of the same 
principles. 
Furthermore, typology transfers the level of description from 
the actual, superficial level, to a deeper and abstract one, 
and seeks to reveal these characteristics which have been 
constant for a certain period of time. Taxonomists by devising 
types try to disclose through the material reality its 
generative principles. 
The most important issue which underlies the difference 
between typology and classification is that the holistic 
properties of the notion of the type, which is opposed to the 
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fragmentation of individual entities introduced by clas- 
sification. Classification is more concerned with some 
aspects of the phenomenal level of objects, and is based on 
criteria selected by the analysist to serve his purpose, a 
priori problems and hypotheses. Thus, class identification 
is made on the basis of fragmenting the objects. Typology on 
the contrary, refers mainly to an abstract level which is 
beneath the observable form, and considers the form as a 
whole entity. Its aim is to discover the principles which lie 
behind the measurable artefacts and reveal themselves through 
the formal structure. Furthermore, it examines changes in 
these principles and ideas as well as their origins4. 
The process of identifying types is very difficult and complex, 
because every process of knowledge is complicated due to 
various factors involved - concerning either the 'object' or 
the 'subject' - and also because it focuses not only on the 
perceived material reality as such, but on the principles 
behind it, and also because it tries to grasp the reality as 
a whole. There can be many equally good classifications of 
a group of objects. Every classification depends on the tax- 
oncmist and the taxonomic criteria he chooses according to 
his interests. 
Despite the difference between the notion of type and class, 
very often a classificatory view lies behind methods which 
are considered as typological. This is common when terms are 
employed without their meaning being explicated and evaluated 
from the outset. This ambiguity is also present in architectural 
discourse, where the problem of the relation of classification 
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and typology has not been stated and discussed openly, while 
underlining a number of typological views. 
The notion of'type in architectural thought has evolved 
from implicit expressions in the treatises of the classicists 
to explicit statements in the works of some modern archi- 
tectural writers. The concept of type is always connected in 
some way with the notion of imitation. Various typological 
views, after the middle of the eighteenth century, regarded 
the notion of type in relation to-an imitative role of archi- 
tecture. The object of mimesis has been considered to be 
nature (M. A. Laugier, Quatremere de Quincy), the qualitative 
characteristics of industrial mass-produced machines (Modern- 
ists) or architecture itself (J. N. L. Durand, Neorationalists, 
A. Colquhoun). 
Two categories of approach to typology may be distinguished: 
the 'active' and the 'passive'. The first encompasses these 
views which attribute to type an operative role either as a 
descriptive tool or as a guiding principle in design. 
Descriptive approaches are expressed, in most cases, using 
a conception of type which approximates the notion of class. 
A typical classificatory approach is exemplified in the work 
of J. N. L. Durand, the recent work of Rob Krier and the 
majority of the so-called typological analyses carried out 
in the field of vernacular architecture. 
The second category of approach to typology (i. e. the 'pas- 
sive') includes views that have more the character of 
explanation than of prescription. This approach is exemplified 
in the work of Quatr emere de Quincy and in the more recent 
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work of Alan Colquhoun and R. ý: _Hillier et aZ. 
Despite the fact that a great number of diverse views have 
been developed in architecture to explicate the concept of 
type and justify its use in description or/and design, a 
general conclusion can be drawn for the meaning and nature 
of the type. The type describes and represents a group of 
buildings which have certain common formal characteristics 
derived from the same ideas and principles. Each type is 
defined by a specific and cohesive combination of features 
which refer to the building as a whole. The type expresses 
the structural pattern beneath the actual form and reveals 
itself through the formal structure of buildings. It 
originates from certain ideas and views which are products 
either of culture or of economic and social conditions and 
are spread in space and in time. Thus, types are dynamic 
and are subject to continuous change. By definition there 
should be one correct type division of a given body of 
buildings, since the ideas, the views and the principles 
which generate them are certain and concrete. On the other 
hand,, there can be many equally. good classifications of the 
same group of buildings, as for instance the groupings of 
buildings according to the shape of their plan (rectangular, 
L-shaped, U-shaped and so forth plan), or according to 
their structural system (load-bearing, skeletal buildings), 
or even according to their functions (hospitals, schools, 
houses, factories etc). These groupings constitute classes 
rather than types. 
The true typological approach represents an attitude 
towards architectural analysis which is opposed to that of 
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classification. The difference between them is in the manner 
of choosing and applying taxonomic criteria, and is expressed 
as opposition of the holistic approach to analysis. 
The distinction between typology and classification in general 
underlines the relation of 'building class' and 'form type' 
in architectures. The term 'building class' will be used to 
refer to the labelling of buildings as offices, houses, 
factories, schools, hospitals and so forth which have a common 
function. In other words, buildings of the same class shelter 
the same dominant activity determined by a certain social 
need. -'Form 
type's will mean a set of common features that 
characterizes an assemblage of artefacts belonging perhaps 
mainly, but not necessarily to the same building class, which 
are manifestations of the same genetic principles and ideas. 
'Form' is used with a broad meaning and does not speak of 
only the physical shape, size and mass of the building (in 
other words its geometry), but also of all the elements 
(space, mass, surface) that constitute its structure, their 
compositional rules and the means through which they obtain 
an expressive quality, which are scale, light, colour, 
materials etc. 
Apart from the major issue which is the meaning of type and 
the fundamental distinction between the concept of type and 
class, there are a number of important themes which are 
related to the nature, significance and use of type as 
descriptive and prescriptive tool in architecture. These are: 
the pattern of life of every type, the particular conditions 
under which a new type emerges and an old one terminates, the 
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connection between successive types, the relationship 
between coexistent and concurrent types, and the use of 
types as operational tools in design. - 
These important problems have not been brought forward for 
debate in architectural discourse as is shown in the review 
analysis of the following section (4.2), apart from the 
last one. In contrast, in other fields such as archaeology 
the typological debate, which has been conducted for several 
decades now, has centred mainly around these basic problems. 
However, it is rather difficult to come to concrete con- 
clusions and generalize the answers to the above issues as 
given in other fields of enquiry, and to expand them to 
architecture. Since the aim of the thesis is to investigate 
all dimensions of typological analysis, these fundamental 
themes are analysed and discussed in due course in chapter 
7 in concrete, factual terms in the light of the results 
of the typological analysis of mills. 
4.2. THE NOTION OF TYPE IN ARCHITECTURAL THOUGHT 
The various views, which are presented in this section, may 
be considered as belonging to two major trends in architectur- 
al thought; the classical. which lasted till the middle of 
the eighteenth century, and the modern one. 
Early views of the concept of type 
The notion of type was explicitly introduced into architectur- 
al discourse with the emergence of modern thought in archi- 
tecture. Till then there were only typological allusions in 
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the various architectural treatises resulting from the 
canonical spirit of the era. Classical. thought from Vitruvius 
till the middle of the eighteenth century, moulded by the 
ideas of Platonic and Pythagorian philosophy, believed that 
beauty was inherent in the artefacts which were designed on 
the basis of proportions derived from the human body, music 
or nature, which also expressed the celestial universal 
harmony. The strict canons, the fixed rules and ratios that 
should be followed, enriched with symbolic meanings, led 
inevitably to the acceptance and design of certain limited 
types. 
Thus, the various treatises offered, apart from general 
instructions for synthesis, types of buildings as the only 
possible and acceptable solutions to be followed in design. 
Vitruvius's classification of Temples (fig. 192), Alberti's 
proposals for the sacred edifice8, or Palladio's typological 
mind in the design of his villas 9, were expressions of this 
general spirit. Palladio's way of working by using certain 
types has been discussed by R. Wittkower who stressed that 
"once he had found the basic geometric pattern for the problem 
villa, he adapted it as clearly and as simply as possible to 
the special requirements of each commission"10. (fig. 193) 
Classical thought inevitably led to the production of archi- 
tectural artefacts that can be characterized as representa- 
tions of certain form types. The reason for this is that the 
architect's repertoire in terms of building classes was very 
limited and the form types they could choose were strictly 
determined by canons. 
The Enlightment architect was searching for the origins and 
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the source-of-architecture, and was trying to establish 
principles and propose rules for the design. Within this 
climate, two categories of the notion of type were introduced 
in architectural thought in the second half of the eighteenth 
century. The formal-symbolic type and the structural-functional 
type. Both concepts of type are close to the idea of arche- 
type (the first of types). 
In the first case the type was the Temple of Solomon (fig. 
194) signifying the House of God. The Temple was considered 
as inclusive of all the fundamental elements of architecture. 
Every part of the temple was deemed to possess a value derived 
from its symbolic meaning to express the celestial harmony, 
and not from its material substance and functional or 
structural meaning13. 
In the second case the type was the primitive hut (fig. 195) 
which signified the House of Man. The Abbe Laugier, a 
theorist of the mid-eighteenth century was the first to 
introduce this idea of type. He considered architecture as 
a process of metaphoric and imaginative imitation of a 
general archetype, the rustic hut, which included all the 
essential and constituent elements of nature and architecture. 
The following quotation from his 'Essai sur l'architecture' 
expresses this belief: "All the splendours of architecture 
ever conceived have been modelled on the little rustic hut... 
It is by approaching the simplicity of the first model that 
fundamental mistakes are avoided and true perfection is 
achieved. The pieces of wood set upright have given us the 
idea of the column, the pieces placed horizontally on top 
of them the idea of the entablature, the inclining pieces, 
forming the roof the idea of the pediment. This is what all 
masters of art have recognized"15 . Laugier's idea is similar 
in character to Goethe's conception of the archetypal plant 
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Fig. 194. The Temple of SoZomon. From an 
anonymous manu cri t of the Freemasons 
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Although Viollet-le-Duc's types are reminiscent of Goethe Is notion 
of Urpflanze, his conception was different, because the purposed 
types have been designed for the economy of description and with- 
out the presence of theoretical arguments to justify his particular choice. 
Type and metaphoric imitation 
The first coherent and integrated formulation of the idea of 
type in architecture was developed by Quatremere de Quincy 
who gave the term its proper meaning. Quatremtre's definition 
of type in his 'Encyclopedie Methodiquei25 reflected his 
ideas about imitation in the fine arts which were presented 
in his 'Essai sur la Nature, le But et les Moyens de 1' 
imitation dans les Beaux Artsi26. His fundamental idea was 
that all artefacts which are products of imitation of the 
laws that govern nature have a common preexistent source. All 
new forms are derived from existing forms. As he wrote "every- 
thing must have an antecedent. Nothing in any genre comes 
from nothing, and this must apply to all the inventions of 
man"27. Thus, type was for Quatremere the preexistent seed 
which was the origin and the primitive cause. If our purpose 
is to go deep under the surface of observable form and to 
find and explicate their common genetic sources we have to 
be orientated towards the identification of type. Concerning 
the ways which lead to the discovery of the original principle 
of the formation of architecture in different countries, he 
wrote that they are "rooted in the nature of each region, in 
historical notions and in the monuments of the developed art 
themselvesi28 . 
Understandably, Quatremere, in order to avoid misinterpreta- 
tions of his concept of imitation, explained the kind of 
imitation he proposed as a moral one, in other words as a 
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metaphoric imitation. According to J. C. Kent2%oral imitation 
is that which procures us moral enjoyment and signifies no 
more than the opposite of the material and sensual. Quatre- 
mere defined it more analytically as "imitation by analogy, 
by intellectual relationship, by application of principles, 
by appropriation of manners (styles), combinations, reasons, 
systems etci30. The most important contribution of Quatremere 
to the development of the concept of type was the distinction 
he made between type and model. Although the two terms are 
often taken to be synonymous, they are different to the extent 
that the former includes the notion of metaphoric imitation 
and the latter the idea of formal and exact imitation. The 
type, as Quatremere stressed "presents less the image of a 
thing to copy or imitate completely than the idea of an 
element which ought itself to serve as a rule for the model 
... The model as understood in the practical execution of 
the art, is an object that should be repeated as it is, the 
type, on the contrary, is an object after which each 
(artist.. ) can conceive works of art that may have no re- 
semblance. All is precise and given in the model; all is 
Hore or less vague in the type"31. 
At the end of his definition of type Quatremere referred to 
the relationship between type and needs, in other words, 
between form types and building classes. He demonstrated 
that each building should be a manifestation of a certain 
type, selected by the architect; this type should be derived 
from its uses and from the aim to attain a form with a 
particular character or physiognomy. 
Classificatory notion of type 
The work of J. N. L. Durand, at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century, marked a shift towards another approach to typology. 
The aim of architecture was, for Durand, not the imitation 
of nature and through it the attainment of pleasure and 
artistic satisfaction but "Z'utiZitd publique et particuZiare, 
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la conservation, Ze'bonheur-des individus, des families et 
Za Societe"32[ public and private utility, the preservation 
and happiness of individuals, families and society 
The means that architects should employ to achieve their 
purpose were argued to be convenience and economy and the 
general principles related to these were, respectively, 
solidify, salubrity and comfort,, and symmetry, regularity 
and simplicity. Durand criticized Laugier and Vitruvius and 
rejected the idea that architecture was a process of imitation 
either of the rustic hut or of the human body. As he wrote, 
"Or, si Za cabane nest point un object natureZ, si is corps 
humain n'a pu servir de modele a Z'architecture; si, dans Za 
supposition meme du contraire, Zes ordres ne sent point une 
imitation de Z'un et de Z'autre, iZ faut necessairement en 
conclure que des ordres ne forment point Z'essence de Z' 
architecture; que is plaisir que Z'on attend de Zeur empZoi 
et de Za decoration qui en results est nuZ;. qu'enfin, cette 
decoration eZZe-me'me nest qu'une chimere; et Za depense dans 
ZaqueZZe eZZe entra-tne, une foZie"33. Cif the hut is not at 
all a natural object; if the human body had not served as a 
model to architecture; even if the opposite is assumed, the 
orders are neither an imitation of the one nor the other; it 
is necessary to conclude that these orders do not constitute 
all the essence of architecture; that the expected pleasure 
of their use and the resulting decoration is nil; that finally, 
this decoration is nothing but a chimera and the expenditure 
involved a folly ]. 
His ideas about the purpose of architecture were based more 
on the social usefulness of architecture and less on the 
notion of architecture as an artistic individual creation. 
Concerning the architect's task, he believed that this was 
to combine horizontally and vertically the elements of 
buildings (columns, walls, pilasters, doors, openings, roofs) 
and to create more complex entities, the principal parts of 
buildings (porches, halls, staircases, rooms, courtyards) 
which finally through the composition would be assembled in 
buildings. Durand described, following the analysis of his 
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method, various building classes and presented also many 
projects. Obviously influenced by biologists he did not use 
the term type but genre; this made him more consistent with 
the method he followed to describe the buildings; it 
was closer to the notion of classification than to typology. 
Durand's approach was based on a classificatory concept of 
type. In the first place he classified buildings by their 
function and made groups such as hospitals, houses, schools 
etc. Secondly, he arranged the buildings within each group 
on the basis of a few criteria related exclusively to the 
compositional geometric principles of the plans, namely the 
axis and grid. The principles of composition were described 
either verbally or with abstract diagrams (fig. 198). His 
classificatory approach is underlined by the way he has 
analysed the facades and the sections of the buildings. He 
has fragmented them into their structural units (columns, 
walls, porches etc) and in general their role was static 
as the taxonomic criteria for his groupings derived from 
the plans. His taxonomies reflect his ideas about the 
analytic process that should be followed by the architects 
during design, and therefore they exclude any holistic ap- 
proach that could lead to the identification of types. 
Durand's ideas influenced the way architectural handbooks 
and manuals during the nineteenth century presented their 
material. His views and the classificatory notion of type 
seem also to have an influence on the recent work of Rob 
Krier which is analysed later in the section. With the work 
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from model was unAouchea. it reappeared-in the early 1960's 
with the writings of the Italian theorist C. G. Argan. In 
the meantime, another idea of type was introduced in archi- 
tectural thought with the modern movement during the second 
decade of the century. 
Type and standardization 
The beginning of the twentieth century witnessed rapid changes 
in the social, economic and political conditions resulting 
from the second technological revolution which started to 
occur in the last decade of the nineteenth century. The 
core problem which was introduced in architectural thought 
was that of the relationship of architecture with industry. 
Within this framework the old notion of type was rejected as 
being a carrier of the idea of sterile imitation and the 
'type' was assimilated to the concept of 'standard'. 
This rejection came from two groups of architects who had a 
different ideological base for their arguments. Their dis- 
agreement reached its climax in an open duel between H. 
Muthesius and Henry Van de Velde in the Werkbund assembly, 
held in Cologne in 1914. The main issue was standardization 
versus individualism. Muthesius used the word Typisierung 
instead of the word Standardisierung to denote the collective 
artistic effort towards the design of certain form type 
s 
According to him this should be the task of architecture; 
and the reasons behind his choice were two-fold. The first 
was inherent in the nature of architecture. Muthesius claimed 
"architecture ... is striving towards standardization and 
only through standardization can it recover the universal 
significance which was a characteristic of architecture in 
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times of harmonious culture"36. The second was extrinsic to 
the nature of architecture and stemmed from the national 
need for close cooperation between architects, merchants and 
industrialists to produce products of a high standard 
appropriate to the new needs of world markets. 
Henry van de Velde and his supporters deplored Muthesius' 
views on the basis that they would finally lead to the 
subordination of architects to industrialists and also to 
the production of a mediocre eclecticism. They rejected 
completely the idea of any imposition on the architect and 
proclaimed the essential freedom of his creative work. Van 
de Velde argued that the architect " will never subordinate 
himself to a discipline that imposes upon him a type, a 
canon. Instinctively he distrusts everything that might 
sterilize his actions"37. 
The differing views of van de Velde and Muthesius, which can 
be summarized as an opposition of artistic freedom to a norm, 
and of the individual to the typical, found many advocates 
among architects (P. Behrens, R. Riemerschmid, W. Riezler 
backed Muthesius and A. Endell, K. E. Osthaus, B. Taut and R. 
Breuer supported van de Velde)38 . Both groups rejected the 
old notion of type. Even Muthesius and his supporters 
deprived the old concept of type of its philosophical features 
and its connotation of imitation and put forward another idea 
of type as a material, practical object, namely the future 
task of designers. 
Le Corbusier like Muthesius proclaimed that the new spirit 
of the epoch and the new socioeconomic needs led to the 
necessity of mass production. Liners, airplanes and auto- 
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mobiles were examples of the realization of this pressing 
need for standardization. In this manner architecture should 
tend towards mass production houses or as he called them 
house-machines39. The idea of a standard constructional unit 
- the house type - that would satisfy the urgent need for 
rapid rehousing after the First World War was the reason 
behind the design of Le Corbusier's Dom-Ino house (fig. 199). 
With this project he aimed to develop a structural frame, 
inexpensive, simple, flexible in use, that could function as 
a model to be repeated (fig. 200) and that could finally give 
birth to various solutions that might have no apparent 
resemblance. Thus, the house type and generally his idea 
about mass--production houses, i. e. the 'House Tools', denoted 
more the notion of model than the notion of type, and expres- 
sed the modernist conception of standard which was the 
inevitable result of linking the formsof architectural arte- 
facts with the demands of mechanized industry. 
Analytical and generative typology 
The failure of the Modern Movement to explain and solve the 
increasing problems of the modern city and its architecture, 
becomes the object of criticism of the neorationalist 
movement42, and the starting point from which they develop 
their theory in the sixties. They propose another use of the 
concept of type within a framework of new ideas about the 
role of history and architecture for the understanding of 
the formal and structural continuity of the traditional city. 
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movement proclaimes an idea of type close to that of 
Quatrem'bre's, but free from his neoplatonic overtones. He 
proceeds a step further on from Quatremere's vague ideas 
and develops a comprehensive view for the concept of type, 
the process of its identification, and its involvement in 
the design process. 
" The type is for Argan"come uno schema dedotto attraverso un 
processo di riduzione di un insieme di varianti formali a 
una forma-base comune. Se il tipo e it risultato di questo 
processo regressivo, Za forma-base the si trova non puo 
interdersi come mero teZaio strutturaZe, ma come struttura 
interna deZZa forma o come principio the impZica in se Za 
possibiZitä di infinite varianti formaZi e, perfino, deZZa 
ulterioremodificazione strutturaZe deZ tipo stesso"44 
["like a schema derived from a process of reduction of a 
number of formal variations which have a common form-base. 
If the type is the result of such a regressive process, the 
form-base that we find, cannot be thought of as a structural 
frame, but as an inner structure of form or like a principle 
that implies in itself the possibility of infinite formal 
variations and even of further structural modifications of 
the type itself"] . 
Argan discards the a priori nature of type as a leading force 
of design; on the contrary, he argues for an a posteriori process 
to be followed for the identification of type. He claims that 
the generation of a type is conditioned by the existence of 
a series of buildings which have a formal or functional anal- 
ogy derived from practical, religious or ideological require- 
ments. The type emerges through a process of comparison and 
overlapping of a number of examples whose particular charac- 
teristics are eliminated and whose common elements are 
conserved. 
The comprehensiveness of Argan's idea of type is disclosed 
through his argument that typology is not classification, but 
a process carried out with a precise aesthetic aim which 
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demonstrates two fundamental features. Firstly, typological 
series are not related to the practical requirements (function) 
of buildings, but mainly to their configurations. Secondly, 
typologies are determined according to three main categories: 
the configuration of spaces, the system of construction and 
the decorative elements. Although Argan considers buildings 
as whole entities by attributing the type to all of their 
constituent elements, he is unable to escape from the segment- 
ation of building into the two-dimensional design categories. 
the plan, the section and the elevation. 
Aldo Rossi, the main representative of the neorationalists, 
is influenced by Quatremere and G. C. Argan, yet he has 
emptied the notion of type of its holistic properties. He 
has introduced his idea of type in his theory of urban arte- 
facts in 'The Architecture of the Cityi45 first published 
in Italy in 1966. In this he argues that the only comprehensive 
way to describe and explain the structure of a city is through 
its architecture. His method stems from the consideration 
that the city can be identified as an artefact and its con- 
stituent elements are the individual buildings and dwelling 
areas46. He considers the buildings as moments and parts, 
unfolding through time and place, of the city. For Rossi as 
for Durand the walls, the columns eic. are the elements which 
constitute building and buildings are the elements which 
compose cities. From this basis he develops the characteristic 
concern of his theory which is the relationship between the 
typology of buildings and the city. 
Typology for Rossi is an instrument of the analysis of the 
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city, of the recovery of the collective memory of the people 
and also a vigorous force in the design process. Type is 
a principle which is constant, permanent and complex and 
which exists beneath the concrete form and constitutes the 
essence of it. This principle can be found in all archi- 
tectural artefacts and it possesses powerful links with 
society, since it derives from culture. Rossi, concluding 
the section of his treatise which refers to 'Typological 
Questions', writes that, "we can say that type is the very 
idea of architecture, that which is closest to its essence. 
In spite of changes, it has always imposed itself on the 
'feelings and reason' as the principle of architecture and 
of the city"47 . 
Rossi is searching, as he writes in his 'Scientific Auto- 
biography' , for the fixed laws of a timeless typology. 
Thus, his type, considered in this way, approximates the 
notion of archetype. This concept allows Rossi to discover 
the relationship and continuity between the actual form 
and type, and consequently to understand the formation of 
the city. Furthermore, the notion of type is used not only 
for describing the known, but also for producing the future. 
Thus, typology becomes for Rossi the 'apparatus' in design. 
Regarding the use of typology in his design. one might 
justifiably claim that there is a distinction between his 
theory and his practice. The formal choices he makes in his 
designs are rooted in his past personal images and memories. 
They derive from experiences of things in life and they 
appear in his design either as a whole or fragmented. As he 
writes: "likewise in my projects, repetition, collage, the 
displacement of an element from one design to another., always 
places me before another potential project which I would 
like to do, but which is also a memory of some other thing"49. 
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Although Rossios types derive from the Italian culture and 
environment in which he has grown up they still hold a personal 
character which may be difficult to read. Furthermore, the 
way he incorporates types in his projects produces an 
atmosphere of a dream, an alienation from reality where 
past and present are fused together inseparably. He evokes 
memories and images of de Chirico's paintings (fig. 201) 
and therefore his architecture becomes a kind of game between 
the rational and poetic51, between the personal and col- 
lective. His types, embodied in this way, are not always 
recognized by others. So, his desire to recover the col- 
lective memory of the people and through typology to create 
an atmosphere of permanence and individuality, becomes to 
some degree unattainable. 
A somewhat similar approach to that of Aldo Rossi is il- 
lustrated in the work of Rob Krier52 The basic premise of 
his theory is the alienation of city dwellers from their 
memories of urban space. This situation, he argues, has 
arisen as a consequence of the failure of the ideology of 
the Modern Movement and the changing relationships between 
those who take part in the production of the environment, 
(e. g. architects, clients, users, town planners, manufacturers, 
contractors, workers etc. ), due to new social and economic 
conditions. According to Krier, the only way to revive the 
collective memory of the inhabitants of the city is to 
discover and reuse, either as a whole or fragmented, old 
meaningful types selected from the past of the city. He 
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of this task is to reveal, classify by type and interpret 
the basic ideas beneath the aesthetic characteristics of 
urban space. 
However, his approach is formalistic when compared to the 
structuralism of Rossi. Krier's typologies are based on the 
geometrical and morphological characteristics of the 
buildings. In his recent work 'Architectural Composition'53he 
discloses a classificatory notion of type similar to that of 
Durand. He offers an extensive range of building elements e. 
g. doors (fig. 202), windows (fig. 203), roofs, staircases, 
attic, facades and so forth, derived from Vienna, and analyses 
their compositional rules with the aim of using them in 
architectural synthesis. There is incomplete information 
about the way he intends to incorporate the typological 
elements in the design, since only one part of this work has 
been published so far. 
Despite the differences of Rossi's and R. Krier's views, both 
consider architecture in relation-to the urban context from 
which it derives its meaning. They are concerned with the 
notion of type not only as a descriptive tool, but mainly as 
an instrument in design. Their types do not have holistic 
properties, but are fragments, vague principles from the past, 
and are reduced either to a general idea - such as the idea 
of the corridor which constitutes the basic typological 
allusion in the Gallaratese appartments of Rossi, or the 
idea of the lighthouse which is the type in the design of 
his scientific theatre - or to a formal element - such as 
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rhythm of the facades of old buildings in R. Krier's design 
exercises. 
Thus, their types, considered either as principles or as 
formal features, are extracted from the past, are invariable 
and are kinds of historical survivals that can be juxtaposed 
and assembled in various combinations. In this way their 
idea of type loses its holistic character and becomes a 
kind of remnant. Quatremere's views have been misinterpreted 
and a new meaning has been given to the notion of type to 
support a new design ideology. 
With respect to Rossi's and Krier's actual designing the 
notion of type is not used so dynamically as in their theories, 
but in a rather sterile way since the local and temporal 
circumstances in socioeconomic terms are disregarded and the 
derived cultural continuity is not achieved. This particular 
use of types in design has the danger of being misinterpreted 
and in extreme cases can lead to the creation of an archi- 
tecture that is meaningless for the inhabitants of the city. 
Typology and histor 
The concept of type as a descriptive tool in historical 
analysis and as an animate force in design, appears in the 
work of three historians and critics: Gottfried Semper, 
George Kubler and Manfredo Tafuri. 
In Gottfried Semper's writing and mainly in his work 'Der 
Stil'56the notion of type approximates Tafuri's and Rossi's 
as regards its characteristic of permanence, though Semper's 
point of departure has originated from a different set of ideas. 
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Apparently influenced by Cuvier's ideas and his system of 
classification of animals, Semper believed that artefacts 
in general are but concretizations of relatively few basic 
types on the basis that there is an analogical relationship 
between creatures in nature and creations in art. He wrote: 
"in her infinite fullness, nature is nevertheless extremely 
economical in her theme, as is shown by a constant repetition 
in her basic forms. But these forms appear modified a 
thousandfold, diminished or extended in parts, fully developed 
in some parts and only hinted at the others, depending on 
the stipulations of the various creatures and creations and 
on different conditions. Just as nature has her own history 
of development within which the old themes constantly show 
through despite the various changes, so art is based on just 
a few standard forms and types which have been handed down 
from most ancient tradition. By the same token, these offer 
an infinite diversity as a result of their constant re-emergence 
and like those natural types have their own history. In this 
process nothing is purely arbitrary; everything is conditioned 
by circumstances and relationships "57. Types are, as far as 
Semper was concerned, few invariable forms which underlie 
the infinitely varied forms of artefacts in general including 
the concrete buildings. The origins of these types were two 
primary archetypes: the hearth (Urherd) and the cloth 
(Urtuch); the first marks of settlement and fabrication. 
Semper's ideas were based on the misleading idea that the 
evolution of artefacts was analogous to the evolution of 
organisms in nature. Consequently, his belief was that the 
life of artefacts was an unbroken chain and artefacts them- 
selves were manifold manifestations of certain archetypes. 
If this view is mirrored, at least to some extent, in the 
products of traditional craftsmen or builders, it is very 
difficult to apply it to or to justify the creation and 
origin of much of modern architectural and non-architectural 
productions. The application of Semper's view, in craftwork 
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and applied arts, exhibits a classificatory notion of type. 
However, his main contribution, though incomplete, is that 
with his systematization and classification he tried"... to 
break the organization of the history of art, as it had been 
set up by Winkelmann in the first place, with its insistence 
on the priority of one people over another, with its hieratic 
attention to the individual artists. Semper's scheme was to 
concentrate on the unity of making, whether courtly or 
popular, and the growth of the arts and crafts from certain 
root processes, which were part of universal human experiences: 
settlement and partition"58. 
George Kubler, by comparison, avoids any connection with 
biological analogies and argues the difference between bio- 
logical and historical time. He writes "Biological time 
consists of uninterrupted durations of statistically predict- 
able lenghts: each organism exists from birth to death upon 
an'expected' life-span. Historical time, however, is 
intermittent and variable. Every action is more intermittent 
than it is continuous, and the intervals between actions are 
infinitely variable in duration and content"59. Similarly to 
Semper he focuses on the broad domain of the experience of 
art-including architecture, sculpture, painting and cognate 
crafts - but unlike Semper he has not applied his theoretical 
views in a particular historical analysis. 
His fundamental idea is the introduction of the concept of 
'formal sequences', which approximates to the notion of a 
group of artefacts which are manifestations of the same type. 
He has arrived at this notion on the basis of a strong idea 
about the historians' committment and on a rather superficial 
criticism of the conventional approaches of historians who 
employ the concept of style and biography. He argues, rather 
categorically, that "the notion of style has no more mesh 
than wrapping paper or storage boxes. Biography cuts and 
shreds a frozen historic substance ... The monograph upon a 
single work of art is like a shaped stone ready for position 
in a masonry wall, but that wall itself is built without 
purpose or plan"60. 
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As an alternative he proposes the idea of the sequential 
classing of forms in order to bridge the gap between bio- 
graphy and history of styles. The notion of formal sequence 
derives from the view that works of art, apart from being 
historical events, are also solutions to a certain problem; 
they compose sequences whose mental form is the problem 
itself. 
Linked solutions can be open series or closdd and completed 
belonging to the past. With the concept of formal sequence 
the link of, events is emphasized and the individual is 
perceived in terms of his situation. 
The composition of the sequences is based on the linked 
succession of prime works with replications and the point of 
departure of a new sequence is the craftsman's or artist's 
will and his techniques. Furthermore, formal sequences limit 
the artist's actions who is not completely free to follow 
his own will. They determine his choices and consist a kind 
of 'invisible chain' with which he is bound, but "he is not 
aware of it as a chain, but only as via a tergo, as the force 
of events behind him. The conditions imposed by these prior 
events require of him either that he follows obediently in 
the path of tradition or that he rebels against the tradition"61. 
Kubler, despite his formalist approach and his rather 
summary way of presenting his arguments based more on 
artists than on architects raises a number of important 
issues: the fact that a group of artefacts with formal 
similarities are considered as linked solutions which cor- 
respond to certain problems, and constitute a formal sequence 
which can either be closed or open for further enrichment. 
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The occurrence of things involves a process of invention, 
repetition and discard. The continuous task of the historian. 
is to search for the beginning and the end of the threads 
of happening and the duration of things. 
Furthermore, this concise treatise62 touches on three 
fundamental issues: the inadequacy of biographical and 
narrative approaches, the relations among works of art, and 
the static nature of the notion of style as a means of 
classifying in historical analysis. 
His ideas provide us, according to P. Steadman "with a 
descriptive account of historical sequence in the develop- 
ment of artefact types, and means for describing their 
morphological change"63. However, Kubler did not apply his 
ideas in a concrete historical analysis and thus his views 
have the value of purely theoretical arguments. 
The historian Manf redo Tafuri, an exponent of the neorationalist 
ideology, argues for the need to actualize history and to 
fuse elements from historical analysis with the design 
practice. To this end he proposes the use of typological 
criticism. Typological criticism is a kind of operative 
criticism which is the meeting point of history and planning, 
the tool to vitalize history. Historical analysis, according 
to Tafuri, should be more critical with an eye towards the 
future, and typological criticism "the instrument of the 
integration of criticism and the proposals"64. Types are 
considered as formally invariant phenomena and as structural 
elements that "the contemporary city tends to see as im- 
mutable and undisputable values"65 which in design should be 
upset, examined and reassembled in new forms. His arguments 
on the justification of the use of typology as an instrument 
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to integrate history and design are general and vague and 
his approach resembles that of Rossi'. Neither seeks to explain 
the origin of types, the relationship of different coexisting 
types or the animate force of the emergence of types. Above 
all they do not consider the type as a concept with holistic 
properties, but limit it to fragments of the spatial reality. 
Typology and Design 
A different approach to typology has been taken by Alan 
Colquhoun who introduced the debate on types to British 
architectural circles in the late 60's. His approach has 
more the character of explanation than of prescription and 
is based on consideration5of the mental processes architects 
experience while designing. In his article 'Typology and 
Design Method', he argues that typological procedures are 
inevitable in architectural design; the decisions that a 
designer takes are not merely the result of a strictly 
deterministic process leading from the analysis of needs to 
the final configuration of building, but also the result of 
his intention to attribute certain meanings to architectural 
forms, and in this way to communicate with others. There is 
a stage during design when the architect will find it 
necessary to follow intuitive procedures in order to achieve 
his intention to communicate meaning. This area of pure 
intuition is based, as Colquhoun writes repeating Maldo n ado's 
view, "on knowledge of past solutions to related problems 
and ... creation is a process of adapting forms derived either from past needs or from past aesthetic ideologies to the 
needs of the present"66. Type, considered in this way, 
becomes a kind of communicatory tool, the link with the past, 
and the prerequisite for creating meaningful forms. 
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A similar idea regarding the involvement of form types in 
design is illustrated in a paper by $. Hillier, J. Musgrove 
and P. E. O'Sullivan 67 although this is centred upon a different 
point of view. They argue that designing takes place by 
focusing on conjecture-analysis procedures rather than on 
analysis-synthesis. An important part of. their argument is 
that there is ä phase in design when the architect pre- 
structures the problem - before this is further specified - 
in terms in which he can solve it. For this purpose, the 
architect uses elements which constitute his cognitive field: 
instrumental sets, past solution types, his informal codes 
and information concerning the problem he has to solve. In 
particular, his understanding of instrumental sets and 
solution types, which constitute what Hillier et aZ call 
'internal variety reducers' of the design solution, act as 
"a kind of plan for finding a route through problem material 
that would otherwise appear undifferentiated and amorphous"68. 
Thus, type can be considered as the inevitable imposition 
of the past on design, which,, despite its inherent limitations, 
helps the designer to formulate his design problem. 
Typological borrowings from the past are also present in 
the conception of design of A. Aalto according to Demetri 
Porphyrios. In his book 'Sources of Modern Eclecticismi69 he 
re-reads the work of A. Aalto and tries to reveal the typo- 
logical allusions (fig. 204.205) of Aalto's buildings within 
a general attempt to describe the formal characteristics of 
Aalto's work, to display his design strategies and to explain 
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Aalto's attitude to types,, ' although he has not used the 
word explicitly, is clear in his statement that "Nothing old 
is ever reborn. But it never completely disappears either. 
Apd anything that has ever been always reemerges in a new 
form"72. His typological thinking is similar to Colquhoun's 
because it is based on the view that architectural forms 
become meaningful only when they are typologically codified73 
His architecture is deeply rooted in his own culture, and 
the sources of his typological borrowings have been the 
classical-vernacular tradition of Nordic architecture 
influenced by Romantic Classicism74. Porphyrios' analysis 
seeks to reveal the hidden constructional rules - heterotopia, 
particularization, typology and metaphor - and the ideological 
links with the past in the architecture of Aalto. In this 
attempt, he does not reduce the typological analysis of 
buildings, to the level of their plan and function. Porphyrios 
nevertheless fragments the buildings according to the design 
categories of plan, section and elevation, in a similar way 
to Argan. He distinguishes three categories of typologies: 
planimetric, sectional and iconographic which refer 
respectively, to the composition of the plan, section and 
facade of the buildings. In this way, he implies that a 
building can pertain to three different types. 
Typological analyses 
Almost all typological analyses which have so far been car- 
ried out, have referred especially to the field of vernacular 
architecture and have been applied to a particular building 
class (i. e. the house). This is because dwellings are the 
dominant elements in the composition of the man-made environ- 
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ment; not only in quantitative terms, both in variety and in 
numbers, but also in qualitative ones. The house is certainly 
that which most immediately expresses the usages, customs, 
tasks and interrelations of people and even more the 
structure of the society. 
Traditional anonymous houses are those that best reflect 
these features as they have originated from and been af- 
fected by them. Moreover, this architecture is deeply rooted 
in culture, and is transferred from generation to generation 
nearly unchanged. In this domain the use of types as 
instruments for description is obviously legitimate. In this 
case the notion of type expresses the anonymous builder's 
training, mental operations and his choices during design. 
Unfortunately nearly all typological analyses concerning the 
building class 'house' lack any explicit basis in a concrete 
and coherent conception of types. As an exception the book 
'Building Typology' of P. Tzonos might be mentioned. He 
presents his view of building typology as a descriptive 
instrument and proposes a procedure for the identification 
of the form types of each building class combined with their 
explanation according to the factors which influenced their 
creation. He prescribes three levels of analysis for the 
study of each building class. The first refers to the study 
of the social need which leads to the creation of building. 
The second is related to the way society satisfies the social 
need. The third - the level of the building - includes the 
identification of form types within the area of each building 
class75. The analysis of the last-level is to some degree 
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incomplete since the building is not regarded in a holistic 
way. The fact that his analysis is not all-inclusive is adnitted 
in the introduction of his book where he states that it has both 
the advantages and disadvantages of a manual, which is for the 
use of the students; to a certain degree it must put into 
figures and shapes phenomena which by nature are complicated 
and often difficult to analyse76 
In his recent book 'Typology of Housing'77 he tries to apply 
the views presented in 'Building Typology', yet he does not 
avoid the fragmentation of buildings. The criteria for-the 
typology derive from the articulation of spaces, the geo- 
metrical characteristics of the plans and the form of spatial 
volume. The constructional system and the formal language are 
completely eliminated. Consequently his attempt displays a 
classificatory idea of type despite its aim to provide a 
ccoprehensive approach to typological analysis including the 
method for the identification of types and the base for their explanation. 
Most typological analyses incline to a piecemeal approach. 
The reason is that the criteria employed for the identifica- 
tion of types are usually related to plans in terms of 
articulation of spaces within the building or of the relation- 
ship of inside-outside space. In cases where a complete 
description is intended the facades are fragmented into their 
constituent elements. R. W. Brunskill-' s approach in his 'Il- 
lustrated Handbook of Vernacular Architecturei78 represents 
an example of a characteristic case where the facades of the 
buildings are described in terms of walling technique, raw 
materials, roof shape, windows, doorways etc. 
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Most importantly, the majority of the typological analyses 
considers types as groupings characterized by particular 
outstanding features of the buildings, which provide visual 
pigeonholes into which buildings are arranged79. This 
particular dominant element gives the name to the type. 
This attitude towards typology can lead to false arrangements 
as in the case of F. Ragette who in his book 'Architecture in 
Lebanon' includes house A (fig. 206) in type 'The Gallery 
House' and house B (fig. 207) in type 'The Liwan House and 
Related Court Houses' despite their obvious similarities, 
and also house A and house C (fig. 208) in the same type 
'The Gallery House', despite their differences. Apparently, 
this approach uses a classificatory conception of type and 
can lead to false conclusions concerning the interrelations 
of artefacts. This results in a partial description of 
buildings and it does not reveal their hidden common structural 
similarities as a 'true typological methodi8° should do. 
4.3. THE CONCEPT OF TYPE IN VARIOUS DISCIPLINES 
The notion of type in architecture as a methodological 
device for description has its origins in the taxonomic 
works of the biological sciences. Taxonomy in biology goes 
back to Aristotle's work, but has raised itself to play an 
essential part in the inductive schemes of scientific method 
particularly since Bacona1'. 
Descriptive methods in the biological sciences have had 
great influence not only in architecture, but also on taxo- 
nomic works in archaeology and other disciplines especially 
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C. C. C. 
during their 'natural history' stage82. Methodological 
borrowings between disciplines is common especially when 
the borrower has not yet established itself as, what might 
be called in terms of Thomas Kuhn's philosophyB3, a normal 
science. 
This methodological borrowing is underlined by the conception 
that various disciplines share a common problem with the 
biological sciences which is very clearly illustrated in a 
quotation from the 'Zoologie Philosophique' of Jean Baptiste 
Pierre Antoine de Monet de Lamarch writing in 1809: "Through- 
out nature, whenever man strives to acquire knowledge he 
finds himself under the necessity of using special methods, 
first to bring order among the infinitely numerous and varied 
objects which he has before him, second to distinguish without 
danger or confusion, among the immense multitude of objects, 
either groups of those in which he is interested, or particular 
individuals among them, third to pass on to his fellows all 
that he has learnt, seen and thought on the subject"84. 
The classificatory conception of typology which underlines 
many views in architecture and which fails to distinguish 
the notion of class from the concept of type, , has its roots 
in taxonomic works in biology. The majority of these are 
mere classifications, either natural or artificial85. A 
notable exception is Goethe's approach. Instead of fragmenting 
the species under study (plants in his case) and classifying 
them according to certain selected criteria, he considered 
plants in a holistic way and tried torrove that every plant 
is the manifestation of a basic form. He wrote: "this basic 
form itself becomes more and more manifest ... and ... it possesses the capacity for endless modifications"86. This 
form which is more an ideal of a plant instead of a concrete, 
real plant was coined Urpflanze (literally named archetypal 
plant) and was considered by Goethe as the common formative 
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principle of all plants. The notion of type in this way 
considered approximates the concept of the archetype which 
underlines the idea of Laugier's primitive hut. However, 
later he developed another view for the type to express the 
spiritual principle underlying a group of plant species. 
Therefore, his revised type concept can be considered similar 
to the views of Quatremere de Quincy, G. Semper and G. C. Argan. 
Goethe's Urpflanze can neither be described adequately in 
words nor represented pictorically87 a limitation which seem 
to have been overcome in certain cases in architecture, as 
for instance in Viollet-le-Duc's iconographic description 
of city halls and cathedrals. 
In archaeology, in contrast to biological sciences, the 
relationship between typology and classification, and the 
methodological issues involved have been debated &c leng}, h. 
In addition, archaeological literature, in contrast to 
architectural, is preoccupied with a number of important 
aspects related to the significance and nature of types, 
their origin and their evolutionary pattern. The thorough 
investigation of these issues in archaeology, is due to the 
fact that typology has been raised as the basic descriptive 
tool of archaeological analysis for several decades now. This 
derives from one of the broad objectives of archaeology 
which is the search for repeated similarities or regularities 
in relict artefacts from every area, period and environment 
However, the majority of researchers attributes different 
meanings to the concept of type and as D. Clarke argues 
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"... archaeologists are inconsistent in their usage of the 
term type and of the level of entity complexity to which 
they attach it"89. 
As regards the relationship between classification and typo- 
logy, writers in the field of archaeology consider classifi- 
cation to be a generic term whereas typology is a more 
specific one. J. N. Hill and R. K. Evans stress this difference 
by writing that: " class is a generic term referring to any 
division of materials or events into groupings based on 
similarities and differences ... type has a more special 
meaning. It refers to the division of an assemblage of 
materials or events into groupings based on the conscious 
recognition of dimensions of formal variation possessed 
by these phenomena... Thus, a type is a specific class of 
phenomena which is characterized by a non-random cluster 
of attributes. Groupings based on a sorting of a single 
attribute dimensions are not types"90. 
Hill and Evans, who subscribe to a positivist view, propose 
as the distinctive criterion the number of the features of 
the artefacts selected by the analyst for his purpose. Thus, 
they fail to emphasize the most important dimension of the 
typological approach: its comprehensiveness which is opposed 
to the fragmentation inherent in classificatory procedures. 
AlexKrieger, who takes a phenomenological and empiricist 
view, argues more comprehensively and eloquently the 
distinction between typology and classification in his 
article 'The Typological Concept'91. He examines the 
archaeological literature to find the attitudes of researchers 
towards the organization and description of their material. 
Finally, he summerizes them under four principal headings, 
namely the full description, the visually determined 
typologies, the classification systems and the true typolo- 
gical method. He focuses his analysis mainly upon the lasttwo, 
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because the time the article has been written classification 
methods enjoyed wide popularity among archaeologists. 
He advocates the idea that the typological method is more 
comprehensive than the classificatory one since it helps the 
analyst to discover "the true historical meaning of the 
myriad works of man"92 . He bases his arguments on the idea 
that the purpose of a taxonomist in archaeology is to group 
speciments into entities which have "demonstrable historical 
meaning in terms of behaviour patterns"93 . Classification 
as a method is rigid and unadaptable to different conditions. 
The divisions of artefacts are based mainly on morphological 
characteristics of the artefacts and take the form of pigeon- 
holes into which new objects are arranged and then listed. 
In this way, divisions aim at becoming universally applicable. 
The typological method expresses a different attitude towards 
archaeological analysis than that of classification; it is 
flexible, open and can be adapted to the material and to 
different historical and cultural contexts. This can be 
achieved by using as distinguishing criteria those that are 
of constant value; their choice is based not only on morpho- 
logical characteristics of the artefacts, but also on the 
process of their production and mainly on the structural 
pattern in the maker's mind. 
Thus, each type, argues A. Krieger, referring to Southwestern 
and Southeastern pottery types, "is defined by a specific and 
cohesive combination of features of paste, temper, texture, 
hardness, finish, vessel shape, technique and arrangement of 
decoration, use of appendages etc and ... includes what is believed to be individual variation within the technical 
pattern"94 and furthermore is formed by a "combination of 
mechanical and aesthetic executions"95. 
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A. Krieger and D. L. Clarke believe that there is a genetic 
lineage between artefacts which are manifestations of the 
same type. This view was clearly expressed by V. G. Childe when 
he wrote, that "... archaeological phenomena can be grouped 
together as types just because results of private experience, 
of individual trial and error, have been communicated to other 
members of a society and adopted and replicated by them"96. 
The issue of the origin of types is very important, since it 
explains why a number of artefacts are repetitive manifes- 
tations of a type. In architecture it can hardly be argued 
that buildings which belong to the same type are products of 
designers who are influenced by one another. By accepting 
this view you accept the idea that designing is largely 
based on a process of imitation - either exact or metaphoric - 
where the designer is bound to act within certain limits 
imposed by preexisting types. This view is held mainly bysuch 
theorists as A. Colquhoun and R. Moneo! 7 The important issue 
they set up in a form of claims and hypotheses, is discussed 
in chapter 7 of this work on the basis of the results of the 
typological analysis. 
D. L. Clarke explores a number of fundamental issues that the 
archaeologist repeatedly encounters. However important these 
topics are to any typological analysis they have remained 
untouched in architectural discourse with the exception of 
George Kubler who discusses part of them in general terms. 
These topics are: the relationship between 'artefact usage' 
and 'artefact type', the categories of changes which occur 
in artefact type populations - either quantitative or 
qualitative , the conditions of emergence and termination 
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of an artefact type, the connection between successive types 
and the number and quality of confluent types in a given 
period. At this point an attempt has been made to present 
these issues in the way Clarke does and set up for archi- 
tecture claims open for further investigation. 
In archaeology the problem of relation of 'artefact usage' 
with 'artefact type' is the same -as the problem of relation- 
ship between 'building class' and 'form type'. In archaeology 
as Clarke points out "although it is clear that the concept 
of an artefact-type often coincides with a group of artefacts 
sharing a common purpose, this does not necessarily mean that 
usage pattern is both the sufficient and necessary feature 
for the definition of artefact-type. On the contrary, there 
are many different types of artefact which share a common 
usage and many single artefact-types which have multiple and 
diverse purposes in different sociocultural contexts... The 
linkage between artefact usage and artefact type is simply 
that artefacts intended for a given purpose will also 
necessarily possess a large number of functional attributes 
and constraints in common"98. 
It can be assumed that there is a similar situation in archi- 
tecture concerning the casual relationship between building 
class and form type. It is possible for a type to pertain 
to more than one building class, though usually types are 
attributed to certain building classes. In spite of the fact 
that types are related to the overall configuration of 
buildings and not only to their functions (articulation and 
structure of inner spaces), yet a type is bound mainly to 
a particular class. 
I 
However, -a type can occur in more than one building class if 
the classes involved are functionally analogous. This is due 
to the characteristic of the type which embraces the 
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principles referring to the building as a whole. Since one 
of the attributes that constitute a type is the reference 
to the articulation of inner spaces, which reflect relevant 
social relations, it is very rare to find the same type 
being manifested for instance, as a factory and as a hospital. 
It can however occur to factories, warehouses and even offices. 
The problem of the kinds of change occurring within an arte- 
fact type system population is related to the general issue 
of the ontogeny of artefact - types. D. L. Clarke distinguishes 
three categories of change: the quantitative change in the 
number of attributes within a developing type, the quantitative 
change of the number of artefacts which are manifestations of 
the same type (its output) during the successive phases of 
the development of type and finally the qualitative change 
of the artefact type system as a structured system. 
Clarke's view is underlined by the organic analogue of birth, 
growth, maturity and death. An artefact type after its birth 
shows a quantitative growth in its output and a development 
towards the establishment of its general characteristics. A 
period of stability and maturity follows, and then its 
decline starts in terms of number of output and attributes, 
and it finally dies. 
In a similar way D. N. Maronitis describes the emergence of 
a type and its re-manifestations in philology. He writes 
that "... in philology the type, after its generation and trial acquires constant features which refer to its context, form and character, and allows its repetitive manifestations. 
Stability and repetition do not exclude variation with the presupposition that the basic traits remain unaltered"99 
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The termination of a type, according to Clarke , occurs in 
three ways: transformation, displacement or cessation. 
Therefore, successive types are of two kinds: transform types 
and independent types. Transform types are descent related 
and are successive deriving from the same artefact type 
system. Independent types are not connected or derived from 
one another. Transform types usually have a direct cultural 
relationship, since their generators are of the same culture. 
Independent types may be endogenous products of the same 
cultural environment or may be imported from another culture. 
D. L. Clarke does not deeply analyse the relationship between 
transform types in terms of the kind and number of traits 
which are transferred from one type to the other. 
In archaeology types are considered to derive mainly from 
culture. The quantitative and qualitative changes of types 
may be due to oscillation in fashions, but they reflect 
mainly changes in the sociocultural system and also changes 
in economic strategies. In a similar way Maronitis claims 
that "The number and the quality of types which dominate in 
a certain literary era, firstly reflect the social and 
cultural conditions of the respective period, and secondly, 
show the status and the dynamics (or enertia) of the 
literary techniques during the same period"100 , 
In architecture it is rather difficult to argue, without 
concrete empirical material, whether the changes occurring 
within a-type and between successive types follow the same 
pattern -as those of artefact types in archaeology. At a 
most general level both disciplines share a common aim: the 
study of human artefacts. Archaeology is concerned with the 
study of ancient artefacts, the remnants of ancient societies, 
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and architecture with human constructions, mainly buildings, 
which are going to be built or exist as whole entities and 
are still experienced by people. From this point of view 
the common aspect is more between archaeology and archi- 
tectural history and less between archaeology and architecture 
in general. What makes one reluctant to accept that the types 
in archaeology have exactly the same characteristicswith 
those in architecture is the significant difference between 
the number and nature of archaeological and architectural 
data. Archaeological data are many more than architectural 
ones; they are mainly remnants, so there is lack of complete 
information of their original form; the majority is not 
buildings; they are not experienced by people today and do 
not yield meanings. Finally, they have been produced through 
a process different from that of buildings at least of 
those designed in non-traditional societies. 
However, Clarke's arguments for types in archaeology pose 
open claims for further investigation and are explored and 
discussed in chapter 7 in the light of the concrete results 
of the typological analysis of mills (chapter 5). 
4.4. THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF TYPOLOGICAL METHOD IN 
HISTORICAL ANALYSIS 
A diachronic typological analysis of building, that is an 
analysis dealing with types as they occur and change over 
a period of time, should focus on the common features of 
buildings that remain constant for a certain period (whether 
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short of long), comprehend the ideas which are behind the 
observable reality, and analyse the regularities or changes 
and interferences in the development of types. 
A type is considered as an abstraction of spatial attributes 
common to a group of buildings resulting from their 
generative principles. Consequently, in historical analysis 
the notion of type establishes a kind of dialogue with the 
notion of style; it is neither synonymous nor opposed to 
style. 
Style is a very vague term, though very commonly used, which 
according to the Encyclopaedia Brittanica " ... like much of 
the vocabulary ... resists : straightforward definition"101 . 
The majority of theoretical surveys provide a wide range of 
definitions from general to more specific ones. It has to 
be taken into account that the majority of definitions of 
style has been given by theorists of art who are reluctant 
to use architectural examples to support-their arguments, 
although there are a few references to architecture. 
The most general and all embracing definition is given by 
Encyclopaedia Brittanica: "the word (style) may point 
to little more than a mode or form of artistic production; 
or it can designate traits regarded simply as aids in the 
task of dating, grouping and attributing works of art; it 
can imply skill, grace ...; it refers to a mode, form, 
manner, tone, theme, subject or quality - or a combination 
of such - that is felt to be characteristic enough to evoke 
a person, a group, a class, a nation, a place, a period, or 
a civilization"102 . 
James S. Ackerman takes a more concrete position. He writes 
that in the study of the arts "... we must find certain 
characteristics which are more or less stable, in the sense 
that they appear in other products of the same artist(s), 
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era or locale, and flexible, in the sense that they change 
according to a definable pattern ... A distinguishable 
ensemble of such characteristic we call a style"103 . In 
his definition Ackerman avoids " designattngprecisely the 
kind and nature of characteristics which are constant in a 
number of works of art. 
Meyer Schapiro gives a broader definition which transcends 
the common use of the term on the basis of Wölfflinian 
concepts. Schapiro claims that "by style is meant the 
constant form - and sometimes the constant elements, qualities 
and expression - in the art of an individual or a group ... 
is, above all, a system of forms with a quality and a meaning- 
ful expression through which the personality of the artist 
and the broad outlook of a group are visible"104 . In his 
critical survey of twentieth century speculation, Schapiro 
points to the fact that the notion of style is not arbitrary 
and despite its various uses by different writers it refers 
to three aspects of art: form elements or motives, form re- 
lationships and qualities. In a similar way Christian Norberg- 
Schulz considers style a "syntactic system which traditionally 
covers formal properties common to a collectirn of works"105 . 
Despite the fact that many shades of meaning seem to be 
attributed to the notion of style, there is a commonly accepted 
aspect: the connection of the concept of style with the form 
and formal motive's rather than with abstract principles and 
relations. The type refers mainly to a deeper level than 
that of the formal expression, and furthermore it is not 
restricted to formal properties, but embracesthose related 
to space and the material means of the realization of building. 
Type is a number of principles prior to and behind the 
form; they constitute it and reveal themselves through it. 
However, the identification of type is an a posteriori process 
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of the creation of buildings. Type 
and overlapping of buildings which 
building class and are formally sii 
different from style, it interplays 
concretized in different styles and 
on the same style. 
emerges from the comparison 
usually belong to the same 
nilar. Although the type is 
with it. A type may be 
different types may evolve 
The concept of type, as has been analysed in the first two 
sections of this chapter through its historical and contextual 
transformations, has a holistic property which distinguishes 
it from the notion of class. The comprehensiveness of the 
notion of type implies that a type is identified not by few 
outstanding characteristics of buildings, but by a process 
based on a systematic study of the whole. Thus, a procedure 
that should be avoided in using types is to isolate 
significant details, on the basis of certain criteria, and 
afterwards employ them to represent or refer to the whole. 
On the contrary, a combination of features is required which 
accounts for the entire building. These elements derive 
from the consideration that the building is concrete, has 
material substance and fulfills human, physical, psychological 
and social needs. A building is not purely a material thing 
which stands by itself and has spatial properties that can 
be described in formal and technical terms; it is like a 
living organism which has an active interaction with man, 
the man-made environment and the natural environment as 
well. Furthermore, it embodies and communicates meanings; 
it possesses a certain character and it is experienced 
in various ways by people. Thus, the type should not refer 
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only to spatial and geometrical characteristics of the 
building, but to the properties which determine its character. 
One is unable to describe these properties without the 
vague language of qualities. There are certain overall 
features related to the general atmosphere of the space which 
are specified better in qualitative terms like cool, warm, 
ascetic, etc. 
The question that arises is how and by what criteria the 
material will be organized so as to lead to types. For this 
purpose, characteristics have to be identified which should 
integrate to define the building as a complete entity. 
Thus, a group of buildings can be considered as manifestations 
of the same type when they have common properties which refer 
to the general components of the architectural totality; 
these are the articulation of spaces, the spatial volume, 
the formal structure and the means of the technical realiza- 
tion of buildings. The articulation of spaces is related to 
the abstract image of the ground plan, while the spatial 
volume refers to the building as a three-dimensional object 
and concerns the architectural image which is obtained as 
one walks through the whole building or around its exterior. 
The formal structure is related to the formal properties 
of the bounding surfaces of the building, and the means of 
technical realization of buildings to technology and materials. 
The type is formed by a combination of features which refer 
to all the above general categories of components of the 
architectural totality. Furthermore, it is defined by another 
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characteristic as well; the dominant feature of all the 
features which are common to the type population. FLnally, 
this dominant trait gives the name to the type. 
In the next chapter, the general components are analysed 
in detail in terms of the particular traits of mill buildings. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE TYPOLOGY OF MILLS 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter contains a typological investigation of the 
empirical data of the survey. It seeks to identify the 
types of the textile buildings in Greece and thus, to reveal 
the cluster of features and characteristics which are 
constant for a certain period and are common to a group 
of mills. Furthermore, it seeks to arrange the types on 
the basis of their geographical and temporal occurrence. 
The analytic-synthetic process of this chapter is not 
intended to provide any explanation of the buildings: it 
rather offers an organized picture of them emphasizing those 
traits which have developed and remained constant through- 
out long periods. In other ways, it tries to achieve histo- 
rical reconstruction on the basis of established types. 
The first section (5.1) presents the procedure of the typo- 
logical analysis based on both the theoretical conclusions 
of the previous chapter and the particular characteristics 
of textile factories. The second (5.2) includes the 
description of all types accompanied by a series of 
sketches drawn up from the buildings of the sample. In 
the final section (5.3) the identified types are compared 
in terms of their succession in time and space, and also 
in relation to the number and kind of traits which have 
been transmitted from one type to the other. 
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5.1. THE PROCEDURE FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE TYPES OF 
MILLS 
% 
The first step before the identification of, groups of mill 
buildings which share a range of common traits, is to 
analyse in detail the five general categories of. descriptors 
on the basis on which the mills are decomposed and the 
types are made up. 
The following table illustrates the five general categories 
and their descriptors. 
GENERAL CATEGORY DESCRIPTORS 
0. The dominant feature 
1. The articulation of 1.1. The spatial composition and the 
relationship between the functionally spaces different spaces 
1.2. The kind of the production process 
2. The spatial volume 2.1. The shape and size of spatial volume 
2.2. The form of the roof 
2.3. The kind and distribution of openings 
and the inside-outside relationship 
2.4. The way the building is related to 
the earth and sky 
3. The formal structure 3.1. The composition of the facades 
3.2-The means which give an expressive 
quality to form 
4. The means of technical 4.1. The structural system 
realization of building 4.2. The building materials 
Table 20 
Descriptor 1.1 refers to the composition of the main spaces 
of millbuildings i. e. the area of production, administration, 
warehousing and workers' facilities. The structure of spaces 
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can be described verbally with adjectives such as simple, 
disorderly, irregular, accidental and so forth, and can be 
represented with abstract diagrams like those employed by 
J. N. C. Durand' and P. Frankl in the analysis of the eccle- 
siastical and secular buildings between the fifteenth and 
nineteenth centuries2. The adjectives refer to the qualities 
of spatial composition in general, whereas the diagrams 
show the sequence of spaces and their geometrical or 
topological relations. 
Descriptor 1.2 particularly concerns the production 
activity which is the main and dominant function of a 
factory. It refers to the general characteristics of the 
production process which are reflected in the choice of 
the spatial composition. The production process can be 
linear, extended to one line or parallel lines, distributed 
to many levels or different buildings, continuous or inter- 
rupted etc. 
Descriptor 2.1 refers to the general geometrical features 
of the mills which are considered as abstract stereometric 
shells stripped of their characteristic motifs. For this 
purpose two sets of adjectives are used. The first (i. e. 
large, small, high, low, horizontal, vertical, rectangular 
and so forth) express geometrical properties and the second 
(i. e. regular, irregular, compact, heavy, light etc. ) 
express qualitative ones. 
Descriptors 2.2,2.3 and 2.4 are interconnected and concern 
the way the spatial volume is related to its environment. 
According to C. Norberg-Schulz there are three primary kinds 
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of rising i. e. the building's relationship to the sky3. 
There are the vertically 'open' buildings, the 'closed' ones 
which are like individual bodies surmounted by a heavy roof 
and those delineated by a neutral horizontal line which 
emphasizes the lateral extension. He also distinguishes 
three ways of standing i. e. the building's relationship to 
the ground. A building may stand in the ground, on the 
ground or over the ground. The kind and distribution of 
4 
openings determine how 'open' the mills are to the environ- 
ment and establish the inside-outside relationship, that is 
the way the viewer perceives the building as he walks around 
and through it. 
When the mill has more than two spatial volumes built on 
the same site, another descriptor, which refers to the way 
the volumes are articulated and organized, has to be used. 
Descriptor 3.1 concerns the composition of the facades 
which can be analysed in terms of formal elements (line, 
surface, volume) and their principles of articulation (axial 
composition, proportions, repetition, contrast, dominance, 
rhythm, absence of articulation etc. ) 
While the descriptor 3.1 refers to the vocabulary and syntax 
of the formal language, descriptor 3.2 concerns the manipula- 
tion of materials, colours, texture, light and use of 
characteristic motifs. These features give an expressive 
quality to the building because they are the primary factors 
of the effect produced by the complete building. 
Finally, descriptors 4.1 and 4.2 are related to the technical 
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dimensions of buildings. The structural system can be of 
two kinds: load-bearing or skeleton frame. The building 
materials refer to the structural frame, the infill 
elements and the roof. 
With these descriptors in mind, I have made an initial 
sorting of the buildings of the sample into groups which 
contrast strongly with one another and seem within them- 
selves to be manifestations of the same cluster of attributes. 
The arrangement of buildings into groups have been based 
on two premises. The typological analysis usually leads not 
only to the identification of types but also to their various 
syntheses in the form of composite types. The buildings which 
are now a result of sequential expansions should be ar- 
ranged as many times as the number of their additions. 
The initial sorting into trial groups is empirical and some 
questionable buildings - i. e. buildings which do not share 
a common set of properties with any other-are set aside 
to be analysed in the second phase of the typological 
analysis. This first arrangement has produced five basic 
categories of groups of mills. The first two groups namely 
A and B (fig. 209) embrace those mills which are more 
readable as structures than the others. 
Group A includes three clearly distinguished types. All mills 
which belong to one group share common principles which 
refer to all the constituent aspects of a type. 
Group B includes three tentative types. The term 'tentative 
type' has been used to denote those groups of buildings 
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which have a large number of common features, yet not 
enough to define types. Tentative types have produced types 
and composite types during the second phase of sorting. 
Group C is made up of mills which have been expanded 
I pj Iw 
A TYPES 
$ TENTATIVE TYPES 
ADDITIONS 
D CLUSTERS 
F PR OBLEMATIC CASES 
Fig. 209. Initial sorting' 
during their life. I have divided these mills into two 
categories. The first category includes those buildings 
the additions of which have a clearly distinguishable 
character different from the character of the previous 
expansions. Thus, these buildings look like a collage of 
parts and most probably are based on'ä synthesis of pure 
types. The second category of mills which belongs to the 
'additions' is characterized by the complete consolidation 
of the new parts so that a homogenous identity has been 
achieved. 
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Group D represents all clusters of buildings, that is cases 
where the mill consists not only of one spatial volume but 
also of a cluster of buildings organized either topological- 
ly or geometrically on one site. 
Finally, group E includes all questionable buildings which 
do not seem to belong to any of the other groups, at least 
during the initial sorting. 
In the next step after the preliminary arrangements, groups 
B, C and D have been broken down according to their dif- 
ferences. This rather complicated process is illustrated in 
fig. 210 based on a hypothetical situation. I have considered 
that during the initial sorting a group of buildings have a 
number of common characteristics which can be represented 
with the set S= (al, a2, a3... ak). It is important to note 
that the necessary and sufficient number of attributes to 
define a type is nand k is a number quite close to that 
but smaller. Group A has been divided in three subgroups 
A,, A2 and A3. The first group A, resulting from this 
\ Ur\ ý Ti 
ý. 
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procedure embraces mills which have a complete set of common 
traits (ai, a2, a3 ... an) that can be attributed 
to a type. 
The second and third groups, that is A2 and A3 respectively, 
include buildings which share a complete set of common features 
the majority of which (a1 ... ak) are constituent elements 
of the pipe T1 derived from group A,, and the remaining 
features (b1 ... br) belong to other types identified either 
during the initial sorting or through another tentative 
type. These two cases are composite types. In conclusion, 
the composite type combines the majority of the characteri- 
stics of a pure type which is derived from the same 
tentative type, and few traits of another pure type (fig. 
199, COMPOSITE 1 and 3) identified either during the initial 
step or through another tentative type (fig. 211, COMPOSITE 
2). 
TYPE I. TYPE2 " COMPOSITE ]. COMPOSITE 20TYPE 3"COMPOSITE 3 
Fig. 211 
In the third step I compare the types with the data 
available from buildings of which I have not had a complete 
series of drawings but only some partial information and 
mainly photographs. These mills seem to fit the established 
typology so far, but it would not be proper to consider 
them as part of the type-population. 
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In the final phase I name each type. The names consist of 
some identifying words which refer to the most important 
feature within the type or describe the type in an overall 
manner by embracing the majority of its elements. 
Throughout the process of the identification of types few 
problems have arisen. The majority of them have occurred 
with a number of questionable mills which are not finally 
incorporated in the framework of types, and are analysed 
individually at the end of the section. 
Nevertheless, there is a problem related to the sorting 
that has taken place. The important issue is whether it 
is legitimate to have a single-member type. Generally, the 
answer to this question is negative, since the idea of the 
single-member type contradicts the very meaning of the 
notion of type. The concept of type refers to a group of 
buildings sharing a complete set of common attributes. 
However, I have included a single-member type in the typo- 
logical analysis of mills since the type-population depends 
on the size of the sample. This rather contradictory 
decision has been taken on the basis of additional informa- 
tion concerning mills both in Greece and abroad which do 
not belong to the sample but share common features with 
the single member. 
The following figure (fig. 212 ) is a diagrammatic presenta- 
tion of the process followed in order to identify the types 
of mills, the name of each type and the number of actual 
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5.2. DESCRIPTION OF MILL-TYPES 
TH- VERNACULAR BUILDI. VG 
Number of mills belonging to this type: 8 
0. The dominant feature: It has strong local 
quality and has been built using traditional 
methods and materials. 
I_1 IL_ 
ý- -i 
1. The articulation of spaces: The spatial 
composition is irregular, ans the structure 
and sequence of spaces do not follow a 
clear pattern that can be represented with 
an abstract diagram. A large number of 
partitions separate the functionally dif- 
ferent spaces; even the various phases of 
the production process are separated. The 
production process runs along many lines. 
The spaces of the administration in the majority 
of cases are located in a separate building 
(fig. 213 a, b, e, g, h) or on the first floor 
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Fig. ^73. 
The spatial volume: It is rarely a simple 
rectangular volume; it is either one volume 
with irregular bounding lines or usually a 
complex of volumes articulated by means of 
topological or geometrical relation s5 (fig. 
2. I ). These are organized in such a way so 
as to form a closure or a linear configura- 
tion sometimes in parallel lines. The 
volume/s is/are small, horizontally extended 
and mainly one-storeyed but there are some 
parts which are two-storeyed. The form of the Fig. 214. 
roof is gabled or hipped. The openings are 
small, rectangular and ordered. The linear 
sequential articulation of windows allows sane- 
one inside to have a fragmented picture of th 
outside. In general, the building volume is 
'closed' concerning its relationship to the 
sky and stands heavily on the, ground. 
3. The formal structure: Casual. The treatment 
of the facades varies from cases where the 
flatness of the external walls is inter- 
rupted only by the openings to cases where 
a particular emphasis is given to local 
character with the use of characteristic 
motifs (openings, treatment of corners and 
bounding lines, special manipulation of 
materials in the ground floor, pediment 
treatment of the gabled roof). 
'Ifen, A. Hadjiantoniou & Co', 
(A. 6) 
" 1' Il 1U iý "[`! fit 
4. The means of technical realization: The ý1 ý+ýý _ 
}}IL7 
structural system is load-bearing and the 
building materials traditional (wood, stone, (A. 9J 
roof tiles); sometimes cast iron and steel, 
Ftig. lti. 'Barbetas' 
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Feig. 215. 'Spinning and Weavinj MLZin of 
Edessa', (A. 4) 
J RRä: _° _ýýLVG 
Number of mills belonging to this type: 3 
0. The dominant feature: It has a dynamically 
extended saw tooth roof 
1. The articulation of spaces: Simple, organized, 
without many partitions. The area of 
administration is always separated from the 
other spaces in a small building which is 
located in front of the main facade of the 
production hall (fig. 217 ). The production 
process is linear extended to one or two 
parallel lines. 
2. The spatial volume: It is a dominant, simple, 
rectangular, horizontally extended volume 
with a dynamical saw tooth roof. It is 
always combined with the small separate 
building used for the offices. The two 
spatial volumes are lined up rigorously 
and mechanically on the basis of geometri- 
cal relationship i. e. axiality. It is a 
vertically 'open' building in terms of 
the shape of the roof and the inflow of 
light through the upper part of the building 
to the interior space. The openings are 
rectangular, uniform and distributed in a 
strict sequence. The inside-outside relation- 
ship is conditioned, as in the vernacular 
building, by the way the external walls er-' 
cut out with the openings. The people who 
are inside the building have a piecemeal 
vision of the outside environment since the 
distance between the windows is quite large. 
Fig. 218. 'Sefeco Wool industry' 
, (A. 11) 
3. The formal structure: The main building has 
a very simple formal language and contrast 
with the elaborate form of the small 
building which contains the offices. The 
bounding surfaces of the mill are inter- 
rupted vertically either by the water pipes 
or by the columns of the structure which 
are differentiated from the infill materials 
in terms of material, colour and texture. 
These linear elements are articulated in a 
repetitive, rhythmical way. 
4. The means of technical realization: Skeleton 
frame structural system. Use of reinforced 
concrete for the structural frame, brick 
for the infill elements and roof tiles. Early 




Fig. 217. Schematic plans of factories 
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THE MONUMENTAL 3UIIDr, VG 
Number of gills belonging to this tvoe: 1 
0. The dominant feature: It is based on the 
transformation of a monumental style in an 
attempt to promote a particular image. It 
has an imposing style, rich motifs and 
details, and above all rich symbolic con- 
notations. 
1. The articulation of spaces: Simple and 
clear. The various activities are hierarchi- 
cally and in zones organized (fig. 219 
The offices are incorporated within the 
factory volume in the centre of the front 
zone. The production activity is in the 
central and mainzone, whereas in the third 
zone the auxiliary facilities. The production 
process is simple and distributed to many 
levels. 
2. The spatial volume: It is a large, high, 




with flat roof and orderly openings in ý ('C 
continuous bands. y 
4aß\ n 
3. The formal structure: The qualities and the 
formal composition of this type are con- 
ditioned by the style which constitutes the 
area of borrowing. One can recognize the 
echo of classical principles: plasticity, Fig. 219. 
pomposity, imageability, articulated order, 
axial and symmetrical composition of the 
main facade, tripartite composition of the 
facades, refined details. The articulation 
of the facades expresses the hierarchical 
relationship of the activities which take 
place within the building. The abstraction - . 
c!!! Rkr. ý. ac-r 
and the allusions of classical principles 
and details are present but they are *)L ý_ý AM° ". ' Lwý erI 
restricted only to the bounding surfaces of --ý 
the building. 
4. The means of technical realization: Skeleton 
frame structural system. Building materials: Fig. 2.? O. 'Attica 'pinning , Nil: ' , 
(A. 14) 
reinforced concrete for the structural frame 
and brick for the infill elements. 
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": 7E J MPL: C4: ED 3UT DI. VG 
K 
Number of buildings belonging to this type: 6(1) 
0. The dominant feature: It has an ascetic 
formal language combined with a complex 
spatial organization and a variety of roof- 
ing systems (saw tooth roof, gabled, 
pitched, flat). 
1. The articulation of spaces: Disorderly, ir- 
regular, complicated due to the partitioning 
of walls. It is very difficult to be re- 
presented with an abstract diagram. The 
production process also is disorderly, 
distributed to many levels and is irregular- 
ly interrupted. 
2. The spatial volume: It is usually an un- 
articulated cluster of buildings or un- 
articulated juxtaposition of spatial volumes. 
The roof is not continuous and all-embracinq. 
It is extended in different levels and in 
various forms, and creates the impression of 
a building which does not have a pure 
rectangular form but is a substractive or 
additive transformation of it. There is a 
great variety of openings (continuous bands, 
small individual rectangular or square 
windows) which are distributed in many ways 
allowing different views from the inside. 
3. The formal structure: The building is plain, 
unembellished with sharp edges, the result 
of the synthesis of pure stereometric 
volumes. There are no variations of material, 
texture or colour. The form does not 
explicitly express the inside functions. It 
looks chaotic and vague. It has no archi- 
tectural quality and bears no relationship 
to its environment. 
4. The means of technical realization: Skeleton 
frame structural system. Building materials: 
reinforced concrete for the structural frame 
and brick for the infill elements, roof 
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The number in parenthesis refers to those mills as they appear after various 
additions. 
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Fig. 221. 'IlioG Toxt(L C. t;. Cons tan tinides 
(A. 16) 
Fig. 222. 'Minaidis Fotiadis', A. IS) 
THE MULTI-STOREY BLOCK BUILDING 
Number of mills belong ing to this ty pe: 5, (1) 
0. The dominant feature: The multi-storey 
block mill has a dull and voluminous 
character combined with a simple and 
monotonous formal language. 
1. The articulation of spaces: The structure 
of the inner spaces is more or less clear 
and based on zoning of the functionally 
different areas. The production hall is 
open without partitions and the production 
process is continuous and extends to 
various storeys. The offices are usually 
in the first floor close to the main facade 
of the building. 
2. The spatial volume: It is large, high, statc- 
ly, compact and earth bound. Its particular 
character consists in a solid and heavy 
appearance. The flat roof occasionally 
varies in level. The openings extend from 
column to column and follow the same pattern 
in all floors providing an open view of 
the outside world. 
3. The formal structure: It is very simple. 
The surface of the windows and sometimes 
the external columns interrupt the flatness 
of the facades in a rhythmical repetition. The 
bounding surfaces enclose the inner space 
in a neutral envelope without revealing the 
variety of the inner activities; only the 
entrance and sometimes the offices are dif- 
ferentiated and their position emphasized. 
l jý-ýý 
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Fig. L "Z. 'Fhareron Spinniny d Weaving Mills', 
A. 18) 
Fig. 229. 'Mouzakis EI. D', (A.. ) 
I 
4. The means of technical realization: Skeleton 
frame structural system. Buildinq materials: 
reinforced concrete for the structural frame Fi9" 225. 'Mavis', (A. 38) 
and brick for the infill elements. 
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Number of mills belonging to this type: 5 
0. The dominant feature: The pluralistic mill 
building is distinguished by a clear 
spatial organization and the use of rich 
formal language combined with an individual 
characterization of the functionally dif- 
ferent parts of the building. 
1. The articulation of spaces: They are 
rationally organized and hierarchically 
composed in an additive plan. The inner 
space is to a great extent 'open' since 
the partitioned walls are not many. The 
production process is continuous extended 
to one line. 
2. The spatial volume: The building is not 
concrete and rigid but looks more like a 
fusion or cluster of many volumes articula- 
ted according to a functional taxonomy. It 
is large and horizontally extended. The 
roofing system is based on a wide repertoire 
of flat, gabled and saw tooth roofs. Their 
synthesis contributes to the interesting 
interplay of the building with the sky. 
The inside-outside relationship is usually 
complex as a result of the variations of 
size, form and distribution of windows. 
There is not alcaysvisual communication 
between the inside and the surrounding 
environment since many of the continuous 
window bands are narrow and high, and are 
treated as means of illuminating the 
building. 
3. The formal structure: The pluralistic 
building has a disciplined articulation of 
the facades based on consistent principles 
and characterized by a rich handling of the 
formal vocabulary. 
4. The means of technical realization: Skeletcn 
frame structural system. Building materials: 
reinforced concrete and brick. 
----- -- ----- ----4 
Fig. J', (A.:: 8) 
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171. CJ- 2 G" 'Piraiki-Patraiki Cotton Manu- 
facturing Co', (A. 22) 
[IIE 30'i 
Number of mills belonging to this type; 10 
0. The dominant feature: The box is a long, 
rigid, all-embracing and nearly windowless 
container. 
1. The articulation of spaces: There is a 
clear distinction between the activities 
of production and the rest, concretized 
in two - or three - zoned articulation of 
the plan. The production hall is very 
large, oblong, open and completely one. 
The production process is absolutely 
linear, clear, orderly and extended in 
one floor. 
2. The spatial volume: It has a massive appear- 
ance. It is a large horizontally extended 
earth-bound and strictly rectangular 
building. Variations in the shape of the 
roof (flat, curved, pitched) do not affect 
the general image of the building as a 
rigorously oblong, sharp-edged volume. 
Windows are almost absent. 
3. The formal structure: It is simple and mono- 
tonous based on the repetitive and rhythmical 
use of linear elements (external columns of 
the structure, air-conditioning terminal 
units) which interrupt vertically the facades 
of the building. There are variations of 
material, colour and texture. In general, this 
building givesthe impression of a cool, ano- 
nymous envelope. 
4. The means of technical realization: Skeleton 
frame structural system. Building materials: 
Reinforced concrete and steel for the 
structural frame, and brick, or prefabricated 
panels for the infill elements. 
Fig. ^3. '! YeL? enic ? aýriaa', ,... SZ) 
Fig. , ̂30. 'Kriticos, H. ', (A. 55) 
Fig. 231. Il r: otex (A. 50) 
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Fig. 22'8. Abaizoglou (A. 40) 
THE COMPOSITE TYPE 
The types which have been identified so far, 
do not always appear in a pure form. Often 
they appear as parts of complexes. This occurs 
in three circumstances: firstly, when a new 
building is constructed as an addition to an 
old one and is based on a different type than may, 
the existing (fig. 232) ; these can be described as 
adjacent types or types in a cluster. Secondly, 
when an old mill is transformed due to the 
needs of the production process, or the environ- 
mental conditions, as for instance in the case 
of the PIRAIKI-PATRAIKI mill in N. Ionia (fig. 
233), where the boarding up of side windows and 
the whitewashing of the saw tooth roof windows, 
resulted in the transformation of a serrata 
building to a composite one which interweaves 
the characteristics of a serrate and a box. 
Finally, a composite type may appear when a new 
building as a totality is a manifestation of a 
fusion of types (fig. 234", 235 , 236 ) Of all types 
considered, one is dominant since most of the 
characteristics of the mills fit to this type 
with the exception of a few of them which 
derive from other type or types. 
Fig. 233. 'Piraiki-Patraiki Cotton Manufactu- 
rinq Co', (A. 13) 
Fig. 234. 'prevesa Spinning Mills', (A. 46). 
One can notice a fusion of the cha- 
racteri tics of a pluralistic Mild- 
ing and of a box. It is basically 
a pluralistic building which 
embodies some of the qualities 
of the box: the impression of a 
windowless container the fluid 
inner space, the articulation of 
spaces in zones, the rigid and 
cool character 
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Fig. 235. 'INaragopoulos', (A. 45). It combines 
characteristics of a pluralistic 
building and a box. 
Fig. 236. 'Pella-Olympo: 3, Maeed. Spinning & 
Weaving YeUs' (A. 10). This cluster 
concretizes features of a pluralistic 
building combined with those of a 
serrate and a multi-, torey block. 
Fig. 232. recent ocdition , 'Att. io 
, prating 
MilZ. s', ! 'A. 11!. It unit, s wt. tiiout 
interwcaviny the qualities of a 
monwn ntal and j, Zuralistic building 
Fig. 237. 'Mouscn: i3', (A. 23). It combines features 
of the multi-storey block with those of 
the vernacular building 
Problematic cases 
Despite the fact that the composite type functions as a 
'catchall' for every building, which is not a manifestation 
of a pure type, there are four mills of the sample which 
do not fit to the established typology so far not even as 
composite buildings. 
The first is SOURNOPOULOS mill (fig. 238 ) which has some 
of the characteristics of a pluralistic building e. g. the 
clear spatial organization, the rationally organized ad- 
ditive plan, the frame structure and the disciplined 
articulation of the facades based on consistent principles. 
However, the roofing system, the inside-outside relation- 
ship, the articulation of inner spaces, and the all 
embracing volume are bits of other types. Furthermore, the 
rich handling of the formal vocabulary - one of the main 
characteristics of the pZuraii. ti, - - is confined only to the 
administration building, and even the individual characteriza- 
tion of the functionally different parts of the mill is 
restricted only to the distinction between the administra- 
tion and the rest of the facilities. 
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Fig. 238. 'SournorLti: n: -1 ', (A. 44) 
The second case is SYROS SPINNING MILL (fig. 239 ) after the 
addition constructed in 1973. The old mill is a clear 
vernacular building. The new building is a very small 
extension of the old production hall of the mill. It repeats 
the shape of the roof of the existing vernacular building 
and abandons the rest of its characteristics (traditional 
materials, inside-outside relationship, kind and size of 
openings, load-bearing structural system). The new traits 
can be attributed individually to other types and clearly 
they do not belong to a particular one. 
, - 
1 
Fig. 239. 'Syros Spinning Mi ls', (A. 21) 
Another problematic case is VETLANS NAOUSSA mill in 
Naoussa (fig. 240 ). The building has the majority of the 
characteristics of a pluralistic building apart from one: 
the disciplined articulation of the facades based on 
consistent principles. Although the mill seems to display 
the above trait to a great extent, the administration 
-235- 
building has an exceptionally pseudo-vernacular character 
deriving from a naive imitation of the external surface of 
a vernacular building. Thus, it becomes a kind of dissonant 
element of the whole cluster. However, traits of the vernac- 
ular building cannot be attributed to this mill since they 






Fig. 240. 'Vetlans Naoussa Spinning 
Weaving Mills', (A. 52). 
The same problem of the complete contrast between the archi- 
tecture of the production hall and the administration exists 
in PERFIL mill (A. 37). Here, the office building has a per- 
vasive character as regards its volume and its architecture. 
The architectural treatment of the front building is in dis- 
sonance with the production hall which is at the back closely 
surrounded by other small buildings. It is difficult to at- 
tribute this mill to a particular type since the complex is 
more like an office building than a factory. 
-236- 
Finally, another building should be mentioned which most 
probably expresses a new trend and may be a new type in 
weaving industry design. All types described so far are 
either spinning mills or combine both spinning and weaving 
activities. Nevertheless, none of them can be attributed 
particularly either to spinning or weaving industries. There 
is only one modern building which has been designed for the 
requirements of weaving. It is a double-st, orej box. It has 
all the characteristics of a box, but not the number of 
storeys. It can not be considered as a variation of the box 
since an important feature distinguishes it from the box. 
The design of a double storey container has been the main 
concern of the client and the designer, for reasons related 
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5.3. NOTES ON THE EVOLUTION OF TYPES 
The buildings of a certain period are not manifestations of 
a single type but usually appear as concretizations of 
coexisting types. There is a succession of types and periods 
of overlapping. The life span of the types I have analysed 
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is illustrated in the following figure (fig. 242 











The sketches within the squares are a kind of hypothetical 
'mean-types'6 each one combining the overall common charac- 
teristics of the type-population. These illustrations 
should not be taken as representing real buildings. They 
are imaginary mills and should be understood as a kind of 
shorthand for the buildings which express this type. Very 
few real mills approximate these sketches as regards their 
visual features. The correlation of mean-type and its 
manifestations depend on the kind of the dominant attribute 
of the type. If the dominant characteristic refers to certain 
structural trait of the mills such as the form of the roof 
(in the case of the serrate) or the lack of windows and 
the shape of the building volume (in the case of the box), 
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then the 'mean-type' approximates its various manifestations. 
If, in contrast, the dominant feature is related to the 
general character or the formal language of mills as in the 
case of the vernacular, pluralistic, monumental and com- 
plicated, then the 'mean-type' diverges a lot from its 
manifestations. 
It can be observed that during the very first years of the 
industrialization, and the last twenty years of momentous 
progress of the textile sector the number of types that 
have been used are limited to one or two. A multiplicity of 
form types has followed the rapid development of industry 
after 1920, and has reached its high peak after the War. A 
reduction in the number of types has occurred inlhe last 
twenty years. In parallel, a quantitative change has taken 
place concerning the number of the type-population. A shift 
can be noticed from types with large population to types 
with small population and finally again to types with large 
number of manifestations (fig. 243 ). 
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Fig. 243 
A gradual shift has occurred from the first types which 
have been close to traditional houses (vernacular) and thus 
coherent with their surroundings to types which show the 
industrial spirit of the first era of industrial thriving 
(serrate, monumental), then to types representing the 
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economic crisis (complicated), the economic recovery 
(block, pZuralistic)and finally to types which express 
a mechanistic, technological spirit of the flourishing of 
the textile sector and are separated in terms of location 
and aesthetics from the residential environment. 
In terms of the spatial configuration there is a change from 
11 the idea of clusters (vernacular) or simple single buildings 
(serrate, monumental), to compact arrangements of volumes 
(compZicated, pluralistic), and ' finally to the idea of ' single, 
large and compact building (block, box). 
The inside-outside relationship has changed a great deal. 
Early types seek 'open' buildings with orderly articulated 
openings (vernacular, serrate, monumental). The size and 
form of windows are characterized by variety especially 
in the vernacular building where the traditional environ- 
ment imposes upon the designer the kind of windows to be 
used. Gradually, in the following types, the openings 
become more simple, like continuous strips, extending 
betweeen the external columns and their height varies 
providing in certain cases the visual communication between 
the inner space and the surrounding environment, or function- 
ing in other cases only as a mean of natural lighting. Recent 
types result in 'closed' buildings where the inside-outside 
relation does not exist. 
The evolution of the form of the roof is interrelated with 
the evolution of the kind of . construction and building 
materials. The first type (vernacular) is a massive con- 
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struction with wooden or iron columns and pitched or hipped 
roof. After 1920 reinforced concrete replaces traditional 
materials and facilitates skeletal constructions with saw 
tooth roofs (serrate) or flat roof slabs in multi-storey 
buildings (monumental, block, pluralistic). Finally, after 












concrete and dense column spacing are replaced by reinforced 
concrete horizontal slabs with inverted beams and finally 
with prefabricated steel trusses and absence of internal 
columns. 
In terms of the relationship of interior spaces, a gradual 
development has occurred from simple articulations (linear, 
in parallel lines, L-shaped) with many partition walls, to 
complicated articulations emphasized by the existence of 
many partitions and number of storeys, to rather orderly 
articulations in zones with few partitions. 
Spinning and weaving activities do not seem to have a 
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particular preference for any type apart from the double- 
storey box which is exclusively developed for the needs of 
weaving mills. However, when the two activities are combined 
on one site, the type that is preferred is the pZuralistic 
or the composite. 
Finally, only the vernacular, the complicated, the block 
and the monumental are limited to particular parts of the 
country. The first always appears in small traditional 
towns, the second and third within the tissue of urban centres 
of Athens and Thessaloniki, whereas the monumental exists in 




THE INTERPRETATION OF MILL TYPES 
INTRODUCTION 
In the previous two chapters, some theore' 
examined of the concept and use of types, 
notion of type was applied as a taxonomic 
survey. The arguments on typology in both 
and descriptive level ran more or less on 
and were interplayed closely. 
: ical aspects were 
and also the 
tool for the 
the theoretical 
parallel lines 
The first level included a review of the history of 
architectural thought and referred to scientific fields 
where taxonomic methods have been developed. The review 
led to the clarification of the term 'type', and to the 
distinction between the notions of type and class. The 
second level of approach, ie. the descriptive, focused 
on the identification of types in the sample of the survey. 
It dealt with the morphological characteristics of the 
buildings and mainly with those which over a certain 
period of time appear to be constant. 
This work seeks to go beyond the formalistic level of 
analysis and to reveal the origins of buildings. This 
chapter seeks to provide an explanation of the mill 
types, and thus to explicate their origins and meanings. 
It explores the causes of the emergence of the seven, 
form-types of textile buildings and also their sequential 
order. To this end it re-reads the types presented in 
chapter 5 with an interpretive eye based on information 
concerning the factors that influenced the emergence and 
development of types. 
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MILL TYPES AND THEIR ORIGIN 
When a new building class emerges in a certain society 
under the pressure of socioeconomic changes, the first at- 
tempts at-the formulation of new forms responding to the 
new needs are based. on borrowings and often on arbitrary 
use of architectural forms of the past and other building 
classes. 
The industrial revolution led to the creation of many 
new building categories. As W. Curtis stresses 
industrialization transformed the very patterns of life 
and led to the proliferation of new building problems - 
railway stations, suburban houses, skyscrapers - for which 
there was no precedent. Thus, the crisis concerning the use 
of tradition in invention was exacerbated by the creation 
of novel types with no certain pedigree. Moreover, 
mechanization disrupted the world of crafts and hastened 
the collapse of vernacular traditions"'. Nevertheless, 
during the first years of these transformations and in areas 
which did not belong to the sphere of interests of architects 
- as for instance the design of industrial building - archi- 
tectural forms emerged from the rich tradition of the 
construction of houses. 
The creation of industry's own architectural language was 
the result of a slow process. The nature, the duration and 
the completion of this process were different in many 
countries since they were motivated by a complex of factors 
which were variously knitted together, such as the socio- 
economic conditions, cultural attributes, legislation, 
means and methods of construction and the development of 
architecture. 
During the preparatory years of its industrial revolution 
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Greece witnessed the emergence of only one industrial 
building type; the vernacuZar. In Britain, however, in the 
first years of industrialization, the architectural forms 
of the industrial buildings were, according to H. A. N. 
Brockman 2, manifestations of three trends. The first two 
can be, characterized as the vernacular (fig. 245) and the 
sophisticated (fig. 246), whereas the third to which the 
civil engineers were more inclined, was basically steeped 
in the Georgian style (fig-247). The first two trends were 
based on classical precedent. The vernacular derived main- 
ly from earlier masonry practice, whereas the sophisticated 
showed how clear classical principles can be interpreted 
and merged into industrial building design. 
There was a difference in the duration of this transitory 
period between the two countries. In Greece it was 
considerably less than in Britain because the process of 
its industrialization took place when the majority of 
European countries were already experiencing their second 
technological revolutions. 
The first type of textile buildings in Greece - the 
vernacular - was the only one that was manifested through- 
out the country during the period of the thirty years 
around the turn of the century. It was an era when the 
industrial buildings were in the hands of the traditional 
master builders, who in order to satisfy the requirements 
of the new building class, had to rely on and copy the 
same methods, materials and formal language they used to 
build the houses, and warehouses. Their experience in 
-246- 
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the construction of traditional houses was fused with the 
industrialist'-s image of the factory as formed by his 
journeys abroad to buy the machinery.. The knowledge of 
generations of builders gained from erecting traditional 
houses and warehouses (fig. 248 and fig. 249) entered into the 
construction of the factories (fig-250) of the new emerging 
building class. The small scale of the early factories, their 
artisan process of production without any specialized require- 
ments, and the simplicity of construction did not at all 
encourage the use of the architect or even the structural 
engineer. The builders were the appropriate persons who 
offered 'design and build' services at a lower price. 
The architects, in their turn, were not interested in getting 
involved in the design of factories. In a similar way to the 
British architects of the Industrial Revolution they "were 
turning their backs on science and increasingly preoccupying 
themselves with the niceties of scholarship and the 
fluctuations of stylistic fashion"8. Their interests were 
focused on public buildings (temples, university buildings, 
libraries, schools) and private houses of the rich, mainly 
merchants and land owners. 
No architectural school existed in Greece, the first depart- 
ment of architecture being established in Athens in 1917. 
However, the provision of knowledge of architectural 
composition, architectural history, and history of art was 
part of the curriculum of civil engineers9. In practice 
those who designed the majority of significant public and 
private buildings were foreign architects - mainly Germans, 
Danes and a few Italians 10 -, or Greeks educated in the 
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Fig. 249. An old warehouse in the city of ozos Fig. 250. Naoussa Spinning Mills', (A. 9), (Naoussa) 
of Xanthi, 1860':: 
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Ecole des Beaux Arts, and Germany. 
The majority embodied the principles of German Neoclassicism11 
which had fundamental influence on all spheres of the social 
and cultural life of Greece from the early years of in- 
dependence until the beginning of the twentieth century. As 
G. Tsarouchis --a<modern Greek artist - has pointed out "... 
German Neoclassicism in architecture, the child of the great 
Palladio, combines two great qualities that fulfilled two 
great needs of the nineteenth century Greeks ... 1. to become 
Europeans, 2. to return to the purity of ancient Greece. 
Which satanic contrivance could better quench fully this 
double thirst of the Greeks as much as the Bavarian Neoclas- 
sicism ... Neoclassicism lasted as long as the national 
enthusiasm and the illusions of liberty"12. 
During the first two decades of the twentieth century the 
German Neoclassicism coexisted with some other eclectic 
trends. The architecture of those years was restricted ac- 
cording to K. Biris, "sometimes to the repetition of forms 
that were published in periodicals of the countries of the 
north with the features of poverty and aridity, with no 
elegance in expression and sometimes, even worse, on an 
improvisation of a decorative expression with very bad taste"13. 
In the professional field, in parallel with the architectural 
elite, was a core of engineers who addressed their archi- 
tectural skills to the middle class to satisfy its needs for 
small houses. The typical popular neoclassical house, so 
widely spread in many urban centres in Greece was the result 
of their architectural contribution. They managed to couple 
satisfactorily "the neoclassical principles with a spontaneous 
popular sensibility"14. Civil engineers in general practiced 
architectural and structural design and like the architects, 
were not interested in designing factories. 
However, the monumental building, though not often used in 
_2O_ 
mills, was the product of the limited involvement of the 
architects in factory design. They satisfied the client's 
desire for an impressive building which could express the 
image of a prosperous firm, as well as'meet its functional 
and economic needs. 
This type had emerged long before in other European countries 
and was created with conscious reference to styles of the 
past. It was an era when according to H. Muthesius "man diese 
HäpZichkeit beseitigen zu. mussen glaubte, wurde der Architect 
herangeholt, um eine Art Maskierung vorzunehmen"15 L"it was 
believed that one had to remove that ugliness (of the con- 
structions of engineers), and the architects to Undertake 
the artistic camouflage"]. To achieve this, architects had to 
refer to known formal vocabularies and follow eclectic 
processes as they did for other building classes. 
Later on, at the beginning of the twentieth century the 
monumental building continued to exist but by then industrial 
architecture was considered as monumental art. Peter Behrens, 
the main supporter of this idea, believed that the principles 
of classical architecture were the only means through which 
monumentality could be manifestated in industrial building 
design. H. Müller criticizing Behrens' concept of monumentali- 
ty wrote that with monumentality "... Behrens einerseits die 
Kultivierung der Gegenwart von der Industrie erwartere. 
Andererseits, galt für Behrens Klassizistische Formalität als 
überindividueller Ausdruck von KuZtiviertheit überhaupt"16 
C'.. on the one hand Behrens expected the cultural refinement 
of the present situation of industry; on the other hand 
Behrens considered classical formality to be the supra- 
individual expression of cultural refinement per se"a. 
Thus, the monumental building originated from the involve- 
ment of architects in industry and the fusion of art with 
technology. The aim was that the building should express 
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the image of a flourishing firm whose owner's prosperity 
and prestige as ? builders' of the new era should be 
maintained. The manifestations of this type were based on 
two different concepts of architecture: architecture as a 
decorative art and architecture as a monumental art. The 
former idea was reflected in industrial buildings of the 
nineteenth century and occasionally of the twentieth 
century whose external surface was designed as a kind of 
mask with renaissance, baroque or neoclassical vocabulary 
either fragmented or not (fig. 251,252,253). The latter 
concept was expressed in the industrial buildings of the 
first years of the twentieth century (fig. 254,255) - the 
formative years of the modern movement - and advocated 
mainly by P. Behrens. 
Behrens' formal objectives and his idea of monumentality 
served a double purpose according to T. Buddensieg and H. 
Rogge: "the pure mathematical calculation of the engineer 
must be translated into architecture which acts upon the 
senses without renouncing modern building materials such as 
glass, steel and concrete; it was necessary however, to give 
these materials produced on an architectural scale, the 
spatial quality of classical architecture while giving up the 
ornamental effect of the latter and the historical grammar 
of its orders, retaining only the proportional organization 
and the rhythm of the structure"? 2 
This reference to the principles of classical architecture 
and not to its formal vocabulary, and further more the fusion 
of abstracted classical vocabulary -: Le. without literal 
imitation- with skeletal concrete construction, are the 
characteristics of the monumental building in Greek textile 
mills. The fact that only two examples23 of this type were 
built is because its high cost meant that only few firms 
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Fig. 251. Carpet factory, Glasgow, 1898 by W. Fig. 252. Factory, Baldock, 1925, by T. H. F. 
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by II. %tuthesius 20 
Fig. 2L. 3. Textile Factory, Gebr. Gaurena in 
Ochtrup, : 893, by Beltmann 19 
could afford it. 
After 1910 the serrate building was introduced in industrial 
building design. One can justifiably state that this type 
was imported from abroad. The serrate building originated 
in Europe out of the need for large shopfloors with uniform 
illumination-These motivations fused with the commercial 
development of steel and reinforced concrete frames led to 
the emergence of this type which did not have any precedent 
in the history of any other building class. 
According to J. M. Richards one of the earliest 
versions of saw tooth constructions was an addition to 
Cressbrook Mill in Britain (fig. 256), built in the second 
half of the nineteenth century. However, the serrate mill 
became the favourite type later at the very end of the 
nineteenth century (fig. 257,258). In Greece the serrate 
building was applied in the textile mills for a relatively 
short period (1911-1935). This was probably because of 
the high cost of constructing the roof and the need for 
elaborate constructional details in order to avoid problems 
of water penetration through the roof. The building of 
the IFANET spinning and weaving industry (A. 7) which was 
constructed in 1911 can be considered as the first serrate 
mill. At that time the owner was a Turkish company and 
the design of the building was imported from Europe together 
with the machines. Later on after the 1920's" civil 
engineers started becoming involved in factory design due to 
legislative changes, and grasped the principles of the ser- 
rate building, and applied it in other parts of the country. 
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Fig. 256. Cressbroo 
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At the same period reinforced concrete which had already 
been applied in other constructions, entered into the area 
of mill design and facilitated the popularization of the 
serrate building. Despite the fact that the use of rein- 
forced concrete enabled some variations in the form of the 
already imported type, as for instance changes in the shape 
of openings, the formal language of the serrate mill remained 
unchanged between 1911 and 1935 when its first and last 
application occured. 
During this period the architects were still 
in factory design. Factories belonged to the 
sphere of interests since they were the only 
techniques of structural mechanics and of re 
In parallel, infrastructure works which were 
their province were nearly nonexistent 
not involved 
civil engineers' 
experts on the 
inforced concrete. 
always part of 
The architects' attitude towards social problems in general 
and design choices in particular turned away from the neo- 
classical and eclectic trends prevailing in the pre-1920's 
period. The shift was the consequence of a number of factors: 
the general social and political fermentation of the era, 
which brought forth new needs, the stage of decadence Greek 
architecture28 had reached after nearly 100 years, and final- 
ly the bloom of the modern movement in Western Europe. 
In the School of Architecture in Athens, architects were 
mainly concerned about the role of architecture in Greek 
society, the formal vocabulary of architects, and the 
" policy of the architectural school. Answers to these core 
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problems came from two diverse trends that can be considered 
as the opposition between regional and international 
architecture., Regional architecture meant the fusion and 
reconciliation of the principles of the modern movement with 
indigenous architectural characteristics. This problem 
became the centre of the architectural debate of the inter- 
War period, and was expressed clearly in a written duelwhich 
occured between two groups of architects, in the 
magazine of the Technical Chamber of Greece, the 'Technica 
Chronicat29 
The architects B. Kassandras and K. Biris criticized the 
application of the principles of the modern movement to 
Greek architecture, and also the idea of transferring 
these principles without taking into consideration the 
particularities of the Greek domain. B. Kassandras argued 
in his article 'Thoughts about modern architectural trends', 
about the relationship between modernism and tradition. He 
wrote "modernism in architecture should be subordinated to 
tradition but should not be its slave. Tradition is a 
neverending source of condensed wisdom; it does not mean 
imitation or triviality. Tradition is the principles which 
are imposed by the spirit, the climate, the social and 
living conditions of a certain place. Classicism is tradition. 
Classicism is not meant as the conservation of a stereotype 
element e. g. corinthian or ionian capitals. It means: 
rationalist and harmonious use of matter and form"30. K. 
Biris concentrated more on specific characteristics of the 
traditional Greek buildings - i. e. the small windows, the 
pitched roof, stone, wood and marble as building materials - 
which had been abandoned due to the introduction of, modern 
formal language advocated by the modernists. P. Karantinos 
attacked both Kassandras and Biris but concentrated more on 
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the views of the latter. Five years later K. Kitsikis 
answered the question which he claimed was the burning one: 
"Why don't we have a modern Greek architecture? ". "We do 
not have and we will not acquire Greek architecture ... 
Architecture today is international ... because a long time 
ago an identification took place between concepts of life 
and aesthetic views mainly because nowadays distance has 
been abolished"31. Although the issue of the relationship 
between modernism and tradition preoccupied the minds of the 
academia, the majority of Greek architects in practice had 
been educated in Greece or abroad and were deeply influenced 
by the values and ideas of the Modern movement of Western 
Europe32. 
An echo of some of the rationalist principles, which have 
been interpreted and applied by civil engineers in factory 
design, can be noticed in the first appearance of the com- 
plicated building. This type is the product of the economic 
crisis, of financial restrictions and of the limitation of 
the site. The treatment of the facades shows a superficial 
application of the modern formal vocabulary (plain un- 
embelished volumes with sharp ends interrupted by long 
strips of windows), and is not accompanied by similar 
principles in the articulation of spaces which is irrational 
and complicated. 
This type can rarely 
does not appear as a 
criticized. Its lack 
significance and its 
needs and to budget 
which, undoubtedly, 
be found in magazines and books since it 
successful example to be published and 
of architectural quality or social 
strict devotion to merely functional 
restrictions, led to buildings, 
were formally impoverished. This type 
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lasted as long as the problems of the economic crisis did, 
and the attitude of industrialists to consider their factory, 
as merely an envelope to enclose the machinery without 
taking into account issues of environmental conditions, 
provisions for the workers, and the aesthetic coherence of 
their building with the surrounding architectural environment. 
The multi-storey block which also appeared before the Second 
World War reflects modern principles more clearly and in a 
consistent way. It is basically the product of site 
restrictions and of the more conscious understanding of the 
modern architectural language by the designers. The simple 
and regular composition of the facades is coupled with a 
rational organization of the spaces and an open production 
hall which allows flexibility in the arrangement of the 
machinery. Due to its neutral character this type has also 
been used for other kinds of production processes, as for 
instance in the tobacco industry (fig. 259,260). 
The pluralistic building appeared at the end of the 40's, 
and coincided with the period of reconstruction of the 
country from the War damages and the extraordinary boom of 
the construction industry. That tremendous increase in con- 
struction activity had a fundamental impact on architecture, 
the role of architects and engineers, and also on 
architectural education. 
During this period the engineer's role underwent a radical 
change as it shifted from the area of the designer to the 





and a number of statutory measures33 led to this change and 
broadened the architects' area of professional action. 
Under these conditions in construction activity factories 
were eminently the buildings civil engineers were still more 
concerned about. Their interest was from the point of view 
of designer , consultant, inspector, surveyor and contractor 
too. From that period onwards architects gradually started 
being commissioned by wealthy industrialists to design their 
industrial premises. It is worth noting that the architectural 
magazine of those years 'Architektoniki' published the first 
factories designed by architects. The gradual involvement of 
architects in the design of industrial buildings was 
conditioned by a particular change in the attitude of the 
clients. Industrialists, and especially those who owned 
large firms, were beginning to realize that apart from well 
produced and promoted products, the strict conditions of the 
competitive market required a building designed to shelter 
the production activity with flexibility to adapt to future 
changes and needs, and aesthetically impressive so as to 
promote through its architectural form the image of a 
prosperous firm. Furthermore, it was the increasing complex- 
ity of the buildings that favoured the architect and caused 
his abilities to be esteemed. - 
Although the industrial market started to demand the 
architects' contribution, at the academic level the design 
of industrial buildings was considered as a tiresome and. 
unimportant matter and in any case it was part of the cur- 
riculum of the School of Engineering. We can read in the 
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'Guide of Studies' of the academic year 1950-51 that the 
topic 'Labour and Factory Organization' was offered to civil 
and mechanical engineers and covered a wide range of issues 
such as the location on the site, the choice of the proper 
machines and their arrangement and foundation, the trans- 
portation system, the organization of the administration 
and warehouses, the labour organization, the estimation of 
the cost, the articulation of spaces and buildings, 
lighting, heating, ventilation and drainage34. It is apparent 
that the educational system prepared the engineers to deal 
with the overall organization and design of factories and 
ignored the architects' potential contribution. 
At the same time, the main orientation of the Department 
of Architecture of the Technical University of Athens was 
towards the creation of an artistic atmosphere. This trend 
coupled with the limited number of student? 5 resulte3 -- in 
the creation of a tightly knit social group. The two opposed 
lines of thought of the previous period regarding to the ap- 
propriate kind of modern Greek architecture appeared again 
in the post-War years and gave the tone to the ideological 
debate: modern versus regional architecture 36. 
Within this climate the pluralistic building appeared as the 
product of the increasing realization of the industrialists 
that the form of their building should not be derived 
completely from functional considerations, related to the 
process of manufacturing, but above all they should have an 
expressive presence and meet with the needs of all the oc- 
cupants. Furthermore, the pluralistic building was the 
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result of the gradual involvement of architects in industrial 
building design and of their familiarization and espousal 
with the ideas of modern movement; but with more concern for 
its formal vocaburaly and less for its general principles. 
The pluralistic building was based on a simple modern formal 
language, which was used in a variety of ways to signify the 
different functions, and on the use of a restricted variety 
of building materials. But, above all, this type did not 
originate from any theoretical ideas, at least none that 
were explicitly stated, concerning industrial building design, 
the relationship of industry and art, or the relationship 
between architecture, workplace and workers. This condition 
was due to the nature of the architect's education and the 
lack of any theoretical debate on these issues at the 
academic level. 
This fact distinguishes this type from other types, based on 
the modern vocabulary, which were developed in Europe at 
the beginning of the century - through the ideas of Express- 
ionists and Constructivists - or later, after the War, in 
factory design practice in Britain, Germany and the U. S. A 37 
However, this type echoes Walter Gropius' early claim about 
the guiding principles in industrial building architecture: 
'exakt geprägte Form ..., klare Kontraste, Ordnen der Glieder, Reihung gleicher Teile und Einheit von Form und 
Farbe werden entsprechend der Energie und Gkonomie unseres 
öffentlichen Lebens das ästhetische Rüstzeug des modernen Baukünstlers werdeni38t"exact characteristic form ... clear 
contrasts,, the ordering of members, the sequence of the 
components, and the unity of form and colour should cor- 
respond to the energy and economics of our public life and 
become the aesthetic tools of modern designers"3. This type 
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was also affected by two factors. The first was the provision 
of a flexible open space for optimizing production layout 
and material flow, and the second the high speed of erection 
of the building with low cost. 
The pluralistic building survived as a pure type until 
the middle 60's when the rapid increase in the number 
of textile firms was accompanied by the importation of new 
spinning and weaving machines and the attempts to provide 
a physically controlled environment which was necessary for 
the proper functioning of the machinery and the quality of 
the products. 
During this period a second construction boom occured, which 
conditioned the introduction of new building materials. In 
parallel, changes took place in the architectural arena. The 
continuous overlapping of the roles of architects and 
engineers eventually was broken, though the latter were 
still commissioned to design small private houses and a few 
high rise residential blocks. It was the public attitude 
which changed in favour of the architect, who was considered 
as the appropriate professional to design an aesthetically 
acceptable facade and to cope with the articulation of the 
inner spaces. It is worth mentioning that the architect 
has a fairly good knowledge of the implications of concrete 
construction due to his education, and is legally permitted 
to make the structural calculations of small buildings. The 
engineer, however, takes only an elementary course on 
architectural design during the first years of his studies. 
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At the academic level drastic changes occurred with the 
establishment of a new Department of Architecture in the 
School of Technology of the Aristotle University of 
Thessaloniki (1957). In the new Department the character 
and context of 'architectural teaching 
shifted from a 
'scientific' 40 to a 'sociological' approach in . the end of 
the 60's and finally to theoretical issues coupled with 
professional efficiency. The Department of Architecture 
of the Technical University of Athens did not experience. 
all these -transformations and remained core design orientated. 
After 1970 factory design became a formal part of the 
curriculum only in the Department of Architecture of the 
University of Thessaloniki. This was probably due more to 
the personal interest of the-prof essors, who offered the topic, 
than to a pressing need in the market which did not seem to 
have any influential effect on the kind of education-provided 
by the universities. The design exercises on factories were 
accompanied by a number of lectures41 covering a wide range 
of issues such as the historical evolution of industrial 
labour and architecture, the relationship of industry with 
society, the organizational aspects of industry, the industry 
at the urban level, the problems of designing a factory, the 
architectural composition, structure, details, the require- 
ments of various spaces, and finally the environmental 
conditions. 
At the same time with these post-60's transformations the 
box emerged in mill design. The box as a type was generated 
in the early 
'50's in the U. S. A. and only after the 60's in 
Europe. The need to control the quality of the environmental 
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conditions using air-conditioning systems primarily for the 
production process and secondarily for the workers, was the 
main impetus behind this type. Additionally, there was the 
need for wide spans and a production hall free from columns 
for the oblong machines, having various expansion pos- 
sibilities and being in direct relationship with the 
administration, the workers' facilities and the installations. 
The box, whose main characteristics are the oblong shape, 
the lack of windows, the variety of building materials, the 
prefabricated roof, and the machine aesthetic, found a broad 
response in Greece, probably for reasons concerning the 
speed of erection and the simple and relatively low cost 
of construction. However, in other European countries this 
did not seem to be, so much the favourite type. This fact 
, 
is revealed from the examples published in books and special 
issues of magazines 42 on industrial architecture; only 
eight buildings which belong to this type are distinguished. 
It seems probable, that a suitable type has been found to 
respond completely to the current needs of textile firms 
in Greece, and there is no need for any change. It is very 
difficult to forsee whether the present economic crisis of 
the sector will cause the discarding of this type and the 
emergence of a new one. 
The double-storey box which recently appeared in the weaving 
industries, arose out of the same factors as the box and 
the additional fact that the production process of weaving 
fabrics will proceed more quickly and smoothly if it takes 
place in a double-storey production hall with continous 
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interrelationship between the two levels. It is doubtful 
whether the double-storey box is the favoured type for 
weaving mills because of the problems of strong vibrations 
caused by the high speeds of the weaving machines which are 
placed on the second floor. Considering the fact that the 
development of the technology of weaving machines is not 
orientated towards the elimination of their vibrating motions 
but more of their excessive sound, the re-manifestation of 
this type should be related to the construction of a strong 
and expressive structural skeleton. 
Finally, the composite type has the largest life span of 
all the other types. The reason lies in the fact that the 
composite type, by definition, is not a pure type, but 
is always based on different combinations of other types 
mainly those which are dominant in a particular period. 
There are only two characteristics of the composite type 
which remain constant, irrespective of the number of types 
involved in the composition. Firstly, the composite type 
is always built on sites with no restrictions. Secondly, 
it always embodies a particular feature of the-pluralistic 
building which is the use of a common formal language 
expressed in variations to distinguish the functionally 
different parts of the buildings. 
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CHAPTER 7 
A DISCUSSION OF THEORETICAL ISSUES INVOLVED IN THE TYPOLOGICAL APPROACH 
INTRODUCTION 
The notion of type has been used throughout the thesis as 
a descriptive tool for the historical analysis of a 
particular building class. The main reason for the choice 
of this approach is an endeavour to focus on the buildings 
and not on architects or styles. A central consideration 
has been the study of the evolution of the built environment, 
in terms of forms and ideas, should embrace the whole range 
of buildings not only those selected for their supposed 
architectural importance. 
This chapter discusses some important issues concerning the 
use of types in the description of mills, and in architecture 
in general, in terms of the value of a theory of types. It 
focuses on some key issues which arise from the survey and 
are related to the nature of type as a taxonomic tool in 
historical description. For this purpose, some of the views 
presented in chapter 4 are reintroduced and criticized in 
the light of the conclusions of the case study. More 
analytically the points which are discussed refer to the 
relationship between building class and form type, the 
potentiality and justification of the use of types in 
historical description, the conditions of the emergence, 
evolution, coexistence, succession and death of types, and 
the 'biological fallacy'1associated with the notion of 
type in architecture. 
Thus, this chapter concentrates upon how the application 
of types to mill buildings has illuminated those issues which 
have been raised earlier in general terms. 
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Finally, a discussion is opened on the potential use of, 
types in the design of buildings, by raising the problems 
which are embodied in such an attempt, and by emphasizing 
the theoretical premises on which it should be based. 
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An important problem involved in the typological approach 
is the relationship between the concept of 'form type' and 
'building class'. Their different meanings have already 
been explained on the basis of the relation of typology and 
classification (chapter 4). Their causal connection has 
also been discussed in general terms when the notion of 
type and its application were raised. Although it is clear 
from the typological analysis of the present work that there 
are many different types of buildings which share a common 
function, it is very difficult to find common types for 
a wide range of building classes unless we are dealing with 
buildings which are functionally analogous and have similar 
spatial requirements. For instance, a box can equally be 
a factory, a supermarket, a laboratory or a warehouse. A 
multi-storey block can also be a type for an office building 
or warehouse. This characteristic of the type does not 
imply that similarities between building classes cannot 
exist. On the contrary, there are many but they are not 
combined to a type since they refer to fragments of the 
buildings. These fragments are mainly the formal language, 
(fig. 261,262) characteristic motifs such as particular 
kinds of windows, porticos, roofs etc, and very rarely the 
articulation of inner spaces which obviously is closely 
related to the functional requirements of the buildings. 
These similarities between building classes usually occur 
in two cases. When buildings are of the same style (fig. 
263,264), and when they have the impress of the same 
architect (fig. 265,266). 
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Throughout the work an important issue has been raised 
concerning the nature of type. There is an organic 
conception of type which is reflected by the fact that the 
life of a type follows a pattern of generation, rise, 
maturity, decline and obsolescence. Although this schema in 
its general form shows organic analogies, it describes an 
evolutionary process different from that of organic beings. 
The generation of a type in architecture, quite unlike the 
generation of living beings, takes place through a process 
of invention or importation. By invention is meant the 
development of a type based on local needs and use of 
local characteristics which mainly refer to building 
materials, techniques, forms and motifs and does not have 
to rely on foreign prototypes. The importation of a type 
is a process which occurs through two channels. In the 
first case the designer is influenced by and uses a type 
that has been developed already in another country. In 
this process of transfer, which is exemplified in the box 
mill, the designer adapts the new type to local partic- 
ularities and to local materials and techniques. In the 
second case of importation, which is less adaptable to 
local conditions than the previous ones, the transfer of 
the new type takes place through the client who imports 
the machinery with the projects of the factory (the serrate 
building), or employs an. architect who copies the 
foreign prototype (the monumental building). 
A type after its generation and trial gets its constant 
characteristics. There is sometimes a short period of 
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stabilization- of certain traits. This situation occurs 
in two cases. Firstly, when a type is imported and its 
initial output is based on the use of materials which are 
not used and produced locally; then a period follows for 
the adaptation of the type to local particularities. This 
is clearly illustrated in the way the monumental factory is 
established in Greece. The first application is a corn mill 
(fig. 6) constructed in Thessaloniki in 1851. It is a load 
bearing construction with iron columns. The only manifesta- 
tion of this type in mills (ATTICA SPINNING AND WEAVING 
INDUSTRIES, 1925) is of skeletal construction with reinforced 
concrete columns. Thus, in mill design reinforced concrete 
can be considered as one of the attributes of the type. 
When a type is generated in a period of introduction of a 
new building material, a short period intervenes between 
the first manifestations of the type and the followings 
which are based on the recently widespread material. This 
issue is exemplified clearly in the case of the serrate 
building. The first application of this type in mills in 
Greece (A. 7 ) is a wooden construction. All the other mills 
which have been built later on, are reinforced concrete 
structures. Thus, the use of concrete as a building material 
can be considered as one of the features of this type 
despite the fact that the first mill which originally 
applied it, has been made of wood. 
The delay in the acquisition of the stable characteristics 
of the type is always due to building materials and methods 
of construction, in other words due to the means of-the 
technical realization of buildings. Additionally, there 
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are cases when a type in decline may change those charac- 
teristics which are related to the constructional materials. 
For instance, the last example of the vernacular building 
(the extension of A. 6 mills) is made of reinforced concrete, 
though wood is one of the dominant attributes of the type. 
It is obvious that unstable traits, at least at the 
beginning or the end of the life of the type are those 
related to materials and techniques. It is easy to imagine 
the basic principles remaining unaltered when they are ac- 
companied by changes in materials and constructional 
techniques. What is important after all are the formal traces 
of a technique and the textual quality of the materials 
rather than the operations and the material substance as 
such. 
A type does not last for ever and has a limited life span 
and often its materialiazations coincide with the manifesta- 
tions of other types, as is the case of the vernacular 
building, the serrate, the multi-storey block and the 
complicated which have been built in the period 1920-40 
and also after the 1960's the -box and the pluralistic. 
It is easy to assume that the large number of coexistent 
types in a certain period is due to the pluralism of modern 
industrial societies, which is characterized by continuous 
renewal and proliferation of human needs, materials, 
techniques and changing architectural design ideologies. 
Considering the present situation of architectural practice 
in developed countries, this is true. However, mill designing 
in Greece offers a different answer. It is mainly the 
ambivalence of a certain period expressed in a gap between 
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human needs and the means to satisfy them, that leads to 
the creation of many types. For instance, with the rapid 
industrialization in Greece after 1920, a problem arises in 
textile manufacturing: the design of buildings to properly 
house the industrial activity. In parallel, there is an 
uncertainty about the means to achieve it because the 'need' 
is not yet clear and in a way it Doses questions which . are 
open to many different answers. In contrast, after 1960 the 
'need' becomes clear and definite and the available technical 
means to the designer are adequate to satisfy the need. As 
a result the box is developed as a dominant and common type, 
the only one so widespread. 
The biological analogy which is apparent in the pattern of 
life of each type does not characterize the transition from 
one type to another. Types undergo revolutionary rather 
than evolutionary changes and establish discontinuities in 
history which become like a broken chain. Their succession 
is not characterized by transmission of many characteristics 
from the old to the new. This particular feature discloses 
the difference between 'form types' and 'biological typesi. 
Biological types are continuously manifested and the 
hereditary information is transmitted 'endosomatically', 
that is through the bodies of their actual manifestations. 
Form types in architecture alter under exogenous changes 
and whatever information is passed from one to the other 
is done 'exosomatically', through those involved in design, 
and particularly through the designer who follows a process 
which is affected by socio-cultural values and human 
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purposes and intentions. Thus the relationship between suc- 
cessive types in architecture is quite similar to that of 
types in archaeology. 
In the following figure the interrelationship of mill types 
is illustrated in terms of the traits which are transferred 
from one to the other. These characteristics relate mainly 
to the materials, the form of the roof and the inside-outside 
relationship. 
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Thus, -it may be argued that mill types have mainly the 
characteristics'of 'independent' types and not of 'trans- 
form' types, although the double-storey box can be 
considered as a 'transform' type of the 'box'. The dominance 
of 'independent' types on the 'transform' in terms of 
numbers is apparent in the typological analysis of mills, 
yet it is very difficult to argue whether this fact mirrors 
a similar situation in other building classes. This is due 
to the absence of any typological analysis of any other 
category of buildings. 
Thus, types change; but the important issue is under which 
particular conditions a new type emerges. The answer does 
not lie, as Kubler points out, in the rebellious attitude 
of the architect towards tradition which directs and 
determines his actions. It is not the architect's will 
that causes a type to change though, as Moneo argues, "some- 
times the invention of a new type is the result of an 
exceptional personality, capable of entering into archi- 
tecture with its own voice' 9. The architect works within 
his own culture and in a given social and historical context 
and acts within an overall framework part of which are 
already established types1O which are tied to human needs, 
building materials and constructional methods. This frame- 
work consists of a number of factors tightly and differently 
interwoven. Any change in these factors causes a particular 
response and reaction from the architect. He may invent a 
new type under the pressure of dramatic alterations in one 
or more of the factors. The existence of an exceptionally 
creative personality may be one of the necessary preconditions 
but it is not a sufficient cause for the emergence of a new 
type. 
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The determining : factors do not always exercise the same 
influence on the designer. This can be illustrated with the* 
analysis of the factors which lead to the emergence of 
some of the types of mills. The existence of a rich tradition 
in housing design concerning the forms, materials and 
techniques, combined with the absence of any previously 
established industrial forms, and the small size of textile 
firms at the end of the nineteenth century facilitates the birth 
of the vernacular building. Furthermore, an important factor 
is the involvement of traditional builders in factory con- 
struction. A legislative change which has obliged profes- 
sional engineers to get involved in factory design is the 
main impetus behind the serrate building but not the only 
one. Additionally, it is the professional status of the 
engineers which has conditioned the importation of a type - 
instead of invention - that is favoured in Southern Europe 
and initially has originated from the need to illuminate with 
natural light single-storey shopfloors. The existence of 
the proper material means (concrete) and techniques at the 
same period in Greece are the necessary preconditions 
from which the serrate building derives. The complicated 
building is the result of purely economic factors related 
to financial restrictions, and the existence of badly shaped 
firms, which have been the outcome of the economic crisis. 
The box,, on the contrary. is the result of changes in the size 
of the industrial firms, in their competitive policy, in the 
production process and in the environmental conditions 
imposed by the need to improve the quality of the products 
and to create a better environment. 
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Thus, there are many factors which constitute a kind of. 
historical network within which the designer is bound to 
act. These factors are the economic conditions, the socio- 
cultural circumstances, the geographic and climatic 
environment, the legislation, the technological and material 
means of construction, the heritage of the built environment 
and the body of scientific knowledge or otherwise which is 
acquired by the designer through his education and profes- 
sional practice. 
The relative importance of every factor in each historical 
period, and the degree of their impact on the designer are 
different. The number and kind of factors vary between the 
building classes. For instance, the influence of the level 
of development of technology is more decisive on factory 
design than on any other building class. Technology 
influences the design of industrial buildings through two 
channels. The first is related to building materials and 
techniques, in other words to the construction industry, 
and affects in a similar way all building 'classes. The 
second channel is related to the industrial machinery and 
the production process and has a very important effect on 
factory design. This is probably the reason. why types of 
industrial buildings tend to alter quickly. On the contrary, 
the changing architectural ideologies are reflected more 
clearly on villas or public buildings than on factories, 
since in the former financial restrictions and clients' 
impositions are usually not strict and allow the designer 
to manoeuvre easily and make stylistic gestures. In the case 
of factories the strict impositions of the production 
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process and the client's priorities to this process limit 
many times considerably the architect's freedom. 
The question that arises is whether the continuous and 
repetitive manifestations of a type depend on the factors 
which conditioned its emergence remaining in existence 
or on the way designers act during design by copying an 
already established type. The situation of reoccurence can 
be attributed to both factors since they are interrelated; 
the former as the functional-environmental origin and the 
latter the genetic. However, there is not enough evidence, 
derived from the survey, on the influential impact of the 
second factor which involves issues of the design process 
and mainly the architects'way of conceptualizing during 
designing. This situation resulted from the fact that the 
designers of mills were basically unknown. The only indication 
that there may be a kind of genetic lineage between buildings 
which belong to the same type is the statement of the designer 
of SIGARAS, C. WOOL, INDUSTRIES (A. 12) who has stated in an 
interview that he has used as a source of inspiration the 
PELLA OLYMPOS Mills (A. 10), in Naoussa, and where as a child 
he watched his father supervising, as foreman, the construction 
works. 
This aspect raises the final issue which is the relationship 
of typology and design and the widening of the role of types- 
from descriptive and taxonomic devices to operational and 
normative tools. It is quite beyond the scope of this study 
to make any theoretical analysis of the creative process of 
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the designer, and the need to intermingle types in design 
based on the idea to combine and reconcile 'change' and 
'continuity'; the two aspects of historical evolution. The 
modern Rationalists and other theorists such as A. Colquhoun 
and B. Hillier et at, whose ideas have been presented in 
chapter 4 argued for the inevitable relationship between 
types and design based on the general consideration that 
buildings can communicate meanings when they reveal and em- 
body preestablished form-types. Those contemporary architects 
who employ types as mechanisms of compositions and as motivat- 
ing forces of their creativity have stripped the notion of 
its holistic character. The type is reduced to an idea or to a 
formal element and in both cases it is merely an independent 
fragment. Thus, one is confronted with a broken entity scat- 
tered into pieces and the buildings can be considered with 
difficulty as expressions of a known type. 
At the most general level without going into the core of the 
problem a final point should be made concerning the concept 
and use of type. The taxonomic utility of types can be found 
in the historical description of the built environment which 
seeks to embrace all of its components (buildings) independent- 
ly of their style or their designer, and to reveal their 
common formal principles. R. Moneo very correctly points out 
that there is an "... extreme difficulty in applying the 
concept of type to current architecture, in spite of our 
awareness of its value in explaining a historical tradition"1' 
If design action wants to benefit from this analytic and 
taxonomic tool, and transform it to an operative instrument, 
for reasons related to a 'normative view of history112, it 
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should do so on the basis of the knowledge of the meaning 
of the term, its potentialities, its limitations and mainly 
its holistic character. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
There have been two aims to the thesis, as was stressed in 
the main introduction. The first was to study the history 
of mill buildings in Greece since the end of the nineteenth 
century; the second to develop a typological method of 
analysis and assess it in application to the mills. 
The character of the thesis has been taxonomic and historical. 
Namely, there has been an exploration into how and why mills 
evolved by arranging them into groups according to their 
common features, and an attempt was made to achieve a histor- 
ical reconstruction on the basis of types. Furthermore, 
through the case-study, a number of theoretical issues related 
to the ontogeny of types were explored. These have remained 
untouched in architecture so far. These issues are analysed 
in chapter 7. 
The work has followed a process of interplay between the 
development of the typological method and its application 
in the study of a particular class. Accordingly, the con- 
clusions of the thesis may be summarized in two categories. 
The first is concerned with the methodology. These conclusions 
refer to the nature of types, to the procedure of the identi- 
fication of types and to. the evolutionary life-pattern of 
the types. They are drawn mainly from chapters 4,5 and 7. 
The second category contains those which deal with the histor- 
ical' evolution of mill types in Greece (chapters 5 and 6). 
In this section, instead of repeating these conclusions, I 
shall concentrate on more general ones by giving an account 
of the good and bad points of the typological approach and 
by exposing its descriptive strength in the analysis of mills. 
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We can grasp the history of buildings by rearranging them 
into classes, types or stylistic categories. -As G. Kubler 
stresses "it is in the nature of being that no event ever 
repeats, but it is in the nature of thought that we under- 
stand events only by the identities we imagine among them". 
The three analytical tools express three ideologically dif- 
ferent methods of historical analysis. Classification is at 
the one end and as has been analysed in chapter 4 it tends 
to be mechanical and superficial. Its more important limi- 
tation is that it leads to the fragmentation of the buildings 
by isolating particular aspects of them on the basis of 
which the classification is achieved. 'it leads to the forma- 
tion of collections of plans, facades or other architectural 
elements such as windows, doors, roofs etc., which are parts 
of a whole that has been lost. The abstract schema of the 
plan is usually the taxonomic criterion for the classes. 
At the other end of the analytical spectrum there is the 
conventional architectural history of styles and architects. 
This tends to be arbitrary since it is controlled and directed 
by the choices and interests of the historian. It is influ- 
enced by his task, it depends on his judgement and that of 
his peers and thus, it is open to ideologically based dis- 
tortion. Furthermore, it gives praise to individuality and 
presupposes that only the buildings which are designed by 
famous architects or have a stylistic delicacy are worth 
studying. ' 
In between lies typological analysis which is neither mecha- 
nical nor arbitrary. Like classification it enables the 
researcher to bring order to a large number of buildings 
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which usually cannot be subjected to a conventional stylistic 
analysis and whose designers are either unknown or do not 
adhere to any known architectural school of thought. Also, as 
opposed to conventional historical analysis, it enables the 
inclusion of buildings of no particular specifically archi- 
tectural merit. It holds to the view that the architectural 
spirit of an age is expressed in all buildings irrespective 
of the quality of their architecture. Thus, it gave analytical 
value to a number of mills - mainly those belonging to the 
complicated type - which are not perceived to be of any 
stylistic and architectural importance. However, they have 
a historical importance since the built environment includes, 
apart from unique examples, both replicas and transfers and 
also good and bad ones which are related to one another by 
the bonds of influence or tradition. Thus, typological ana- 
lysis 'portayed' reality in mill designing in a more or less 
accurate way by dealing with a representative sample of 
the whole. 
Comprehensiveness is the most fundamental aspect of typology. 
The typological approach enabled the wholistic treatment of 
mills and allowed a shift from partial to complete description. 
It did not isolate and segment them according to their con- 
stituent aspects, but it identified all those groups of 
textile buildings which had a complete set of these aspects 
in common. The fragmentation of each mill, was not entirely 
avoided, at least-in the first stage of the definition of 
each type, yet, finally all features (the articulation of 
spaces, the spatial volume, the formal structure and the means 
of technical realization of buildings) are recombined to 
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formulate the type as a tightly interwoven network, 
-- i 
Thus, the typological approach forces a shift in historical 
analysis towards the adoption of the comprehensive mechanisms 
used in the design process. Buildings are perceived during 
design as complete entities and not as a cluster of fragments 
and are products of a set of ideas which refer to them as a 
whole. Ina similar way, in typological analysis, mills were 
treated as complete entities; a fact which resulted in a 
more accurate 'reading' of the practice of mill designing. 
The typological analysis as assessed through the study of mill 
buildings has shown its descriptive strength in that it 
enabled the description of mills based not purely on their 
formal characteristics but also on the qualities and ideas 
underlying them. It is aimed at the internal coherence of 
buildings and thus it stressed their connections more than 
their individual aspects. The thesis has shown that these 
connections can be detected by exposing the common ideas 
which gave birth to'a set of mills which may not look alike 
on superficial examination. For instance, the vernacular 
building encompasses a number of mills which have quite dif- 
ferent configurations-pertaining to Macedonian or Syrian 
houses , yet all have a common underlying idea: the intention 
to adapt and refer to local traditional architecture. 
Thus, whereas the notions of style and class refer mainly to 
external characteristics, the concept of type transfers 
description to a deeper level, to the ideas lying beneath the 
form. Ideas are not regarded merely as abstract motivating 
forces related to-the intentions of the designer, but are 
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always considered in connection with their formal manifesta- 
tions. So, the buildings were put into types according to 
what they are and the ideas which are explicitly expressed 
through their formal features, independently of the ideas 
which might have lain behind their design in the minds of 
their designers. 
Typological analysis allowed inter-temporal and cross-regional 
comparisons. The various types were materialized in various 
periods and regions. However, since the main concern of typo- 
logy is to focus upon the buildings and their relationships, 
priority was given to the investigation of their common at- 
tributes without taking into account, in the first place, 
issues of regional and temporal coexistence. This then led 
to comparisons between different geographical areas and his- 
torical periods. 
The typological approach showed its limitations by failing 
to encompass all the buildings under examination. It was not 
found possible to incorporate into the 7 identified types a 
small number of mills. The 7 types and various syntheses of 
them cover the whole set of 57 mills with the exception of 4 
which were presented in chapter 5 under the heading 'prob- 
lematic cases'. Furthermore, a few of the types have a small 
population; a fact which might have resulted in an imprecise 
definition of their constituent elements. This was probably 
due to the size of the sample. An increase of the number of 
buildings under study might lead to some slight alterations 
of the constituent characteristics of the type. 
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The principle limitation of the present work - though not of 
the use of typologies - is that the application of the typo- 
logical analysis was made to only a single building class. 
This meant that the investigation of issues related to the 
ontogeny of types was inevitably affected by the particulari- 
ties of mills. It would have been desirable to strengthen 
the theoretical conclusions of the thesis by taking into 
account the specific qualities of other building classes, but 
this was not possible within the time available. 
This work, therefore, cannot be regarded as a final statement 
on typology in terms of theory and application, but rather 
as the formulation of a framework within which typological 
analyses of other building classes can be usefully carried 
out. 
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